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ABSTRACT
Humans vary widely in body size and shape, but all humans are bipedal, and they are as-
sumed to perform bipedalism in essentially the same way. Body size affects nearly all aspects
of any animal’s ecology, physiology, and behavior, including locomotor behavior. Much of
the theory underlying the consequences of size variation on locomotion was developed from
broad interspecific studies of mammals and birds, but researchers have focused relatively
little on the consequences of size within species, or within humans in particular.
This dissertation examined how body size influences human morphology and
behavior in four specific areas: 1) scaling of linear anthropometric dimensions;
2) scaling of stiffness, force, displacement, and leg spring angle during running;
3) quiet standing postural sway and stance characteristics; and 4) variability and
scaling patterns in bone microstructure of the femur. Additionally, this dissertation
explored different statistical approaches for examining each of these areas to determine
whether results were robust to the chosen statistical approach and whether novel statis-
tical methods would offer new insights into the data. These studies represent a holistic
analysis of human size variation from macro-scale locomotor behavior to micro-scale bone
microstructure characteristics both within and between sexes.
The first study examined the scaling of human linear anthropometric dimensions from motion
capture data in a sample of 104 size-varying adults using two statistical methods: log-
log regression and principal component analysis (PCA). Results of this study indicated
agreement between patterns of observed allometry in the two methods in the pooled sex
sample, but not in magnitude, where PCA resulted in exaggerated allometry coefficients.
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Both methods produced isometric scaling of the upper arm, thigh, and shoulder in the
pooled sex analysis, but results differed between methods in the sex-specific analysis. When
sexes were pooled, departures from isometry were minimal in all but pelvis width. When
sexes were analyzed separately, all dimensions except for shoulder width adhered to isometry
in the log-log regressions.
The second study analyzed how leg and vertical stiffness, force, displacement, and leg spring
angle scaled with body mass in a sample of 69 adults when running at the same relative (leg-
length adjusted) speeds. Allometric scaling exponents were calculated for stiffness, force,
displacement, and leg spring angle via kinematic and kinetic data using three different
types of log-log regressions (ordinary least squares, linear mixed models, and Bayesian linear
mixed models) with 95% confidence/highest density intervals. In this sample, regardless of
model choice, all variables scaled according to the isometric expectations, suggesting that
humans do not violate the assumptions of dynamic similarity. Sex-specific analyses revealed
similar patterns of isometry in all variables except for vertical stiffness at the slow running
speed.
The third study examined how 1) anthropometrics and sex influence stance characteristics,
and 2) how anthropometrics, sex, and stance characteristics influence postural sway metrics
during quiet standing in 69 adults. A multivariate regression technique, partial least squares
regression (PLSR), was employed to evaluate highly-correlated and complex relationships
between variables. Stance characteristics were strongly related to sex and to some extent
body size. Postural sway metrics were dominated primarily by stance characteristics, but
did display some effects of body size, where shorter subjects had less anteroposterior sway
magnitude and variability. In a subset of subjects with less variable stance width, body size
characteristics became more influential predictors of postural sway. Sex-specific analyses
primarily suggested the common influence of stance width on postural sway.
The fourth study evaluated variability and scaling patterns in subchondral and trabecular
bone microstructure of the femoral medial condyle in 24 specimens. Coefficients of variation
(CV) were calculated to describe variability and Bayesian linear mixed models were employed
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to examine size differences and scaling patterns in the sample. Results indicated high
variability in subchondral and trabecular properties both across specimens and across the
joint surface. The scaling analysis revealed no real size dependency in the properties when
all volumes of interest (VOIs) were analyzed together, although trabecular spacing and bone
volume fraction did trend towards negative and positive allometry, respectively. It appeared
that humans in this sample may not follow interspecific scaling patterns observed in other
animals, likely due the large variability observed in the properties analyzed.
Results from these scaling studies indicated that intraspecific scaling patterns match those
found interspecifically for movement patterns and to some extent limb dimensions, but
not for bone microstructure. Each study revealed slightly different results for how body
size influenced the parameters tested, but all indicated a large amount of variability in
the observed patterns. Humans are highly variable in morphology and behavior, but this
variability appears to affect relationships with body size differently on the macro- and micro-
scale.
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Extant humans and extinct hominins vary widely in body size and shape, but all humans
are bipedal, and they are assumed to perform bipedalism in essentially the same way. Body
size affects nearly all aspects of any animal’s ecology, physiology, and behavior, including
locomotor behavior. Much of the theory underlying the consequences of size variation on
locomotion was developed from broad interspecific studies of mammals and birds (Alexander
and Jayes, 1983; Alexander, 1985, 1989; Biewener, 2005; Biknevicius, 1993; Blob, 2000;
Gatesy and Biewener, 1991; Gray, 1968; McMahon, 1975b), but researchers have focused
relatively little on the consequences of size within species, or within humans in particular.
There are many reasons to expect that body size influences gait and postural activities.
From stories of small-bodied tree climbers (Kraft et al., 2014; Venkataraman et al., 2013;
Watanabe, 1971) to individuals stalking prey through dense rainforest (Perry and Dominy,
2009; Watanabe, 1971), anthropological anecdotes suggest that small-bodied people appear
to excel at certain activities, such as climbing trees for honey or creeping through a forest
when hunting. The same evidence can be found within competitive sports, where small
individuals often excel at sports such as gymnastics (Claessens et al., 1991) and climbing
(Laffaye et al., 2015; Michailov et al., 2009; Watts et al., 1993). Body size is also a factor
within individual sports—for example, in basketball, body mass and stature of guards is
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substantially lower than those who play other positions (Ostojic et al., 2006). Similarly,
distance runners are often smaller and lighter than sprinters (Weyand and Davis, 2005).
Military obstacle courses, which include tasks that measure speed and agility, are reported
to offer an advantage to smaller, lighter participants (Bishop et al., 1999; Kusano et al., 1997;
Vanderburgh, 2008). These differences likely exist because of biomechanical constraints on
stride length and agility, as well as the fact that muscle forces scale at lower rates than body
weight, creating a discrepancy at larger body sizes (Alexander et al., 1981; Biewener, 1989b,
1990).
This research examined how body size influences human morphology and behavior in four
specific areas: 1) scaling of linear anthropometric dimensions; 2) scaling of force, displace-
ment, stiffness, and leg spring angle during running; 3) quiet standing postural sway and
stance characteristics; and 4) variability and scaling patterns in bone microstructure of the
femur. Additionally, this dissertation explored different statistical approaches for examining
each of these areas to determine whether results were robust to the chosen statistical approach
and whether novel statistical methods would offer new insights into the data.
This research combined laboratory-based experiments and bone micro-computed tomogra-
phy analyses to test hypotheses about size-related differences in movement patterns and
bone microstructure, both within and between sexes. This research also evaluated whether
hypotheses derived from broad interspecific trends could explain variation within a single
species. This work included a holistic analysis of the functional effects of human size
variation from macro-scale gait characteristics to micro-scale bone tissue properties and
represents a novel and cohesive approach to the question of human size variation. These
functional consequences may indicate why smaller or larger people excel at certain activities
and whether there are biomechanical benefits to having larger or smaller stature and/or
body mass.
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1.2 Scaling and allometry
Allometry is the study of how a given trait changes (scales) with body size (i.e., body mass
or other relevant size variables). Allometric scaling patterns are typically derived from linear
regression equations of trait (y) versus size (x), where:
log(y) = log(a) + b log(x) (1.1)
Equation (1.1) can also be expressed as log(y) ∝ b log(x) (where log(a), the intercept, is
dropped), and finally as y ∝ xb, where ∝ means “proportional to” (Alexander, 1985). b is
the allometric scaling exponent defined by the slope of the line in the log-log regression. For
example, when body mass is the size variable of interest, the scaling exponents are typically
expressed as ∝M b, where M is body mass. In this way, we can examine how various traits
scale with body size using this simple regression method.
1.2.1 Similarity theories
There are different expectations for the calculated scaling exponents (b) based on different
geometric theories (see Figure 1.1). The simplest, geometric similarity, assumes that an
object scales uniformly and that its linear dimensions are multiples of a factor λ (Fig-
ure 1.1A) (Alexander, 1985; Hill, 1950; McMahon, 1975b). In this case, areas are expressed
as λ2 and volumes are λ3 (Alexander, 1985). According to the assumptions of geometric
similarity, length (and diameter) variables should therefore scale proportional to (∝) M1/3
and areas scale ∝M2/3. For example, in this theory, the maximum muscle forces, which are
proportional to muscle cross-sectional area, produced by an animal are ∝M2/3 (Hill, 1950).
Thus, this theory would predict that larger animals are weaker relative to their body mass
than smaller animals (Alexander, 1985; Hill, 1950). If traits scale uniformly according to the
aforementioned expectations, this relationship is considered “isometry”. Deviations above
this expectation (i.e., steeper slopes) are called positive allometry and deviations below this
expectation (i.e., shallower slopes) are called negative allometry.
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Figure 1.1: (A): schematic illustration of large and small geometrically similar quadrupeds,
showing l2/l1 = d2/d1. (B): elastically similar beams, for which δ2/l2 = δ1/l1, but l2/l1 =
(d2/d1)
2/3. (C): beams of equal average static stress, so that σ̄2 = σ̄1, which requires l2/l1 =
(d2/d1)
1/2. SOURCE: McMahon (1975a), reproduced with permission from publisher.
An alternative theory, elastic similarity, suggests that structures deform under their own
weight in a uniform fashion to avoid elastic buckling (Figure 1.1B) (McMahon, 1973, 1975a,
1984). In this theory, the lengths (l) and diameters (d) of an object have different scaling
expectations, where l ∝ d2/3 (or the inverse, d ∝ l3/2), which prevents the structures
from failing due to bending or buckling under their own weight (McMahon, 1973, 1975a,
1984). Elastic similarity therefore has different expectations for scaling of lengths (∝M1/4),
diameters (∝M3/8), and areas (∝M3/4) (Alexander, 1985; McMahon, 1973, 1975b).
A third and less frequently discussed theory, static stress similarity, is concerned with main-
taining constant stress (σ) in muscles and bones across body sizes (Figure 1.1C) (McMahon,
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1975a, 1984). In static stress similarity, lengths scale ∝M1/5, diameters ∝M2/5, and areas
∝M4/5.
Past studies of various traits such as bone lengths, muscle size and area, and other phys-
iological variables suggest that these body traits follow geometric and/or elastic similarity
to a varying degree (Alexander et al., 1979; Alexander, 1983, 1985; Biewener, 2005; Maloiy
et al., 1979; McMahon, 1975a,b). Broad interspecific (cross-species) studies indicate that
most mammal and bird bone dimensions scale according to geometric similarity (isometry)
(Figure 1.2) (Alexander et al., 1979; Biewener, 1982, 2005; Maloiy et al., 1979; Selker and
Carter, 1989). However, in animals such as bovids and ungulates, long bone lengths appear
to scale very closely to the elastic similarity expectation (Alexander, 1985; McMahon, 1975a).
Static stress similarity is not well supported by published data (Biewener, 2005; McMahon,
1975a, 1984). While mammal bones generally adhere to geometric similarity, published data
for muscle dimensions (e.g., muscle cross-sectional area, fiber length, and moment arms)
scale according to elastic similarity (Alexander, 1985).
Figure 1.2: Length–diameter scaling patterns of long bones from three groups of mammals:
carnivorans (dark blue line: Bertram and Biewener, 1990), bovids (black line: McMahon,
1975a) and ceratomorphs (red line: Prothero and Sereno, 1982). Data for carnivorans exhibit
differential allometry with smaller families scaling more closely to isometry and larger families
closer to elastic similarity (reflected by light blue dashed lines). The larger carnivorans match
the pattern for bovids, which scale with elastic similarity. Ceratomorphs scale with stronger
allometry, close to stress similarity. Larger-sized bovids also exhibit this pattern. SOURCE:
Biewener (2005), reproduced with permission from publisher.
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There is clearly conflicting evidence about scaling of bone dimensions. McMahon (1975a)
argues that elastic similarity best explains observed scaling patterns, but Alexander (1985)
concludes that although certain muscle traits more closely match elastic similarity expecta-
tions, the discrepancies observed in bone dimensions are problematic for the theory of elastic
similarity. Therefore, most authors default to geometric similarity as the most probable
scaling model in interspecific studies.
The aforementioned theories deal primarily with static bodies, although the authors note
that the theories could extend to bodies in motion (Alexander, 1985; McMahon, 1975b). A
final theory, termed dynamic similarity, was introduced by Alexander and Jayes (1983) to
reconcile some of the discrepancies between geometric and elastic similarity. Alexander and
Jayes’s dynamic similarity theory proposes that geometrically similar animals can also be
elastically similar during movement ; i.e., differently-sized animals will have similar kinematic
parameters such as joint excursion angles (∝ M0) when moving at the same relative speed
(such as a Froude speed, which is calculated as a function of leg length, gravity, and velocity:
Fr = V 2/gL) (Alexander, 1989; Donelan and Kram, 2000).
1.2.2 Size-dependent constraints and scaling patterns
The gravitational forces that animals experience during standing balance and locomotion
are directly proportional to body mass (FGRF ∝ Mg ∝ M1). Resisting and overcoming
gravitational forces at any limb joint is dependent on the amount of muscle force being pro-
duced and the corresponding moments that these muscles can generate (Biewener, 1989a,b).
Larger animals would therefore produce relatively lower muscle forces, M2/3 according to
geometric similarity, resulting in a disparity between gravitational and muscle forces unless
allometric changes in bone cross-sectional properties, posture, force production, or locomotor
performance occur (Alexander et al., 1977; Bertram and Biewener, 1990; Biewener, 1983,
1989a,b; Jungers and Burr, 1994; Rubin and Lanyon, 1984).
Biewener (1990) proposed a model to explain how the particular mechanisms employed
in different animals would differ depending on animal size. The smallest animals (0.001-
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0.1kg) are not constrained by muscle force production and therefore should be geometrically
similar. Medium-sized animals (0.1-300kg), such as primates or humans, do not display
strong allometry in bone dimensions as reported above. Therefore, Biewener predicted that
these medium-sized animals would overcome gravitational and locomotor loads primarily
through behavioral mechanisms (e.g., more extended limb postures and consequently greater
mechanical advantage in larger animals) rather than exhibit strong allometry in bony di-
mensions (1990). The largest animals (300-2500kg) would have the strongest bone allometry
(i.e., most robust bones) accompanied by decreased locomotor performance (e.g., speed and
agility).
Postural and behavioral changes are supported interspecifically (i.e., across species) via
various mammal and bird gaits (Biewener, 1983, 1989a,b, 2005; Gatesy and Biewener, 1991;
Rubin and Lanyon, 1984). However, it is uncertain to what extent these principles apply
at a narrower taxonomic level or even intraspecifically (i.e., within a single species). Few
studies have explored these relationships within phylogenetic groups (Biewener, 2005; Day
and Jayne, 2007; Polk, 2001, 2002; Polk et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010; Smith and Wilson,
2013). Polk (2002) and Day and Jayne (2007) found mixed support for Biewener’s (1990)
model at the Family level.
1.2.3 Scaling in humans
Given that most mammals appear to conform to geometric similarity, it is likely that human
bone dimensions also conform to this trend. Humans also fall within Biewener’s (1990)
group of medium-sized animals (0.1-300kg), which are expected primarily to deal with
increasing gravitational loads primarily through behavioral changes rather than strong bone
allometry.
Humans vary considerably in both body size (height and mass) and in body proportions.
Previous research suggests that human bone dimensions violate geometric similarity due
to these shape differences (Auerbach and Sylvester, 2011; Jantz and Meadows Jantz, 2017;
Kramer and Sylvester, 2013; Meadows and Jantz, 1995; Nevill et al., 2004; Steudel-Numbers
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and Weaver, 2006; Sylvester et al., 2008). Patterns of allometry may also be bone-specific,
where proximal limb lengths (e.g., humerus, femur) display negative allometry (< M1/3) and
distal element lengths (e.g., radius, tibia) display positive allometry (> M1/3) (Auerbach and
Sylvester, 2011; Holliday and Ruff, 2001; Sylvester et al., 2008; Temple et al., 2008).
Bone allometry is fairly well-studied in humans. However, there are multiple methods used
to calculate allometry coefficients for bone dimensions, some of which use direct measures of
body size (e.g., stature or mass) and others that use calculated proxies for body size (e.g.,
geometric mean, estimated stature) (Auerbach and Sylvester, 2011; Sylvester et al., 2008;
Temple et al., 2008). Auerbach and Sylvester (2011) found that using a size proxy (e.g., a
geometric mean (GM) calculated from multiple bone dimensions, where GM = n
√
x1x2...xn;
n is the number of dimensions and x represents the dimensions) resulted in similar patterns
as a direct size variable (e.g., stature) in log-log ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, but
that the absolute values for the coefficients differed considerably between methods. Using
the geometric mean as the size variable of interest also poses a problem in this case, since
the geometric mean is calculated from and therefore may be biased by the individual bone
dimensions in question (Auerbach and Sylvester, 2011).
1.2.4 Current study
Chapter 2 presents a study that applied the concepts of scaling and allometry to human
anthropometric dimensions using two robust statistical approaches to compare and validate
against previous research. In this study, I analyzed a sample of 104 adults of varying
height and mass to determine if 1) scaling patterns in this sample match previously-reported
patterns, and 2) if the statistical approach influences the results. I hypothesized that in
agreement with previous research, humans in this sample would display slight allometry in
the anthropometric dimensions tested and that the two statistical methods, log-log regression
and principal components analysis (PCA), would agree with one another in the displayed
patterns of allometry but differ in magnitude. I chose this study to validate previous research
on geometric similarity in anthropometric dimensions in a sample of living humans. This
study also served to validate conclusions from the second study (Chapter 3) and allowed
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me to definitively say whether the subjects (and their anthropometric dimensions) in this
sample were geometrically similar.
1.3 Leg and vertical stiffness during running
1.3.1 Modeling stiffness
Limb function during running is modeled as a spring-mass system, where the leg acts as a
spring by storing and releasing elastic energy (Blickhan, 1989; Farley et al., 1991; McMahon
and Cheng, 1990). In this model, leg spring stiffness is a function of force relative to the
displacement (compression) of the leg spring, which acts like an inverted pendulum during
motion (Blickhan, 1989; Cavagna et al., 1988; McMahon and Cheng, 1990). There are
multiple methods used to calculate leg stiffness in the literature (Blum et al., 2009; Coleman
et al., 2012; Farley et al., 1993; McMahon and Cheng, 1990; Morin et al., 2005). Most of
these models estimate at least one parameter in the model, such as peak force (Blum et al.,
2009; Morin et al., 2005) or leg compression, which may be estimated via the sinusoidal
movement of the limb during the first half of stance phase (initial contact to mid-stance,
when the limb is approximately vertically oriented) (Blum et al., 2009; Farley et al., 1993;
McMahon and Cheng, 1990). In many cases, estimating these values is necessary because
ground reaction force (GRF) or motion capture data are not available to directly track force
production and movement of the leg. Coleman et al. (2012) proposed a “direct” method for
calculating leg stiffness that used both GRF and motion capture marker data to calculate
leg spring stiffness. Using the Coleman et al. (2012) model, leg spring stiffness (kleg) can be
calculated from the peak of the limb’s resultant force in the direction of the leg spring (Fleg)





Fully detailed calculations of this method are included in Appendix B: Stiffness calcula-
tions.
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(a) Leg stiffness (b) Vertical stiffness
Figure 1.3: a) Leg stiffness is derived from the resultant force of the leg spring (Fleg) divided
by the change in leg compression (∆L) between initial contact (IC) and mid-stance (MS).
Half the angle swept by the leg spring (θ) is also calculated between these time points. b)
Vertical stiffness is derived from the peak vertical GRF (FV ) divided by the vertical change
in the center of mass (∆y) between IC and the occurrence of the peak FV , which is equivalent
to MS.
An additional variable related to leg stiffness is half the angle swept by the leg spring
(θ), which represents the angular excursion of the leg spring during the first half of stance
(Figure 1.3a).
Another measure of interest, vertical stiffness (kvert), relates peak vertical ground reaction
force (FV ) to vertical center of mass (COM) fluctuation during stance (∆y) (Figure 1.3b).
Vertical stiffness measures the vertical movement of the body’s COM due to the compression
of the leg spring (Farley et al., 1993). Vertical stiffness can be used to infer the frequency
of vertical motions during running and is directly related to contact time during running
(McMahon et al., 1987; Cavagna et al., 1988; Farley et al., 1993; Brughelli and Cronin, 2008).
This method also uses estimated parameters, namely ∆y, which is typically calculated by
double integration of the vertical acceleration of the COM (Cavagna, 1975; Farley et al.,
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1993). However, as noted above, if motion capture data are available and one can track






Fully detailed calculations of this method are included in Appendix B: Stiffness calcula-
tions.
1.3.2 Scaling of stiffness
Due to greater accelerations, ground reaction forces are larger during running than dur-
ing walking. Size-related effects on posture and stiffness are more likely to occur during
running than in lower-force activities such as walking due to higher demands on muscle
force production. Lower limb stiffness (kleg, kvert) and its components, force (Fleg, FV ) and
displacement (∆L, ∆y), are an interesting natural test case for dynamic similarity, since
this theory applies to bodies in movement. We can easily calculate isometric expectations
for dynamic similarity (i.e., geometric similarity at equal relative speeds) for each variable
of interest. Recall that ground reaction forces are expected to be directly proportional to
body mass (∝ M1). Furthermore, geometric similarity predicts that length variables (and
accordingly changes in length) scale ∝ M1/3 (Alexander, 1985). Therefore, the dynamic
similarity expectation for stiffness can be derived from the following:
M1
M1/3
= M1−1/3 = M2/3 (1.4)
If animals are dynamically similar, then the isometric scaling expectation for θ is ∝M0 and
should be invariant across body sizes when animals are traveling at the same relative speeds.
Farley et al. (1993) added that dynamically similar animals should have equal dimensionless
leg compression (∆L/L0, where L0 is leg length) and equal dimensionless resultant force in
the direction of leg compression (Fleg/BW , where BW is body weight) when running at the
same relative speed. If animals are dynamically similar, then ∆L/L0 and Fleg/BW should
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both scale ∝M0 (i.e., be invariant across body size). The same would apply to dimensionless
versions of the components of vertical stiffness (FV and ∆y).
Previous work found scaling exponents of M0.67 for leg stiffness and M0.61 for vertical stiffness
in interspecific samples of quadrupedal mammals (mass between 0.1 and 135 kg) (Farley
et al., 1993). Error measures for these scaling exponents included the isometric expectation
of M2/3 (although it is not directly stated which error measures were reported, i.e., standard
error or confidence intervals). Herr (1998) reported that leg stiffness scaled ∝ M0.69 and
vertical stiffness ∝M0.61 in quadrupeds, which were almost identical to the values reported
by Farley et al. (1993). Larger mammals therefore appear to have stiffer leg springs that
undergo less vertical displacement, as predicted by geometric similarity. Farley et al. (1993)
observed that peak Fleg scaled ∝M0.97 and ∆L scaled ∝M0.30, all very close to the geometric
similarity expectation. Farley et al. (1993) also reported that leg spring angle (θ) scaled
∝ M−0.03, ∆L/L0 scaled ∝ M−0.04, and Fleg/BW scaled ∝ M−0.03, which suggests that the
animals in their study conformed to dynamic similarity.
Only two studies have examined how lower limb stiffness scales with body size in humans
(Carruthers and Farley, 1998; Farley and Korff, 1999). Carruthers and Farley (1998) re-
ported that peak GRF force scaled ∝ M0.87, leg compression ∝ M0.21, and leg stiffness
∝M0.66 among a sample of 21 adults (sex not reported) running at 4.0m/s. It is important
to note that individuals in that study were not running at the same relative speed, so
direct conclusions about dynamic similarity cannot be made from this study. Farley and
Korff (1999) also examined leg stiffness during hopping in 18 adults; they reported much
higher scaling exponents (kleg ∝ M1.00±0.23). This higher value is likely due to considerably
smaller leg compression and higher force production during the hopping task (Farley et al.,
1993). Values for leg compression during running were approximately twice as high as those
during hopping in the two studies examined (Carruthers and Farley, 1998; Farley and Korff,
1999).
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A few other studies examined postural changes (e.g., knee and thigh flexion) with body size
during walking in humans and found mixed support for size-related postural differences with
height and/or mass (Fox et al., 2017; Gruss, 2007; Hora et al., 2012).
1.3.3 Current study
Chapter 3 presents a study that explored how scaling patterns apply to human running
behavior via stiffness, force production, displacement, and leg spring angle. Interspecific
analyses suggest that mammals scale close to these expectations, but it is unclear how well
they apply intraspecifically within humans. Only two studies, with relatively small sample
sizes and unclear sex distributions, have examined how stiffness scales with body size in
humans (Carruthers and Farley, 1998; Farley and Korff, 1999). The current study expanded
upon these previous analyses by examining stiffness, force, displacement, and leg spring
angle in 69 size-varying adults of both sexes when running at the same relative (leg-length
adjusted) speeds. I also compared statistical approaches to determine if they influenced
conclusions of scaling patterns. In other words, do estimated scaling exponents (slopes) and
confidence intervals depend upon the chosen regression model? I hypothesized that humans
would conform to dynamic similarity and display similar scaling patterns as other animals.
This study was chosen because running is a mechanically stressful activity in which size-
related differences are likely to be present. This study also built on previous research on
interspecific samples to determine if the same trends are observed in humans.
1.4 Standing balance and postural sway
1.4.1 Postural sway analysis
Postural sway is measured via the movement and trajectory of the center of pressure (COP,
i.e., the point of application of the ground reaction force vector) on a force plate (Figure 1.4).
Maintaining balance is an essential function for both stance and locomotion (Winter, 1995;
Hsiao-Wecksler, 2007) and is especially important for bipedal animals such as humans.
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Figure 1.4: Depiction of how COP coordinates are calculated from a force plate. F is the 3D
resultant ground reaction force vector; COPx and COPy are the coordinates of the COP; x,
y, and z represent the internal coordinates of the force plate at the origin. SOURCE: Hsiao-
Wecksler, ME481 lecture notes, adapted from the AMTI User Manual (AMTI, Watertown,
MA).
We can track postural sway via the movement of the COP during standing. The behavior
of the COP can be visualized using a stabilogram, which plots the entire COP trajectory in
the anteroposterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) dimensions (Figure 1.5).
Postural sway is quantified based on various characteristics, such as the speed and displace-
ment of the COP during a given time period. Prieto et al. (1996) reported an exhaustive list
of time- and frequency-domain sway metrics that can be analyzed in the AP, ML, and radial
(RD =
√
AP 2 +ML2) dimensions. Time-domain metrics characterize properties such as
the distance traveled by the COP, total length of the trajectory, and variability and speed
of the COP trajectory. One can also calculate areas covered by the COP via a confidence
circle or ellipse. Frequency-domain metrics are more difficult to interpret but characterize the
power spectral density (i.e., characteristics of the frequency spectrum) of the COP trajectory
(Prieto et al., 1996). Most researchers either report all (or most) of these metrics (14 per
dimension), or choose a small subset of two or three to report.
For researchers interested in how anthropometrics (i.e., body size and shape) influence postu-
ral sway, there are also many predictor variables of interest to consider. These characteristics
may include (but are not limited to) foot shape and size, limb length, stature, mass, BMI,
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Figure 1.5: Example stabilogram for one subject across five 60s trials.
pelvis width, etc. (see Chiari et al., 2002). If a subject’s standing position is not pre-defined
or constricted on the force plate, it is also necessary to measure stance characteristics, which
include stance width, area of the base of support, foot angle, etc. (Chiari et al., 2002).
Given the large number of reportable COP and anthropmetric/stance variables, it can be
challenging to assess the relationships between these two sets of data. These variable sets are
often also highly correlated with one another, making many of the reported metrics redundant
and the study more susceptible to the multiple comparisons problem (the more tests you run,
the more likely you are to achieve a statistically significant result; Jafari and Ansari-Pour,
2019) and issues of multicollinearity, which are problematic in many regression models (Alin,
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2010). These statistical issues will be discussed in more detail below (see subsection 1.6.5)
and in Chapter 4.
Anthropometric and stance characteristics directly affect balance (Alonso et al., 2012; Chiari
et al., 2002; Kirby et al., 1987; Winter, 1995; Winter et al., 1997), but it is unclear to
what extent the variability in postural sway can be attributed to stance characteristics and
body size in healthy, unimpaired individuals. There is conflicting evidence on the effects
of anthropometric characteristics on balance. Some studies found that shorter subjects
exhibit greater postural stability (Alonso et al., 2012; Chiari et al., 2002; Era et al., 1996).
Others found that shorter subjects had greater sway and less postural stability (Berger
et al., 1992), although the latter included children in the study and therefore that effect
may be conflated with age. Studies have also found conflicting effects of mass on postural
stability: some studies indicate correlations between higher mass and greater postural sway
(Alonso et al., 2012; Chiari et al., 2002; Hue et al., 2007), although sex-specific analyses
sometimes reveal opposite effects (Alonso et al., 2012; Era et al., 1996). There are any
number of reasons why these size trends might differ, including (but in no way limited to)
high levels of inter- and/or intra-subject variability in postural sway, not enough variability
in body size and anthropometric characteristics in the sample, or non-normal data that
are not well characterized by the analyses. Additionally, many of the anthropometric and
stance variables are highly correlated with one another and are therefore difficult to analyze
in statistical models that require uncorrelated predictors, such as ordinary least squares
regression or (M)ANOVA.
1.4.2 Current study
Chapter 4 presents a study that examined how body size influences standing position and
postural sway during a quiet standing balance task. This study evaluated whether size-
related differences exist in self-selected stance characteristics or center of pressure movement.
Using a multivariate statistical technique called partial least squares regression (PLSR), I
analyzed the suite of anthropometric and postural sway parameters to determine whether
there were differences in balance among different-sized individuals both between and within
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sexes. Since foot position was not controlled in this study, I hypothesized that individuals
who chose wider stances would display less postural sway, especially in the mediolateral
dimension. I also hypothesized that postural sway in the anteroposterior dimension would
display more dependence on body size, where taller and heavier individuals would experience
greater postural sway and less stability. However, if taller and heavier individuals chose wider
stance widths, then these body size effects would potentially be mitigated and postural sway
would depend entirely upon stance characteristics. This study was chosen because standing
balance is important for bipedal humans, and previous studies have not adequately explored
the complex multivariate relationships between size and sex to better understand how these
factors influence postural sway and variability.
1.5 Subchondral and trabecular bone microstructure
1.5.1 Utility of bone microstructure
Trabecular bone is the porous web of bone that is found in the epiphyses of long bones and
is formed by a complex structure of struts and plates (Currey, 1990, 2002). Subchondral
bone is a thin region of cortical bone found in bony joints between the articular cartilage
and trabecular bone (Figure 1.6) (Polk et al., 2008; Pugh et al., 1974; Radin et al., 1970).
Trabecular and subchondral bone properties respond to external stimuli and are modified
by mechanical loading conditions via changes in structure and design (Biewener et al.,
1996; Currey, 2002; Ruff et al., 2006; Wolff, 1892). Frost’s (1987) “mechanostat” concept
states that mechanical usage induces a modeling or remodeling response in bone when
the strain from that mechanical usage rises above a certain threshold. A relatively large
microstrain (1500-3000+ µε) would result in increased cortical bone mass (modeling); a
smaller microstrain (<100-300 µε) would result in remodeling of the unit of bone in Haversian
systems, cortical-endosteal, and trabecular bone (Frost, 1987; Currey, 2002; Martelli et al.,
2014). Trabecular bone remodels more rapidly than cortical bone with an approximately 23%
greater annual turnover rate than cortical bone (Eriksen, 1986; Huiskes et al., 2000; Eriksen,
2010; Kivell, 2016). The effects of remodeling on microstructure properties are likely to be
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subtle, but compared to dense cortical bone, trabecular bone’s porosity and large surface
area means that it responds quickly to metabolic activity (Huiskes et al., 2000; Jacobs, 2000;
Currey, 2002; Kivell, 2016). Trabecular bone is therefore more sensitive to loading conditions
(it is 6-10x more sensitive to microstrains than cortical bone; Frost, 1987).
There is some debate as to whether the magnitude or frequency of a load is more important in
determining trabecular bone remodeling (Duncan and Turner, 1995; Hamrick, 1999). Duncan
and Turner (1995, p. 353) point out that “longer duration, lower [magnitude] loading has
the same effect on bone formation as loads with short duration and high [magnitude]”.
However, other research suggests that low magnitude, high-frequency signals, such as those
required to maintain posture during standing (via muscle activity), have measurable effects
on trabecular bone remodeling and density (Huang et al., 1999; Judex and Carlson, 2009;
Rubin et al., 2001, 2002). Interestingly, these signals had no effect on the cortical bone
tested, and therefore provide further evidence that trabecular bone is more likely to respond
to postural differences than cortical bone (Rubin et al., 2002).
Subchondral bone also appears to respond to loading conditions in a manner similar to tra-
becular bone. Along with the articular cartilage, subchondral bone may help attenuate peak
forces to the joints (Radin et al., 1970). Researchers have also noted that subchondral bone
apparent density, distribution, and thickness follow loading patterns and can discriminate
between loading conditions or other factors such as age or exercise regime (Carlson and
Patel, 2006; Eckstein et al., 1995; Müller-Gerbl et al., 1993; Murray et al., 2001, 2007; Polk
et al., 2008, 2010).
1.5.2 Measuring bone microstructure
Technological advances in 3D scanning make it possible to acquire high-fidelity 3D micro-
computed tomography (microCT or µCT ) scans from bone specimens. While this method
is expensive and cannot be applied in vivo in humans, it allows researchers to perform non-
destructive analyses on whole joints and smaller bones at a high image resolution (∼ 50µm).




Figure 1.6: (a) posterior view of a femoral condyle with sagitally-oriented slices through
the joint median. (b) 2D heatmap visualization of subchondral bone (outline) and a
cutout of trabecular bone (cube) in a microCT slice of the medial femoral condyle. (c)
3D representation of a ≈ 2×2×2mm3 volume of interest (VOI) of trabecular bone. NOTE:
images are not displayed on the same scale.
(Doube et al., 2010) make the process of calculating bone microstructure properties simple
and user-friendly with 3D microCT image stacks. BoneJ can calculate a number of properties
of the whole bone and bone microstructure, including values relevant to this study such as
trabecular thickness (TbTh), trabecular spacing (TbSp), bone volume fraction (BV/TV),
and degree of anisotropy (DA).
Calculating the thickness of the subchondral bone (SubTh) is a more difficult task because
it requires separating the subchondral bone from the connecting trabecular bone. This
separation can be done manually by drawing a border between the two regions, but this
task is especially difficult in bony joints where the subchondral plate is very thin and the
bony area large (such as the femoral condyle pictured above in Figure 1.6). Researchers
have created some automated algorithms to separate these regions, but these typically rely
on thresholding and morphological operations that have similar issues with thin subchondral
regions (Buie et al., 2007; Burghardt et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2003; Lublinsky et al.,
2007). Ang et al. (2019) published a novel method that utilizes BoneJ trabecular thickness
values to define the cortical shell and segment subchondral from trabecular bone in several
different bones of four species using only ImageJ and MATLAB (see resulting cortical shell
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in Figure 1.6a). These improvements make microCT analysis both more refined and more
accessible to researchers.
1.5.3 Scaling of bone microstructure
A number of researchers have attempted to evaluate how bone microstructural properties
scale with body size in interspecific samples and across various bones of the skeleton (Barak
et al., 2013; Doube et al., 2011; Fajardo et al., 2013; Ryan and Shaw, 2013; Swartz et al.,
1998) (Figure 1.7). Following the theory of geometric similarity, microstructure properties
that are based on length measurements (i.e., TbTh, TbSp, SubTh) should scale ∝ M1/3.
Other properties such as BV/TV and DA are theorized to be independent of body mass
(∝M0). It is unclear whether trabecular and/or subchondral bone adheres to this pattern in
practice. Most analyses found that TbTh and TbSp scale with negative allometry (< M1/3)
(Figure 1.7), where larger animals have thinner and more closely spaced trabeculae relative
to body mass. This relationship is hypothesized to occur due to a number of metabolic
and functional constraints, such as those governing trabeculae size (Swartz et al., 1998;
Eriksen, 2010; Christen et al., 2015). As mentioned previously, ground reaction forces scale
isometrically (∝ M1) with body mass (Farley et al., 1993). If large animals do not have
relatively thicker trabeculae, they must resist gravitational forces through other mechanisms
such as increasing trabecular number, shape, density, or spacing (Kivell, 2016; Ryan and
Shaw, 2013; Swartz et al., 1998). BV/TV, which strongly influences bone strength and
stiffness (Swartz et al., 1998; Currey, 2002; Burrows et al., 2009; Maquer et al., 2015), was
found in some studies to be independent of body mass and weakly positively allometric in
others (Barak et al., 2013; Doube et al., 2011; Fajardo et al., 2013; Ryan and Shaw, 2013;
Swartz et al., 1998) (Figure 1.7).
Few interspecific bone scaling studies include data on humans (Barak et al., 2013; Swartz
et al., 1998). Barak et al. (2013) incorporated human data in a meta-analysis of trabecular
bone scaling using various bones in the upper and lower limbs and other sites in the skeleton;
the humans in their analysis exhibited significant variation compared to the rest of the
interspecific sample. Only one study has evaluated trabecular bone scaling specifically within
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humans (Saers et al., 2019) (Figure 1.7). Saers et al. (2019) found mixed results for most
trabecular properties in a sample of human foot bones. Most scaling exponents (slopes)
were not significantly different from zero, so no real trend was detected for most properties.
Their results indicate high variability between specimens as well as relatively high variability
between the chosen volumes of interest (VOIs). Current research suggests that intraspecific
scaling patterns within humans in particular may not follow larger cross-species trends, but
considerably more research is needed in this area before clear patterns may (or may not)
emerge.
Figure 1.7: Reported interspecific (birds, mammals, primates) and intraspecific (humans)
scaling patterns from past literature, organized by animal category and bone (general).
95% confidence intervals/HDI are included where possible. Data are split by the predictor
(X) variable used in regression into two categories: linear dimensions (femoral head
height/diameter) and mass (body mass). Response (Y) variables include: trabecular length
(TbL), trabecular diameter (TbD), trabecular thickness (TbTh), trabecular spacing (TbSp),
bone volume fraction (BV/TV), and degree of anisotropy (DA). Studies used both OLS and
RMA regression methods. Species mean regressions were used where reported. SOURCES:
birds (Doube et al., 2011), mammals (Barak et al., 2013; Doube et al., 2011; Swartz et al.,
1998), primates (Fajardo et al., 2013; Ryan and Shaw, 2013), humans (Saers et al., 2019).
1.5.4 Current study
Chapter 5 presents a study that examined the extent of variation in a sample of human
femora and how their subchondral and trabecular microstructure properties scale with body
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size via microCT image analysis. This study examined subchondral and trabecular bone
variability across the joint surface of the medial femoral condyle to determine how these
bone properties vary across the joint between different sizes and sexes and also within
specimens. The femoral condyles are a convex joint surface that undergo a large range
of motion during activity (Hamner et al., 2010; Hemmerich et al., 2006; Kadaba et al.,
1990). The distal femur may be more likely to display a strong functional signal than a
concave surface with restricted motion, such as the tibial plateau, where compressive loads
are additionally dampened by the menisci (Ahmed and Burke, 1983; Peña et al., 2006; Polk
et al., 2008). I also examined scaling patterns in subchondral and trabecular bone properties
to determine if these patterns match those seen in other animals. I hypothesized that size
differences would match those seen in previous studies, where TbTh and TbSp would scale
with negative allometry and differ across size groups, but BV/TV and DA would be invariant
across body size. There are no scaling expectations for SubTh based on previous studies,
but since other length measurements display negative allometry, I hypothesized that SubTh
would as well. This study evaluated subchondral and trabecular bone microstructure, which
are believed to be modified during growth and development and may reflect size-related
differences in posture, structural variability, and scaling patterns.
1.6 Statistical analyses
A major emphasis of this dissertation was the choice and/or comparison of different statistical
techniques employed to analyze these data. Many of the more common statistical analyses
(e.g., t-tests, linear regression using aggregate data, and reliance on p-values) do not always
adequately capture the variability and uncertainty associated with the data. The following
is a brief overview of the statistical methods used in each chapter and how they differ or
improve upon other methods. Utilization of these methods is made remarkably simple with
readily-available packages for R, an open source statistical computing language (R Core




Bootstrapping is a simple technique used to resample existing data with replacement to
approximate the population distribution of a given statistic or parameter (e.g., a mean,
p-value, or other statistic of interest) (Efron, 1992; Horowitz, 2001). Bootstrapping is
used to estimate a parameter or statistic’s uncertainty (James et al., 2013). “The basic
bootstrap...works by fitting a distribution function F̂ to the unknown population distribution
F . The Monte Carlo bootstrap method then proceeds by taking R samples, of the same size
as the original sample, from F̂” (Canty, 2002, p. 2). Confidence intervals and other summary
statistics can be calculated from bootstrapped data to give some idea of the approximate
distribution of the parameter or statistic of interest.
I used bootstrapping to calculate confidence intervals for PCA loadings in Chapter 2 to
provide comparable uncertainty metrics to those from linear regressions. I also employed
bootstrapping in Chapter 4 to calculate uncertainty for partial least squares regression
(PLSR) model validation statistics (e.g., Q2 scores), which are discussed in more detailed
below in subsection 1.6.5.
1.6.2 Bayesian regression
Bayesian inference relies upon Bayes’ theorem (also called Bayes’ rule), which “allows one to
begin with an initial belief that events [have a certain prior probability] and then modify this
belief after observing data” (Konigsberg and Frankenberg, 2013, p. 155). Bayes’ theorem




where p(θ|D) represents a distribution of posterior probabilities of a parameter θ given data
D, p(D|θ) represents the likelihood of obtaining D conditional on (given) θ, p(θ) is the prior
(marginal) distribution or initial probability assigned to values of θ, and p(D) is the marginal
distribution (likelihood) of the data (Konigsberg and Frankenberg, 2013; Muth et al., 2018).
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In other words, Bayesian analysis uses prior (marginal) beliefs about the parameter(s) of
interest to inform posterior (conditional) beliefs about the parameter(s) of interest given the
observed data (Kruschke, 2014).
Muth et al. (2018) rewrites Equation 1.5 in regards to regression analysis:
p(θ|y, x) ∝ p(y|θ, x)p(θ|x) (1.6)
where the posterior probability distribution is now conditional on the model predictor(s)
x. The likelihood (p(y|θ, x)) is proportional to the probability of the observed data; the
prior (p(θ)) describes uncertainty (or prior belief) about the parameters before incorporating
the observed data y; finally, the posterior (p(θ|y, x)) represents the joint probability of the
parameters θ given y. Summarized excellently by Muth et al. (2018, p. 101): “The posterior
can be thought of as a compromise between the data model (likelihood) and the prior, and
describes the relative plausibility of all parameter values conditional on the model.”
Applying Bayesian inference to regression models has become as simple and easy as defining
standard regression models in R with the introduction of the R package rstanarm (Goodrich
et al., 2020), which interfaces R with the much more complex but highly powerful Stan
modeling language (Stan Development Team, 2018). Muth et al. (2018) published an
excellent guide on using rstanarm for applied regression modeling. Model diagnostics and
posterior predictive checks are easily accessible with companion packages like shinystan
(Gabry, 2018), bayestestR (Makowski et al., 2019), and bayesplot (Gabry and Mahr,
2019). An entire library of packages has been developed around rstanarm, so the possibilities
for incorporating Bayesian regression modeling into research are endless.
In rstanarm and Bayesian regression modeling in general, the first steps are to specify
the model, data, and prior(s). For the research in this dissertation, the models specified
were linear models (LM) or linear mixed models (LMM, discussed in more detail below).
Choosing priors can be a difficult task; priors may be uniform (flat, uninformative), weakly
informative, or informative based on data from a previous study. rstanarm contains default
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weakly informative priors for each parameter for each model type. Priors are made “weakly”
informative by scaling a specified distribution to the standard deviation of the parameter
in question (Gabry and Goodrich, 2019; Goodrich et al., 2020). Unless informative priors
are available, these weakly informative priors are preferable to specifying a uniform prior
(Gelman et al., 2008; Stan Development Team, 2018).
Model parameters are estimated using algorithms that simulate draws from the posterior
distribution. The default (and most powerful) method in rstanarm is the Hamiltonian
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler (Betancourt, 2018), which is a sampling
algorithm based on random walk theory. MCMC algorithms can provide remarkably accurate
representations of the posterior distribution with very large sample sizes. The sampling
algorithm can further be customized in rstanarm by specifying how many Markov chains
should be run (e.g., 6), the number of iterations per chain (e.g., 10,000), the number of
“warm-up” iterations which are discarded but help the algorithm target the posterior (e.g.,
1,000), and the thinning interval which discards all but every nth draw in the chain (e.g.,
10). Thinning is a somewhat controversial procedure since it discards many iterations from
the chains (Link and Eaton, 2012), but can be useful if samples are highly autocorrelated
and extremely long chains are not feasible (see discussion from Kruschke, 2011).
Sample syntax for a Bayesian general linear model in rstanarm can be written as:
stan_glm(y ~ x, data=d, family=gaussian(link="identity"),
chains=6, iter=10000, warm=1000)
Once the model has run, it is important to check model fit statistics that will reveal issues
with chain convergence, small effective sample size (i.e., the final sample size after dis-
carding warm-ups, thinned samples, or highly-autocorrelated samples). Model fit statistics
are discussed in more detail in Appendix A: Full Bayesian model fit statistics. Posterior
predictive checks also offer a “sanity” check to see whether the posterior draws fit the
observed data.
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Any number of summary parameter estimates can be extracted from Bayesian regression
models, but those presented in this dissertation include: median parameter estimates, 95%
highest density interval (HDI) (Figure 1.8), and region of practical equivalence (ROPE). All
reported parameter estimates are calculated from the median of the posterior distribution.
The 95% HDI (or credible interval) contains 95% of the posterior distribution, and values
within that 95% HDI are “more credible” than those outside (Kruschke, 2014). Bayesian
HDIs are considerably more useful than frequentist (non-Bayesian) confidence intervals
because the HDI interpretation is much more direct: “given the observed data, the effect has
95% probability of falling within this range” vs. frequentist confidence interval interpretation:
“there is a 95% probability that when computing a confidence interval from data of this
sort, the effect falls within this range” (Makowski et al., 2019). Finally, the ROPE defines a
region that is “practically equivalent” to zero—Bayesian inference is all about uncertainty,
so it makes sense to include uncertainty in our definition of zero (Kruschke, 2014). In the R
package bayestestR, the ROPE is calculated from the standard deviation of the response
variable (SDy) in the linear model: [−0.1 ∗ SDy, 0.1 ∗ SDy].
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Figure 1.8: Example of a posterior distribution density plot with 95% highest density interval
(HDI, blue dashed lines) and median parameter estimate (black dashed lined) denoted. Point
intervals are also plotted along the bottom of the posterior density, where the point estimate
is the median, the thicker region of the line the 50% HDI, and the thinner region the 95%
HDI.
Each of the aforementioned summary statistics are useful for describing model parameter
estimates, such as the calculated scaling exponent in a model. The 95% HDI allows us to
conclude whether parameters of interest depart from isometry (i.e., if the 95% HDI does not
contain the isometric expectation), and the ROPE allows us to define a credibly non-zero
region for examining parameter estimates.
Bayesian analysis and regression is becoming more widespread in the anthropological and
biomechanical literature (Konigsberg et al., 1998; Konigsberg and Frankenberg, 2013; Saers
et al., 2019; Santos and Valero-Cuevas, 2004; Serrien et al., 2019, are just a few examples). I
used Bayesian methods to compute regressions for scaling analyses with more stable uncer-
tainty estimates than traditional regression in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 5.
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1.6.3 Linear mixed models
Linear mixed models (LMMs) are an extension of the linear model that incorporate both
fixed and random effects. LMMs are useful when repeated measures are present in the
data (e.g., multiple trials per subject and condition in a gait or balance study). Repeated
measures are problematic in typical linear models because observations are not independent
from one another (e.g., multiple data points per condition for the same subject), violating
a major assumption of linear regression. To avoid violating this assumption, we generally
need to aggregate (e.g., average) the data over subjects so that each subject per condition is
only represented by one data point. However, aggregating the data in this way is not ideal
because it reduces variability and significantly reduces the sample size of the analysis.
A fixed effect is controlled or “fixed” in the population (e.g., a condition such as running
speed or sex); random effects are uncontrolled, unobserved “random” variables (e.g., subject)
(Bates et al., 2015). LMMs partition the error variance according to the grouping level (e.g.,
random effects) and the residual error of the model (i.e., if there is one random effect,
error is partitioned into error variance due to that random effect and the residual error).
Practically, random effects can provide subject-specific intercepts (and slopes) for a model
(Figure 1.9) (Ga lecki and Burzykowski, 2013). Fixed effects are interpreted as coefficients in
the model, whereas random effects provide estimates of variance; subject-specific intercepts
and/or slopes are not typically analyzed in their own right, they are generalized to the
population-level fixed effects.
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Figure 1.9: Example of data where a random intercept would be warranted. Plot facets
denote the example “random” variable.
A simple linear mixed effects model can be written as:
yi = Xiβ + Zibi + εi
bi ∼ Nq(0,Ψ)
εi ∼ Nni(0, σ2Ini)
(1.7)
where yi is the ni × 1 vector of responses, Xi is the ni × p model matrix of fixed effect
predictors for observations in group i (e.g., condition), β is the p × 1 vector of fixed effects
coefficients (i.e., fixed effects slopes), Zi is the ni × q matrix of regressors for the random
effects for observations in group i, bi is the normally distributed q×1 vector of random effects
for group i, εi is the normally distributed ni × 1 vector of errors for observations in group
i, Ψ is the q × q covariance matrix for random effects, and σ2Ini is the ni × ni covariance
matrix for the errors in group i (Fox, 2015; Ga lecki and Burzykowski, 2013).
The R package lme4 allows flexible definition of mixed effects models (Bates et al., 2015).
The syntax used to add a random intercept to a model is (1|subject), where subject would be
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the random effect. Random effects terms with a random slope and intercept can be written
as follows: trial+ (trial|subject), where the random slope is often included as a fixed effect
in the model.
An example mixed effect model can be written as follows in R with lme4:
lmer(y ~ x+(1|subject),data=d)
In this dissertation, I used linear mixed effects models (and Bayesian linear mixed models,
BLMMs) to account for random effects (intercepts) introduced by subjects in Chapter 3 and
specimens and volumes of interest (VOIs) in Chapter 5.
1.6.4 Principal component analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a common multivariate technique to reduce the
dimensionality of a set of (potentially correlated) variables into a smaller set of unique
(uncorrelated) linear combinations (principal components, PCs) of the chosen variables. The
PCs represent a new coordinate system which maximizes variability in the original data,
where the first PC always explains the most variance, and remaining PCs account for as
much of the remaining variability as possible, subject to the constriant that they must be
orthogonal to all previous PCs (Everitt and Hothorn, 2011; Härdle and Simar, 2015). PCA
might be used for a number of purposes, including exploratory data analysis, clustering, or
for further use in regression. Given that the first PC also explains the maximum amount
of variance in the data, PC1 can be used to explore size-related patterns in data such as
that presented in this research, where PC2 and beyond generally explain patterns in shape
(Everitt and Hothorn, 2011; Jolicoeur, 1963).
Given a vector of correlated predictors X = [x1, x2, ...xp] with the covariance matrix Σ and
eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λp ≥ 0, the first principal component of observations (scores) is
the linear combination Y1 = a
′
1x = a11x1 + a12x1 + ... + a1pxp (where a1 is the eigenvector).
The sample variance of Yi is calculated as V ar(Yi) = a
′
iΣai, which equals λi. It is also
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possible (and common) to calculate PCs based on the correlation matrix (or scaled and
centered data) if covariances are highly variable.
There are different ways to determine the number of PCs to retain, but common methods
include retaining PCs that explain a certain percentage of the data (e.g., > 10%), or when
correlation matrices are used, retaining PCs whose eigenvalues are > 1. From the above
equations, we can calculate PC scores on the selected components for individual observations.
PC scores describe the location of the observation with respect to the new PC axes. We
can also compute the component loadings, which represent the contribution of the original
variables to each PC component, where eigenvectors are scaled to unit length (1).
In this dissertation, I used PCA as a multivariate extension of allometry to examine how
linear anthropometric dimensions scaled with body size in Chapter 2. This procedure
involved performing a PCA on the log-transformed covariance matrices of the anthropometric
dimensions to extract allometric coefficients for each dimension. I also used PCA to find
groups of correlated postural sway metrics in Chapter 4. This procedure identified distinct
clusters of response variables (postural sway metrics) that could be grouped in multivariate
regression models (see below).
1.6.5 Partial least squares regression (PLSR)
Partial least squares regression (PLSR) is another multiviariate statistical technique that
can be thought of as an extension and combination of PCA and multiple regression, and can
be used to analyze multiple response variables in the same model. PLSR employs dimension
reduction to extract new “latent” variables from the original set of variables that best explain
both the X (predictors) and Y (response(s)) space (Wold et al., 2001). In PLSR, a single set
of regression coefficients can be calculated for the model over all the selected components,
and influential variables in the model are easily extracted using a measure called Variable
Influence on Projection (VIP), which indicates which predictors are most influential in the
computed model (Wold et al., 2001). PLSR is a uniquely useful statistical method for
highly correlated multi-dimensional data, often with small sample sizes, and is widely in
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use in disciplines such as chemometrics and ecology (Carrascal et al., 2009; Wold et al.,
2001).
The full calculations of PLSR are not included here, but are reported in detail in Wold et al.
(2001) and the excellent lecture notes from Sanchez (2018). Put simply, for H number of
components (Z), Z = [z1, ..., zH ] such that they approximate the predictors X = ZP
′ + E
and also predict the response(s) y = Zd+ e, where P is a matrix of loadings, E is a matrix
of X-residuals, d is a vector of PLS regression coefficients, and e is a vector of y-residuals
(Sanchez, 2018; Wold et al., 2001). Data are typically centered and scaled as part of the
PLSR process.
Similar to PCA, PLSR requires that the user select the number of components to retain in the
model. This approach is not quite as straightforward as retaining components in PCA, but R
packages make the process simpler. PLS component selection can be performed in a number
of ways, but one way is to examine output from cross-validated (CV) model fit statistics
such as the root mean squared error of prediction (RMSEP), where the optimal number of
components corresponds to the “elbow” of the plot (Figure 1.10). This process is considerably
more difficult when multiple Y variables are included in the model, so researchers may need
to take additional steps to find the optimal components across all considered Y variables.
In the research presented in this dissertation in Chapter 4, I used the R package pls to
perform 10-fold cross-validation on the data for component extraction via RMSEP (Mevik
and Cederkvist, 2004; Mevik et al., 2019). I calculated the final cross-validated model with
the optimal number of components using the plsreg2 function from R package plsdepot
(Sanchez, 2012).
PLSR model fit statistics such as R2 describe the explained X and Y variance across all
selected components as well as each individual component. Cross-validation statistics (Q2)
are equivalent to a cross-validated R2 and indicate the predictive power of the model (Wold
et al., 2001). Ideally, these values should be close to the R2 values, but these indices may
be volatile in small samples (due to selection of training and test data for CV), so it might
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Figure 1.10: Example plot of RMSEP fit statistics for a multiple-response (Y) PLSR model.
Local minima (i.e., the elbow of the plot) of each response variable suggests two components
are optimal.
be beneficial to bootstrap (i.e., resample) the Q2 values to get a more stable estimate and
range of values.
PLSR model outputs are numerous and include: PLS components (scores of the predictor
and response variables, also known as T- and U-components), loadings of the predictor and
response variables for each retained component, correlations between the original variables,
the weights used to calculate PLS scores with the matrix of predictor variables, raw or
standardized regression coefficients, and VIP scores that indicate variable importance in the
model (Sanchez, 2012). Depending on the research question, any or all of these outputs may
be informative. Numerous examples of reported output exist (just a few relevant examples
from the ecological literature: Carrascal et al., 2009; Onderka et al., 2012; Serbin et al., 2015;
Trogisch et al., 2016).
In this dissertation, I focused on the standardized regression coefficients and VIP scores in
Chapter 4. These outputs are easiest to interpret with multiple response variables in the
model, since just one set of coefficients exists for the model. The VIP scores also make it
easy to determine which X variables are influential in the model, where VIP > 1 indicates
an influential predictor. Standardized regression coefficients are interpreted primarily by the
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direction (sign) of the coefficient, not the magnitude of said coefficient, since some coefficients
with higher magnitudes are not significant predictors in the model.
I used PLSR in this dissertation to explore multivariate relationships between anthropo-
metrics and sex (X variables) and stance characteristics (Y variables) as well as between
anthropometrics, sex, and stance characteristics (X variables) and postural sway metrics
(Y variables). Each set of X and Y variables include highly correlated metrics that are
problematic in more standard regression models. These PLSR models might reveal more
subtle patterns that are not observed with pairwise regressions or models run with subsets
of the predictor variables.
1.7 Project significance
Each of the topics and studies presented above represents a comprehensive analysis of body
size variation in humans. This dissertation research analyzed inter-individual variation in
limb proportions, the effects of size and proportions on running behavior and standing
balance, and variation of properties within bones via bone microstructure.
Each study attempted to validate and improve upon previous research, much of which focused
on interspecific comparisons and has shown that size influences nearly every aspect of an
animal’s behavior. In this dissertation, I measured a relatively large intraspecific sample of
humans (N=104 in Chapter 2, N=69 in Chapters 3-4) to compare against trends observed
in interspecific samples. For the first three studies, I collected a large size-varying sample
that was relatively evenly distributed across sex so that I could make comparisons both with
pooled and separate sexes in each study. In the bone microstructure study, I used multiple
volumes of interest across the distal knee joint to provide a more holistic picture of within-
and between-individual microstructural variation.
I also attempted to improve upon previous research by using novel and sophisticated sta-
tistical methods to analyze the data in each study. I employed multivariate methods such
as principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares regression (PLSR), boot-
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strapping techniques, linear mixed models, and applied Bayesian regression modeling. Each
of these methods allowed me to recognize the inherent uncertainties and variability in the
data and promote cautious interpretation of results where warranted.
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Previous studies suggest that humans do not always conform to geometric similarity (isome-
try) in anthropometric dimensions of the upper and lower limbs. A single statistical method
is typically used to examine scaling patterns, and it is unclear whether these methods are
directly comparable to one another or reveal similar scaling patterns. This study used
one bivariate (log-log regression) and one multivariate (principal component analysis, PCA)
method to examine how linear anthropometric dimensions scale in a sample of healthy adult
humans. Results indicated isometric scaling of the upper arm, thigh, and shoulder in the
pooled sample using both methods (log-log regression and PCA). Patterns of allometry
in the pooled analysis were similar between methods, but differed in magnitude, where
PCA exaggerated allometry coefficients. Results differed in both pattern and magnitude
between log-log regression and PCA in the sex-specific analysis, but only one measurement
(shoulder width) departed from isometry in the sex-specific log-log regressions. These results
contrast previous analyses and suggest that especially in sex-specific analyses, the pattern
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and magnitude of allometry is sensitive to statistical methodology, and that when body
mass is used as the size variable, humans in this sample mostly conformed to geometric
similarity.
2.2 Introduction
Allometry is the study of how a given trait changes (scales) with body size (i.e., body mass
or other relevant size variable). The concept of geometric similarity assumes that an object
scales uniformly and that its linear dimensions are multiples of one another (Alexander,
1985b; McMahon, 1975b). According to the assumptions of geometric similarity, length
variables should therefore scale proportional to (∝) M1/3, where M is mass, and areas scale
∝M2/3. Studies of bone lengths in animals of varying sizes appear to follow these rules to a
varying degree (Alexander, 1985b; Biewener, 2005; McMahon, 1975b). Alternative theories
such as elastic similarity model how an object deforms under its own weight and therefore
has different expectations for scaling of lengths (∝ M1/4) and areas (∝ M3/4) (Alexander,
1985b; McMahon, 1973, 1975b). In animals such as bovids and ungulates, long bone lengths
(e.g., femur, humerus) appear to scale very closely to the elastic similarity expectation,
whereas most mammals and some birds scale closer to the geometric similarity (isometric)
expectation (Alexander et al., 1979; Alexander, 1983, 1985b; Biewener, 1982; Maloiy et al.,
1979; McMahon, 1975a; Selker and Carter, 1989). Given the discrepancy between bone
scaling in different groups of animals, we might conclude that scaling rules are size- and
locomotor-dependent.
Since gravitational forces are directly proportional to body mass (∝M1), an animal’s ability
to resist those forces reduces with increasing body mass (∝ M2/3 according to geometric
similarity) (Alexander, 1985b). At very large body sizes, bones that scale according to
geometric similarity would therefore be subject to mechanical failure. Biewener (1990)
proposed different mechanisms to deal with these constraints according to animal size.
Biewener (1990) suggested that medium-sized animals (0.1-300kg) should display only slight
skeletal allometry and adopt behavioral modifications such as more upright or extended
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postures, which would increase mechanical advantage and therefore reduce the muscle forces
required for locomotion. General support for this expectation was found within several
mammalian Orders (Biewener, 2005; Polk, 2002).
Given that most mammals appear to conform to geometric similarity (Biewener, 1990), it
is likely that humans also conform to this trend. However, humans are known to vary
considerably in both body size (height and mass) and in body proportions (NCD-RisC,
2016; Stulp and Barrett, 2016; Sylvester et al., 2008). Research suggests that humans
violate geometric similarity due to these shape differences, although conclusions differ about
which elements display positive andor negative allometry and may depend somewhat on
the method used to calculate allometric coefficients (Auerbach and Sylvester, 2011; Jantz
and Meadows Jantz, 2017; Kramer and Sylvester, 2013; Meadows and Jantz, 1995; Nevill
et al., 2004; Steudel-Numbers and Weaver, 2006; Sylvester et al., 2008). Previous research
indicates that human proximal limb lengths (e.g., humerus, femur) display negative allometry
(< M1/3), whereas distal element lengths (e.g., radius, tibia) display positive allometry
(> M1/3) (Auerbach and Sylvester, 2011; Holliday and Ruff, 2001; Sylvester et al., 2008;
Temple et al., 2008). However, Auerbach and Sylvester (2011) note that these results may
in part be due to inaccurate body size estimation using geometric means (calculated as the
nth root of the product of n measurements), and they therefore encourage researchers to
utilize independent measures of body size (i.e., stature or body mass) to evaluate scaling
patterns in humans. Auerbach and Sylvester (2011) calculated allometric coefficients using
bivariate regressions with estimated stature and found that all measurements displayed
positive allometry.
The most common method used to calculate allometric coefficients (in this case scaling
exponents) is bivariate regression of log-transformed data, where the trait of interest is the
response (Y) and the body size variable is the predictor (X) (Alexander, 1985b). If direct
size measures are available, regression is typically performed with body mass or stature as
the predictor. For the purposes of this study, we consider the log-log regression as the “gold
standard” method, given that it utilizes a biologically meaningful size variable (i.e., body
mass), appropriate measures of uncertainty (i.e. 95% higher posterior density intervals), and
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is directly comparable to many other studies performed on interspecific samples (Alexander,
1985b; Biewener, 2005; McMahon, 1975b, and many others).
Standard log-log regression can only analyze one response (Y) variable at a time. Alternative
methods exist to calculate multivariate allometry, which incorporates all measures of interest
at once. One of these multivariate methods is principal component analysis (PCA), where
the allometric coefficients are expressed by the loadings on the first principal component (PC)
calculated from the covariance matrices of log-transformed data (Jolicoeur, 1963). While the
geometric mean is not explicitly defined here as the size variable, it is indirectly invoked by
calculating the covariance matrix from the log-transformed data in PCA (Jolicoeur, 1963;
Jungers et al., 1995; Mosimann, 2014).
Many studies of human bone and limb allometry rely on indirect size estimates since they
are often performed with skeletal specimens where stature and body mass are unknown (see
Sylvester et al., 2008, and references therein). PCA is often used in place of regression when
direct body size measurements are not available (Jantz and Meadows Jantz, 2017; Sylvester
et al., 2008), but it is unclear whether the results match those seen in bivariate regression.
Jungers and German (1981) performed a comparison of PCA and bivariate log-log regression
on bone dimensions from different primate sepcies. They found consistent discrepancies
between the two methods, where PCA tended to overestimate scaling coefficients. They also
noted that PCA coefficients “tend to be spaced equally on both sides of isometry. Given that
by definition the squares of these PCA coefficients must average to unity (Sacher, 1970), the
coefficients will necessarily exhibit nearly equal amounts of positive and negative deviation
from isometry” (Jungers and German, 1981, p. 199). Auerbach and Sylvester (2011) noted a
similar result in a comparison between ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions with stature
and the geometric mean as predictors.
These contradictory results confirm two issues laid out by Auerbach and Sylvester (2011)
and Jungers and German (1981): 1) different methods to calculate geometric similarity may
agree in pattern but not magnitude, and 2) physical body size measures (i.e., measured
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stature or body mass) will provide more accurate results than indirect size measures (i.e.,
geometric mean or estimated stature).
This study used living humans with known size characteristics (i.e., body mass) to calculate
allometric coefficients for linear anthropometric dimensions that serve as proxies for long
bone lengths and body proportions (Table 2.1). We compared the results using two different
methods to calculate allometric coefficients: 1) log-log regression (bivariate, body mass size
variable) and 2) PCA (multivariate, indirect size variable via geometric mean), in both
a pooled sex sample and separately by sex. Because humans are sexually dimorphic, it is
possible that size-related patterns in anthropometric dimensions are driven by sex differences
in body proportions; therefore, it is important to analyze these dimensions using both
pooled and sex-specific analyses. We hypothesized that in agreement with previous research,
humans in this sample would display slight allometry in the linear dimensions tested. We
also hypothesized that, in accordance with previous research, the two methods would agree
with one another in patterns of allometry but not magnitude.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Subjects
We recruited 104 healthy females (N=55) and males (N=49) aged 18-35 with no history
of gait-related pathologies to participate in this study. All protocols were approved by the
University of Illinois IRB and University of Cincinnati IRB. Informed consent was obtained
from all subjects. Subjects were recruited to provide a relatively even distribution of body
mass as well as to maximize variation in height across both sexes.
2.3.2 Measurements
Data were collected at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) using a 6-
camera Qualisys motion capture system (Qualisys AB, Göteborg, Sweden) at 160Hz and at
the University of Cincinnati (UC) using an 8-camera VICON MX 8-camera system (Vicon
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Motion Systems, Los Angeles, CA) at 120Hz. Data were collected several years apart at
these two locations.
Markers were adhered to palpable bony landmarks in order to calculate anthropometric
measurements for upper arm length (humerus proxy), forearm length (radius proxy), thigh
length (femur proxy), shank length (tibia proxy), shoulder width, and pelvis width (Ta-
ble 2.1). Anthropometric measurements were calculated in MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks,
Natick, MA) as the average Euclidean distance of the marker pairs listed in Table 2.1 during
10-60s standing trials for each subject. Measurements were averaged between the left and
right sides of each subject.
Trial protocols differed between the two studies, but both included quiet standing trials that
could be used to calculate anthropometric dimensions. The marker set used at UIUC was
more extensive than that at UC, but both contained the same anatomical landmarks used
in this analysis. Multiple researchers (including MCF) performed marker placement at UC,
whereas only one researcher (MCF) placed markers on the subjects at UIUC.
Table 2.1: Motion capture landmarks used to calculate anthropometric measurements
Measurement Marker 1 Marker 2
Upper arm length Acromion process of scapula Lateral epicondyle of humerus
Forearm length Lateral epicondyle of humerus Ulnar styloid process
Thigh length Greater trochanter of femur Lateral epicondyle of femur
Shank length Lateral epicondyle of femur Lateral malleolus of fibula
Shoulder width Right acromion process of
scapula
Left acromion process of scapula
Pelvis width Right anterior superior iliac
spine
Left anterior superior iliac spine
2.3.3 Statistical Analysis
We used two separate methods to determine allometric coefficients in this sample: 1) log-log
regression (Alexander, 1985a) and 2) principal component analysis (Jolicoeur, 1963). Both
methods were performed on pooled samples (both sexes) and sex-specific samples. Statistical
analyses were performed in R v3.6.1-3.6.2 (R Core Team, 2019).
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Log-log regression
Bivariate log-log regression uses traditional linear regression equations of trait (y) versus size
(x), where:
log(y) = log(a) + b log(x) (2.1)
This equation can also be expressed as log(y) ∝ b log(x), and finally as y ∝ xb, where ∝
means “proportional to” (Alexander, 1985b). b is the allometric scaling exponent represented
as the slope of the line in the log-log regression. In this case, body mass is the size variable
of interest, therefore the scaling exponents can be expressed as ∝ M b, where M is body
mass.
Regressions were performed individually on each anthropometric measurement using the
Bayesian applied regression modeling package rstanarm in R (Goodrich et al., 2020; Muth
et al., 2018). We fitted a Bayesian general linear model (estimated using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling with 6 chains of 10,000 iterations, and 1000 warmups) to
predict allometric scaling exponents. We employed weakly informative priors for parameters
for each model (see Appendix A: Bayesian model prior defaults). Models were evaluated
using standard Bayesian metrics (R̂, effective sample size, and Monte Carlo standard error).
Full model fit statistics are reported in Tables A.1 and A.2. 95% posterior highest density
intervals (HDIs) and Bayesian equivalents of R2 (Gelman and Su, 2016) are reported for
each model.
For the sex-specific models, we used the emmeans R package (Lenth, 2019) to calculate sex-
specific slopes (i.e., sex-specific scaling exponents) and 95% HDIs on a Bayesian generalized
linear regression model with an interaction term between sex and log(Mass). The emmeans
package was also used to determine if the contrasts between sex-specific estimated marginal
trends (estimated difference in sex-specific slopes) were significantly different from zero using
the 95% contrast (Diff) HDIs.
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PCA
Jolicoeur’s (1963) method employs principal component analysis (PCA) on the covariance
matrix of the log-transformed variables of interest, where the variable loadings on the first
principal component (PC1) represent the allometric coefficients. Isometry is determined by
the number of dimensions analyzed, p−1/2, where p is number of dimensions. In this case,
p = 6 (for six anthropometric measurements), therefore the isometric expectation is 0.408.
PCA loadings were transformed so that isometry = 1 by multiplying the PC1 loadings by
√
p.
Instead of employing Jolicoeur’s (1984) small-sample test for isometry, we employed the boot
R package (Canty and Ripley, 2019; Davison and Hinkley, 1997) to calculate bootstrapped
statistics for PCA loadings using 10,000 bootstrapped replicates. Reported estimates are the
observed value of the statistic applied to the data. 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals
were calculated using the bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) method (Efron, 1987) in
boot. These confidence intervals allowed us to make a more direct comparison between the
multivariate and bivariate methods.
In addition to the pooled sexes analysis, we also performed individual PCAs for each sex
to calculate sex-specific allometry coefficients. We also calculated the median difference
(contrast) between female and male (Female - Male) bootstrapped PC1 loadings to determine
the magnitude of difference between the sexes in a manner equivalent to that for regression.
We also calculated 95% percentile confidence intervals from these differences (Diff Boot
CI) to equate to those produced by the estimated marginal trends for regression. This
procedure allowed us to directly compare the magnitudes of differences between sexes for
each method.
2.4 Results
Overall, this sample had a ∼54cm range in height and ∼49kg range in body mass (Table 2.2).
Means for all dimensions (except for BMI and pelvis width) were higher in males than in
females (Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2: Subject descriptive statistics
Female Male
N=55 N=49
Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max
Height (cm) 163.3 ± 10.0 141.5 181.0 177.7 ± 10.1 153.5 195.6
Mass (kg) 58.0 ± 8.8 41.1 78.2 70.6 ± 9.5 47.2 89.9
BMI (kg/m2) 21.8 ± 2.4 17.6 26.5 22.4 ± 2.2 18.0 26.7
Upper arm length (mm) 317.2 ± 22.5 269.4 357.4 346.7 ± 22.1 297.9 399.1
Forearm length (mm) 233.1 ± 16.6 197.6 266.0 265.6 ± 19.1 217.6 312.6
Thigh length (mm) 392.5 ± 32.9 322.2 454.3 418.3 ± 27.3 362.2 486.1
Shank length (mm) 389.0 ± 32.7 323.6 455.4 432.1 ± 35.3 360.4 509.8
Shoulder width (mm) 342.0 ± 20.7 284.1 385.0 382.0 ± 22.0 336.1 441.1
Pelvis width (mm) 248.4 ± 21.3 214.0 300.0 243.5 ± 17.6 213.1 280.3
In the sex-pooled sample, both the log-log regression and PCA methods indicated isometry
in upper arm length, thigh length, and shoulder width, positive allometry in forearm and
shank lengths, and negative allometry in pelvis width (Table 2.3, Figure 2.1).
The PCA method produced a similar pattern of coefficients among dimensions in the pooled
sex sample (i.e., isometry in upper arm length, thigh length, and shoulder width; positive
allometry in forearm and shank length; negative allometry in pelvis width), but differed in
magnitude. Positive allometry was more apparent in forearm and shank length, and negative
allometry more apparent in pelvis width. PC1 explained approximately 71.3% of the variance
in the data in the pooled sample PCA.
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Figure 2.1: Allometry coefficients and 95% HDI/Boot CI for the pooled sex sample. Isometry
expectations indicated by horizontal lines. A) Bivariate log-log regression slopes (isometry
= 1/3). B) PCA method as represented by standardized loadings on the first principal
component (isometry = 1).
Table 2.3: Allometry coefficients, 95% HDI/Boot CI, and scaling result (− negative
allometry, + positive allometry; blank indicates isometry) for each method. Model fit (R2)
is also reported for bivariate regression. Isometry expectations for each method were as
follows: Bivariate regression = 1/3, PCA = 1.
Regression PCA
Measurement Slope [95% HDI] Scaling R2 Estimate [95% Boot CI] Scaling
Upper arm 0.35 [0.29, 0.41] 0.58 1.03 [0.98, 1.08]
Forearm 0.42 [0.36, 0.49] + 0.59 1.23 [1.17, 1.30] +
Thigh 0.32 [0.26, 0.39] 0.48 0.99 [0.90, 1.08]
Shank 0.41 [0.34, 0.48] + 0.54 1.25 [1.20, 1.31] +
Shoulder 0.34 [0.28, 0.40] 0.54 0.89 [0.77, 1.03]
Pelvis 0.20 [0.12, 0.27] − 0.19 0.25 [0.03, 0.46] −
Sex-specific results displayed less agreement between methods than pooled sexes (Table 2.4).
Results of the log-log regressions with a sex interaction indicated isometry for all variables
except shoulder width, which displayed slight negative allometry (Figure 2.2B, Table 2.4).
Slope estimates in these models were consistent between sexes. Sex or the interaction between
sex and body mass was not significant in any regression model (Table A.2), nor were the
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estimated slope contrasts (i.e., differences between female and male slopes) significantly
different from zero (Table 2.5). However, patterns of allometry differed from the sex-pooled
analysis, which indicates the importance of the sex-specific analysis.
In the PCA method, several measurements (forearm, thigh, and shank) differed between
sexes (Figure 2.2B, Table 2.5). Both males and females scaled isometrically in the upper
arm and forearm. Males displayed isometric scaling in the thigh, but females displayed
positive allometry (Table 2.4). Both males and females displayed positive allometry in the
shank and negative allometry in the shoulder and pelvis. In the female PCA, PC1 explained
approximately 71.3% of the variance in the data (95% Boot CI [0.62, 0.78]). In the male
PCA, PC1 explained approximately 70.6% of the variance in the data (95% Boot CI [0.61,
0.78]).
The magnitude of the contrasts between female and male estimates was greater in most
measurements in the PCA method (Table 2.5). The two measurements with the largest
contrasts between females and males, thigh and shank length, are displayed in Figure 2.3.
This contrast reached statistical “significance” at the 95% level in the thigh, where 98.6% of
the bootstrapped difference estimates were greater for females than males.
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Figure 2.2: Allometry coefficients and 95% HDI/Boot CI for individual sexes. Isometry
expectations indicated by horizontal lines. A) Bivariate log-log regression slopes (isometry
= 1/3). B) PCA method as represented by standardized loadings on the first principal
component (isometry = 1).
Table 2.4: Sex-specific allometry coefficients, 95% HDI/Boot CI, and scaling result (−
negative allometry, + positive allometry; blank indicates isometry) for each method. Model
fit (R2) is also reported for regression. Isometry expectations for each were as follows: Log-
log regression = 1/3, PCA = 1.
Regression PCA
Measurement Sex Slope [95% HDI] Scaling R2 Est. [95% Boot CI] Scaling
Female 0.30 [0.22, 0.37] 1.04 [0.94, 1.13]
Upper arm
Male 0.32 [0.24, 0.40]
0.60
1.04 [0.92, 1.16]
Female 0.30 [0.22, 0.39] 1.05 [0.95, 1.14]
Forearm
Male 0.33 [0.25, 0.42]
0.67
1.15 [0.99, 1.30]
Female 0.33 [0.24, 0.41] 1.22 [1.09, 1.34] +
Thigh
Male 0.31 [0.22, 0.40]
0.48
1.01 [0.86, 1.14]
Female 0.35 [0.25, 0.44] 1.23 [1.12, 1.35] +
Shank
Male 0.36 [0.26, 0.46]
0.56
1.34 [1.18, 1.48] +
Female 0.24 [0.16, 0.31] − 0.70 [0.55, 0.92] −
Shoulder
Male 0.24 [0.17, 0.32] − 0.64 0.65 [0.40, 0.90] −
Female 0.34 [0.25, 0.43] 0.57 [0.16, 0.95] −
Pelvis
Male 0.32 [0.22, 0.41]
0.39
0.58 [0.15, 0.96] −
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Table 2.5: Sex contrasts (Female - Male differences) from log-log regression and equivalent
calculated contrasts and 95% percentile CI from bootstrapped PCA estimates. Both
estimates displayed are median estimates of the Female - Male contrast.
Regression PCA
Measurement Diff Est 95% Diff HDI Diff Est 95% Diff Boot CI
Upper arm -0.02 -0.09, 0.05 0.01 -0.14, 0.16
Forearm -0.03 -0.11, 0.06 -0.10 -0.27, 0.10
Thigh 0.01 -0.06, 0.09 0.20 0.02, 0.39
Shank -0.01 -0.10, 0.08 -0.11 -0.29, 0.09
Shoulder -0.01 -0.08, 0.07 0.04 -0.27, 0.35
Pelvis 0.02 -0.05, 0.10 -0.01 -0.58, 0.56
Figure 2.3: Histograms of variables with largest sex differences in the PCA analysis. Dashed
line denotes the median contrast (sex difference) from bootstrapped PCA estimates. Dotted
line denotes median contrast from log-log regression estimated marginal trends (sex-specific
slopes).
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Comparison between methods
In the pooled sex sample, log-log regressions displayed isometry in proximal limb elements
(upper arm, thigh) and slight positive allometry in distal limb elements (forearm, shank)
(Figure 2.1B). Shoulder width displayed isometry, whereas pelvis width in the pooled sample
displayed considerable negative allometry, suggesting that humans overall have relatively
narrow pelves relative to their body masses. When the sample was split by sex, almost all
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dimensions displayed isometry in log-log regression, except shoulder width (Figure 2.2B). It is
likely that the negative allometry observed in pelvis width is due primarily to sex differences
in pelvis width—female subjects were on average smaller (shorter and lighter) than male
subjects but had wider pelves (even after controlling for mass; estimated marginal means: F
= 257mm, M = 236mm). Therefore, the negative allometry (i.e., shallower slope) observed
in pooled sexes is likely due to larger males having narrower pelves than females.
Sex-specific results from the two methods were more dissimilar than pooled sex results.
Female-male contrasts were practically zero in the log-log regressions (Table 2.5). However,
female-male contrasts were larger in magnitude in most of the bootstrapped PCA results
(Figure 2.3, Table 2.5).
Using the log-log regression results as the “gold standard” or “ground truth” expectation,
these results indicated that the PCA method exaggerates allometry coefficients. The two
methods suggest similar patterns of allometry across measurements, but differ considerably
in magnitude and measures of uncertainty. These differences were even more apparent
in the sex-specific analyses. The stronger departures from allometry in the PCA method
exist because, as pointed out by (Jungers and German, 1981), the squares of the calculated













therefore “the coefficients will necessarily exhibit nearly equal amounts of positive and
negative deviation from isometry” (Jungers and German, 1981, p. 199).
Given the discrepancies between the two methods, we therefore agree with Auerbach and
Sylvester (2011) and Jungers and German (1981) and caution against using methods that
lack direct size variables, as is the case with PCA.
2.5.2 Scaling and geometric similarity
Results from this study indicate that human anthropometric dimensions closely follow the
expectations of geometric similarity (∝ M1/3) when analyzed with log-log regression, and
that departures from these expectations are small both within and between sexes. These
results therefore differ somewhat from previous studies and suggest that humans may not
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in fact violate geometric similarity to the extent previously reported. In the pooled sex
sample, only one dimension, pelvis width, contained a 95% HDI that included the ∝ M1/4
elastic similarity expectation (Table 2.3), but as discussed previously, this is likely due to
sexual dimorphism in pelvis width rather than the presence of true negative allometry. Due
to the wider uncertainty intervals in the sex-specific samples, multiple variables in the log-
log regressions contain the elastic similarity expectation, but slope estimates are closer to
geometric similarity (isometry) in all dimensions except for shoulder width (Table 2.4).
These results also agreed with the scaling expectation put forth by Biewener (1990), which
stated that medium-sized animals (0.1-300kg) overcome gravitational and locomotor loads
with increasing body size primarily through behavioral mechanisms (i.e., adoption of more
upright posture in larger animals to reduce muscular effort required to maintain posture)
rather than through strong allometry of bony dimensions. In this sample, humans scaled
near to isometry, and departures from isometry were small when evaluated with log-log re-
gressions. Therefore, across a large range of sizes, humans likely employ postural mechanisms
similar to other animals to reduce locomotor stresses rather than displaying strong allometry
in bone dimensions.
2.5.3 Study limitations and future work
There were several limitations to this study. Subject BMI in this sample was relatively low
and constrained to healthy, non-obese individuals (max BMI in sample = 27). Therefore, it
is possible that results (i.e., departures from isometry, strength of allometry) would differ if a
greater range of body masses were included in the study. While we also included a relatively
large range of heights in this study (∼50cm), this sample did not represent the full range of
geographic height variation and was likely skewed towards taller Westernized populations.
Future work would benefit from including a larger population of size-varying subjects that
included more extremes of height and mass.
We also recognize the inherent error in the marker placements used to quantify anatomical
landmarks with motion capture, partially due to the presence of soft tissues and partially due
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to the difficulty of palpating certain landmarks (Della Croce et al., 2005; Kadaba et al., 1989).
However, intra-examiner error is typically smaller than inter-examiner error (Della Croce
et al., 2005), therefore having a single experienced researcher perform marker placement
may reduce this error. We did not quantify inter-examiner error in this study, so we cannot
conclude whether this was a significant source of error or variation in the data.
2.6 Conclusions
We conclude that when sexes are evaluated separately, most human anthropometric dimen-
sions measured cannot be distinguished from the isometric expectation (∝ M1/3). When
sexes were pooled, departures from isometry were minimal except for in the pelvis, where
negative allometry was likely explained by sexual dimorphism in body proportions. De-
partures from isometry matched some previous studies that indicate positive allometry in
distal limb measurements (Auerbach and Sylvester, 2011; Holliday and Ruff, 2001; Sylvester
et al., 2008; Temple et al., 2008), but we did not find corresponding negative allometry in
proximal measurements. No credible differences were observed between sexes in the log-
log regressions, and both sexes displayed minimal departures from isometry in only one
measurement, shoulder width. Log-log regression and PCA displayed similar patterns of
allometry in the sex-pooled sample but differed considerably in magnitude. Both patterns
and magnitude of allometry differed between the two methods in sex-specific analyses. These
results suggest that log-log regression should be used whenever possible to assess allometry
in limb bone dimensions.
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EFFECTS OF BODY MASS ON
LEG AND VERTICAL STIFFNESS
IN RUNNING HUMANS
3.1 Abstract
Numerous cross-species comparisons have examined the allometric scaling of gait parameters
with respect to body mass, but few have done so within humans. This study examined how
leg and vertical stiffness, force, displacement, and leg spring angle scaled in 69 healthy
adults of varying body masses during slow and fast relative (leg-length adjusted) running
speeds. We calculated allometric scaling exponents for stiffness and its components via
kinematic and kinetic data using log-log regressions with 95% confidence/highest density
intervals. To determine if the chosen statistical method influenced conclusions about scaling
patterns, we compared regression results across three statistical methods, ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression, linear mixed models (LMM), and Bayesian linear mixed models
(BLMM). We also performed sex-specific analyses to determine if each sex revealed similar
scaling patterns as the pooled sample. In this sample, all variables scaled according to the
isometric expectations, suggesting that humans do not violate the assumptions of dynamic
similarity. Sex-specific analyses revealed similar patterns of isometry in all variables, except
for vertical stiffness at the slow running speed, which displayed slight negative allometry in
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both sexes. Model choice did not significantly affect results, and scaling patterns were the
same regardless of the statistical method employed.
3.2 Introduction
3.2.1 Allometry and scaling
Body size is an important determinant of variation in limb posture and the musculoskeletal
mechanisms used to resist gravity (Biewener, 1982, 1989a,b, 2005; Galilei, 1638; McMahon,
1973, 1975; Polk, 2002). Allometry is the study of how a given trait changes (scales) with
body size (i.e., body mass or other relevant size variable). Allometric scaling patterns are
typically derived from linear regression equations of trait (y) versus size (x), where:
log(y) = log(a) + b log(x) (3.1)
Equation (3.1) can also be expressed as log(y) ∝ b log(x) (where log(a), the intercept, is
dropped), and finally as y ∝ xb, where ∝ means “proportional to” (Alexander, 1985a). b is
the allometric scaling exponent represented as the slope of the line in the log-log regression.
When body mass is the size variable of interest, the scaling exponents are typically expressed
as ∝M b, where M is body mass.
There are different expectations for the calculated scaling exponents (b) based on differ-
ent geometric theories. The simplest, geometric similarity, assumes that an object scales
uniformly (i.e., the larger object is a exact scaled copy of the smaller object) (Alexander,
1985a; Hill, 1950; McMahon, 1975). According to the assumptions of geometric similarity,
length (and diameter) variables should therefore scale proportional to (∝) M1/3 and areas
scale ∝ M2/3. If traits scale uniformly according to the aforementioned expectations, this
relationship is considered isometry. Deviations above this expectation (i.e., more posi-
tive/steeper slopes) are called positive allometry and deviations below this expectation (i.e.,
more negative/shallower slopes) are called negative allometry.
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The geometric similarity theory deals primarily with static bodies, although the authors
note that the theories could extend to bodies in motion (Alexander, 1985a). Another theory,
termed dynamic similarity, was introduced by Alexander and Jayes (1983), which proposed
that geometrically similar animals can also be elastically similar (i.e. deform under their
body weight in a similar manner) during movement ; i.e., differently-sized animals would
have similar kinematic parameters such as joint excursion angles (∝M0) when moving at the
same relative speed (such as a Froude speed, which is calculated as a function of leg length,
gravity, and velocity: Fr = V 2/gL) (Alexander, 1989; Donelan and Kram, 2000).
Farley et al. (1993) added that dynamically similar animals should have equal dimensionless
leg compression (∆L/L0, where L0 is leg length) and equal dimensionless resultant force in
the direction of leg compression (Fleg/BW , where BW is body weight) when running at the
same relative speed. If animals are dynamically similar, then ∆L/L0 and Fleg/BW should
scale ∝M0.
3.2.2 Size-dependent scaling
The gravitational forces that animals experience during standing balance and locomotion
are directly proportional to body mass (FGRF ∝ Mg ∝ M1). Resisting and overcoming
gravitational forces at any limb joint is dependent on the amount of muscle force be-
ing produced and the corresponding moments that these muscles can generate (Biewener,
1989a,b). This would result in relatively lower muscle force production in larger animals
(M2/3 according to geometric similarity) unless allometric changes in bone cross-sectional
properties, posture, force production, or locomotor performance occur (Alexander et al.,
1977; Bertram and Biewener, 1990; Biewener, 1983, 1989a,b; Jungers and Burr, 1994; Rubin
and Lanyon, 1984).
Biewener (1990) proposed a model to explain how the particular mechanisms employed in
different animals would differ depending on animal size. He proposed that medium-sized
animals (0.1-300kg), such as primates or humans, overcome gravitational and locomotor
loads primarily through behavioral mechanisms (e.g., more extended limb postures and
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consequently greater mechanical advantage in larger animals) rather than exhibit strong
allometry in bony dimensions. Numerous interspecific (cross-species) studies have evalu-
ated these scaling effects in kinematic and kinetic parameters in mammal and bird gaits
(Alexander and Jayes, 1983; Alexander, 1985b,a; Biewener, 1989b; Gatesy and Biewener,
1991; Heglund et al., 1982). However, it is uncertain to what extent these principles apply at
a narrower taxonomic level (i.e., within Genera or within a single species). Few studies have
explored these relationships within phylogenetic groups (Biewener, 2005; Day and Jayne,
2007; Polk, 2002; Polk et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010; Smith and Wilson, 2013). Polk (2002)
and Day and Jayne (2007) found mixed support for the Biewener (1990) model at the Family
level.
The Biewener (1990) model focused on quadrupeds, but Gatesy and Biewener (1991) evalu-
ated scaling effects in a sample of bipedal birds and humans to determine whether bipedal
animals display comparable changes in posture. Their results noted the presence of size-
related postural changes across bird species, but could not determine whether these changes
existed in humans (N=2). Extant adult humans vary widely in body size and shape (Stulp
and Barrett, 2016). Due to this large range of variation, it is plausible that humans would
follow similar trends seen in other mammals.
3.2.3 Leg and vertical stiffness
Limb function during running is often modeled as a spring-mass system, where the leg acts as
a spring by storing and releasing elastic energy (Blickhan, 1989; Farley et al., 1991; McMahon
and Cheng, 1990). In this model, leg spring stiffness is a function of force relative to the leg
spring displacement, which passes through an inverted pendular arc during motion (Blickhan,
1989; Cavagna et al., 1988; McMahon and Cheng, 1990) (Figure 3.1). Leg spring stiffness
(kleg) is calculated from the peak of the limb’s resultant force in the direction of the leg spring
(Fleg) divided by leg compression (∆L) during stance phase (kleg = Fleg/∆L) (Coleman et al.,
2012). Leg stiffness incorporates the vertical center of mass (COM) fluctuation as well as
the length and angular motion of the leg during contact (Farley et al., 1993).
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Another measure of interest, vertical stiffness (kvert), relates peak vertical ground reaction
force (FV ) to peak vertical COM fluctuation during stance (∆y) (kvert = FV /∆y) (Farley
et al., 1993). Vertical stiffness can be used to infer the frequency of vertical motions during
running and is directly related to contact time during running (Brughelli and Cronin, 2008;
Cavagna et al., 1988; Farley et al., 1993; McMahon et al., 1987).
Half the angle swept by the leg spring (θ) also represents the angular excursion of the leg
spring during the first half of stance phase (Figure 3.1a).
(a) Leg stiffness (b) Vertical stiffness
Figure 3.1: a) Leg stiffness is derived from the resultant force of the leg spring (Fleg) divided
by the change in leg compression (∆L) between initial contact (IC) and mid-stance (MS).
Half the angle swept by the leg spring (θ) is also calculated between these time points. b)
Vertical stiffness is derived from the peak vertical GRF (FV ) divided by the vertical change
in the center of mass (∆y) between IC and the occurrence of the peak FV .
3.2.4 Scaling of stiffness
Due to greater accelerations, ground reaction forces are larger during running than during
walking. Size-related effects on posture and stiffness are more likely to occur during run-
ning than in lower-force activities such as walking due to higher demands on muscle force
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production. Lower limb stiffness (kleg, kvert) and its components of force (Fleg, FV ) and
displacement (∆L, ∆y) are an interesting natural test case for dynamic similarity, since this
theory applies to bodies in movement. Scaling expectations adhering to dynamic similarity
(i.e., geometric similarity at equal relative speeds) are reported in Table 3.1. Leg spring
angle (θ) is predicted by dynamic similarity to be invariant across body size and therefore
does not technically “scale”. If animals adhere to these isometric expectations, Biewener’s
(1990) predictions about changes in limb posture should hold true, since lighter animals
would have greater displacement and limb compression relative to body mass than heavier
animals.





Leg angle (θ, ◦) M0
Previous work found scaling exponents of M0.67 for leg stiffness and M0.61 for vertical stiffness
in interspecific samples of quadrupedal mammals (mass between 0.1 and 135 kg) (Farley
et al., 1993). Error measures for these scaling exponents included the isometric expectation
of M2/3 (although it is not directly stated which error measures were reported, i.e., standard
error or confidence intervals). Herr (1998) reported that leg stiffness scaled ∝ M0.69 and
vertical stiffness ∝M0.61 in quadrupeds, which were almost identical to the values reported
by Farley et al. (1993). Larger mammals therefore appear to have stiffer leg springs that
undergo less vertical displacement, as predicted by geometric similarity. Farley et al. (1993)
observed that peak Fleg scaled ∝M0.97 and ∆L scaled ∝M0.30, all very close to the geometric
similarity expectation. Farley et al. (1993) also reported that leg spring angle (θ) scaled
∝ M−0.03, ∆L/L0 scaled ∝ M−0.04, and Fleg/BW scaled ∝ M−0.03, which suggests that the
animals in their study conformed to dynamic similarity.
Only two studies have examined how stiffness scales with body size in humans (Carruthers
and Farley, 1998; Farley and Korff, 1999). Carruthers and Farley (1998) reported that peak
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force scaled ∝ M0.87, leg compression ∝ M0.21, and leg stiffness ∝ M0.66 among a sample
of 21 adults (sex not reported) running at 4.0 m/s. This study concluded that stiffness
scaled “steeply” (Carruthers and Farley, 1998, p307) with body mass, but these results were
very close to the isometric expectations. Farley and Korff (1999) also examined leg stiffness
during hopping in 18 adults; they reported much higher scaling exponents (∝ M1.00±0.23).
This higher value is likely due to considerably smaller leg compression during the hopping
task; reported values for leg compression during running were approximately twice as high
as those during hopping in these studies (Carruthers and Farley, 1998; Farley et al., 1993;
Farley and Korff, 1999).
There are multiple reasons to question the applicability of geometric similarity in humans
given the wide range of variation in human body and limb proportions (Nevill et al.,
2004; Steudel-Numbers and Weaver, 2006; Sylvester et al., 2008; Kramer and Sylvester,
2013). Although humans may not be perfectly isometric in their bone dimensions, it is
unclear whether these proportional differences are enough to violate geometric similarity
(see discussion in Chapter 2).
3.2.5 Current study
The current study had two main goals. The first was to evaluate how leg and vertical
stiffness (and their determinants) scale in a large sample of humans, which would enable
empirical evaluation of whether intraspecific (within-species) scaling of stiffness differs from
interspecific expectations and whether humans conform to dynamic similarity. The second
goal was to evaluate sex-specific scaling of stiffness properties, which would determine if
male and female runners differ in running behavior and whether sex-specific scaling patterns
match those seen in sex-pooled samples.
We hypothesized that humans would conform to dynamic similarity and display similar
scaling patterns as other animals (Table 3.1). If humans are dynamically similar (e.g.,
stiffness ∝ M2/3) and if Biewener’s (1990) scaling model for medium-sized animals applies
to intraspecific samples (e.g., humans), then heavier humans should exhibit more extended
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postures (i.e., less leg compression and COM fluctuation relative to body mass) when running
at the same relative speed. If Biewener’s (1990) scaling rules do not apply intraspecifically
and we observe little or no postural differences in running humans, then stiffness should
display positive allometry and scale > M2/3.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Subjects
69 healthy (BMI < 27) females (N=36) and males (N=33) aged 18-35 with no history of
gait-related pathologies or recent lower limb injuries (<1yr) were recruited to participate
in this study. Most subjects were recreationally active, but experienced runners were not
specifically recruited for this study. All protocols were approved by the University of Illinois
IRB and subjects gave written informed consent for participation.
Subjects were recruited primarily to maximize variation in height across both sexes. We
did so by recruiting relatively short and tall individuals for each sex who were below ≈25%
(F ≤ 158 cm, M ≤ 170 cm) and above ≈75% (F ≥ 167 cm, M ≥ 178 cm) of the reported
average adult heights in the United States (Fryar et al., 2012). Due to using a population
of convenience of predominantly recreationally active college students, subjects also had a
relatively even distribution of body mass and BMI across the desired height ranges.
3.3.2 Measurements
Anthropometric data were collected for each subject. Mass was calculated using a force plate
(AMTI, Watertown, MA). Running trials were performed on a split-belt Bertec instrumented
treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH). Subjects wore their own athletic/running shoes for data
collection. All subjects wore spandex shorts, and females wore a sports bra. Motion capture
data were collected with a 6-camera Qualisys system (Qualisys AB, Göteborg, Sweden)
and 48 reflective markers adhered to skin or clothing/shoes. Markers were positioned on
common anatomical landmarks and segmental triads (see Appendix B: Motion capture
marker setup).
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Before running trials began, subjects acclimated to the treadmill by walking at several
different speeds. Because not all subjects were experienced runners, subjects were secured
via a custom nylon harness attached to a moving trolley during running trials in the event of
a fall. Subjects practiced running with the harness before trials were recorded to acclimate
the subject to the harness. A single-axis load cell (LCM200, Futek, Irvine, CA) was attached
to the top of the harness to verify that the harness was not being loaded during running
trials. Subjects ran on one belt of the treadmill at a time and switched belts each trial to
avoid overheating either belt.
Data were collected at two different running speeds determined by Froude number (Fr =
V 2/gL, V =speed in m/s, g =9.81 m/s, L = leg length in m):
VFr =
√
Fr ∗ g ∗ L (3.2)
The slower speed at the smaller Froude number (Fr = 0.81, Fr = 1.21 for the first five
subjects1) was approximately twice as fast as a comfortable walking speed and equated to
a slow jog. In this chapter, only results from the 64 subjects that ran at the 0.81 Froude
number are presented. Results from the five subjects running at the 1.21 Froude number are
included in APPENDIX B: CHAPTER 3 SUPPORTING INFORMATION. The faster speed
at the higher Froude number (Fr = 1.82) was approximately three times as fast as walking
and resembled an endurance running pace (Bramble and Lieberman, 2004; Cavanagh and
Kram, 1989). If subjects did not feel comfortable running at the faster speed, they were not
required to do so (two subjects did not perform the faster speed; N=62 for the fast speed).
We refer to the aforementioned speeds as slow and fast Froude speeds for the remainder
of this chapter. Three trials were collected at each running speed (6 trials total, 3 per
speed) with a short break in between each trial. Slow Froude trials lasted 15s each and fast
1The first five subjects were collected as pilot data when running speeds were set higher; the speeds were
lowered for the full data collection to ensure that all subjects would be comfortable and able to perform
them. Multiple faster Froude running speeds were tested in the pilot data and completely removed from this
analysis because too few subjects ran at those speeds.
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Froude trials lasted 10s each. Trial recordings began after the treadmill reached the desired
speed.
Leg and vertical stiffness (kleg and kvert, respectively) and their force (Fleg and FV ) and
displacement (∆L and ∆y) components were computed for each gait cycle (defined by
the period during which the vertical force threshold exceeded 20N) using direct kinematic
and kinetic data (Coleman et al., 2012) (detailed calculations in Appendix B: Stiffness
calculations). Variables were calculated for all gait cycles when possible, resulting in an
average of 40 gait cycles per subject at the slower Froude speed and 27 gait cycles per
subject at the faster Froude speed. Unrealistic values (e.g., stiffness < 0) were removed from
the analysis.
The Coleman et al. (2012) method is termed “direct” because it utilized 3D motion capture
and GRF data to calculate each parameter, whereas other methods used to calculate stiffness
estimate at least one parameter in the model, such as peak force (Blum et al., 2009; Morin
et al., 2005) or leg compression, which may be estimated via the sinusoidal movement of
the limb during the first half of stance phase (initial contact to mid-stance, when the limb
is approximately vertically oriented) (Blum et al., 2009; Farley et al., 1993; McMahon and
Cheng, 1990). In this study, COM position was approximated by averaging the four pelvis
marker locations, as opposed to the alternate approach of double integrating the vertical
acceleration (Cavagna, 1975). Half the angle swept by the leg spring (θ) was also calculated
using kinematic data. All data were processed in MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks, Natick,
MA).
Dimensionless metrics can account for size effects (Farley et al., 1993; Hof, 1996). In
theory, dimensionless variables should be invariant across body size (∝ M0) if the animals
are dynamically similar. Dimensionless variables were also included in analyses, and were
calculated for all variables (except for θ) using the equations found in Appendix B: Stiffness
calculations (Farley and González, 1996; McMahon and Cheng, 1990).
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3.3.3 Statistical analysis
Scaling of leg and vertical stiffness
Leg stiffness (kleg) and its components (Fleg and ∆L), vertical stiffness (kvert) and its
components (FV and ∆y), leg spring angle (θ), and dimensionless variables were the variables
of interest presented in this study. All statistical analyses were performed in R v3.6.0-3.6.2
(R Core Team, 2019).
Allometric scaling exponents were calculated for each variable using log-log regressions as a
function of body mass and speed. Model fit statistics and effect size measures are reported
for each model and analysis. Separate models were used for the two Froude speeds to account
for variation in Froude number in the slow Froude speed. Therefore, the slow Froude speed
model was based on the following general equation:
log10(y) = log10(a) + b1log10(x1) + b2x2 (3.3)
where y is the response variable of interest, a is the model intercept, b1 is the mass scaling
coefficient (x1 is mass), and b2 is the Froude number coefficient (x2 is Froude number). The
fast Froude speed model was based on the equation:
log10(y) = log10(a) + b1log10(x1) (3.4)
These equations can be expressed as y ∝M b1 , where M is body mass and b1 is the allometric
scaling exponent.
We tested each variable with three different statistical models to determine whether the
slopes (scaling exponents) and their associated confidence intervals were influenced by model
choice. The first model, ordinary least squares linear regression (OLS), used aggregated data
for each subject and condition.
The second model incorporated a random effect for subjects using a linear mixed model
(LMM) with the non-aggregated repeated measures data. LMMs incorporate both fixed
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effects (e.g., a condition such as running speed or sex) and random effects, which are
uncontrolled, unobserved “random” variables (e.g., subject). LMM models allow users to
partition the error variance in the model according to those random effects as well as the
residual error of the model (detailed explanation in subsection 1.6.3).
The final model represented a Bayesian extension of the linear mixed model (BLMM).
BLMMs apply Bayes’ theorem to regression modeling, where prior beliefs about the pa-
rameter(s) of interest are used to inform posterior beliefs about the parameter(s) of in-
terest given the observed data (detailed explanation in subsection 1.6.2) (Kruschke, 2014).
BLMMs report model coefficients as posterior probability distributions, which represent “a
compromise between the data model (likelihood) and the prior, and describes the relative
plausbility of all parameter values conditional on the model” (Muth et al., 2018, p. 101).
BLMMs were performed using the rstanarm R package (Goodrich et al., 2020). We fitted
BLMMs (estimated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling with 6 chains of
10,000 iterations, 1000 warmups, and a thinning interval of 10) with subject as the random
effect.
For each model, equivalent model fit was calculated via R2 and 95% confidence intervals (or
highest density intervals, HDI, in BLMM) (Table 3.2). If the 95% confidence intervals/HDI
of the scaling exponent (b) lie outside the isometric expectation, then we concluded that
positive or negative allometry was present.
Table 3.2: Statistical models and parameters
Model R Package Slope Uncertainty
Interval
R2
OLS1 lmodel2 Estimate 95% CI Traditional R2
LMM2 lme4 Fixed Effect Estimate 95% CI Conditional R2 3
BLMM4 rstanarm Posterior Median 95% HDI Bayesian R2 5
1 Legendre (2018)
2 Bates et al. (2014)
3 R2 value taking both the fixed and random effects into account (Nakagawa and
Schielzeth, 2013; Nakagawa et al., 2017)
4 Goodrich et al. (2020)
5 Median of Bayesian approximation of conditional R2 (Gelman et al., 2019)
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Sex differences
To determine whether sex differences were present in the slopes of each variable, we ran
Bayesian linear mixed models incorporating an interaction effect between mass and sex. We
chose to use BLMMs for this analysis because they provided the most stable model coeffi-
cients and had similar results to the other statistical methods. We then computed estimated
marginal trends using the emmeans R package (Lenth, 2019), which produced sex-specific
slopes. We examined upper and lower 95% HDIs from each sex-specific slope to determine
if positive or negative allometry was present within each sex. To determine if sex-specific
slopes differed from one another (Female-Male contrast), we examined pairwise comparisons
of the estimated marginal trends, which provided a median estimate of the difference between
the slopes as well as a 95% HDI of that difference. If the 95% difference HDI (Diff HDI)
contained zero, the slopes were not significantly different from one another.
From the same BLMMs with sex included as an interaction effect, we also examined sex
differences in the values of stiffness and its components using estimated marginal means
averaged across mass, which revealed differences in elevation across sexes (i.e., whether
females and males had different values of stiffness after controlling for body mass).
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Scaling of leg and vertical stiffness
Subjects in this study spanned ≈ 50cm in height, ≈ 35cm in leg length, and ≈ 50kg in mass
(Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3: Descriptive statistics for subjects split by sex.
Female Male
N=36 N=33
Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max
Age (yrs) 22.2 ± 3.4 18.0 30.0 22.6 ± 4.4 18.0 33.0
Mass (kg) 59.3 ± 9.3 41.1 78.2 69.0 ± 10.6 47.2 89.9
BMI (kg/m2) 22.6 ± 2.3 18.0 26.5 22.4 ± 2.3 18.0 26.7
Height (cm) 162.6 ± 11.6 141.5 181.0 176.2 ± 11.1 153.5 191.8
Leg Length (cm) 84.5 ± 7.7 70.1 98.4 92.2 ± 7.3 79.9 106.0
Speed at Slow Froude No. (m/s) 2.6 ± 0.2 2.4 3.3 2.8 ± 0.2 2.5 3.4
Speed at Fast Froude No. (m/s) 3.9 ± 0.2 3.5 4.2 4.1 ± 0.2 3.8 4.4
The OLS, LMM, and BLMM models did not differ appreciably in reported scaling exponents
or 95% intervals (CI or HDI; Figures 3.2a, 3.3a, and 3.4A; Table B.2). While the scaling
exponents and 95% intervals did not differ across models, explained variance (R2) was
considerably higher for models containing random effects (LMM and BLMM). For example,
R2 values for ∆L during slow running trials were 0.32 (OLS), 0.85 (LMM), and 0.84 (BLMM)
(Table B.2).
Averaged across the three statistical models, leg stiffness and its components increased with
body mass: kleg scaled ∝ M0.52 (slow) and ∝ M0.55 (fast), Fleg scaled ∝ M0.98 (slow)
and ∝ M1.00 (fast); and ∆L scaled ∝ M0.46 (slow) and ∝ M0.45 (fast) (Figure 3.2a). Leg
compression exponents approached positive allometry (> M1/3) and leg stiffness trended
toward negative allometry (< M2/3) at both speeds in this sample.
Averaged across the three models, vertical stiffness and its components also increased with
body mass: kvert scaled ∝ M0.60 (slow) and ∝ M0.64 (fast); FV scaled ∝ M0.98 (slow) and
∝ M1.00 (fast); and ∆y scaled ∝ M0.38 (slow) and ∝ M0.36 (fast) (Figure 3.3a). Vertical
stiffness and its component scaling exponents adhered to isometric expectations at both
speeds in this sample. Vertical stiffness displayed higher variability at the fast speed (as
observed by the width of the 95% posterior prediction interval in Figure 3.3b).
Average scaling exponents for θ were invariant across body size and scaled ∝M0.05 for both
slow and fast Froude speeds (Figure 3.4).
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(a) Leg stiffness scaling exponents (slopes)
(b) Leg stiffness plots
Figure 3.2: (a) Top figure displays the slope estimate and 95% CI/HDI for each model. (b)
Bottom figure displays leg stiffness values at (A) slow and (B) fast running speeds plotted on
a log-log scale with 50% (darker) and 95% (lighter) Bayesian posterior prediction intervals
from BLMM model.
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(a) Vertical stiffness scaling exponents (slopes)
(b) Vertical stiffness plots
Figure 3.3: (a) Top figure displays the slope estimate and 95% CI/HDI for each model.
(b) Bottom figure displays vertical stiffness values at (A) slow and (B) fast running speeds
plotted on a log-log scale with 50% (darker) and 95% (lighter) Bayesian posterior prediction
intervals from BLMM model.
Figure 3.4: (A) Slope estimates and 95% CI/HDI for each leg spring angle (θ) model. θ
values at (B) slow and (C) fast running speeds plotted on a log-log scale with 50% (darker)
and 95% (lighter) Bayesian posterior prediction intervals from BLMM model.
Dimensionless (size-corrected) variables revealed scaling exponents that were invariant across
body mass (Figure 3.5, Table B.4). Averaged across models, dimensionless leg stiffness
(KLEG) scaled∝M−0.04 (slow) and∝M−0.01 (fast). Dimensionless vertical stiffness (KV ERT )
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scaled ∝ M0.04 (slow) and ∝ M0.08 (fast). Dimensionless force variables (Flegdim and FVdim)
as well as dimensionless leg compression (∆Ldim) and COM fluctuation (∆ydim) were in-
variant across body size at both speeds (Table B.4). Confidence intervals/HDIs for every
dimensionless variable and speed included zero (Table B.4, Table B.5).
Figure 3.5: Dimensionless slope estimates and 95% CI/HDI for each model and speed for
(A) KLEG and (B) KV ERT .
3.4.2 Sex differences
Vertical stiffness was the only variable that contained HDIs outside the isometric expectations
in the sex-specific analysis (Table 3.4). Females and males displayed slight negative allometry
(∝ M0.40, ∝ M0.45, respectively) during slow running. This effect was not observed when
sexes were pooled.
The sex-specific slopes (scaling exponents) were smaller (shallower) for Fleg, FV , kleg, and
kvert at both speeds, whereas they were larger (steeper) for ∆L and ∆y when compared to the
pooled results (Table 3.4 and B.2). This difference was likely due to influential observations
at the tails (i.e., low and high body mass) that affect the regressions differently at the pooled
and sex-specific levels.
Contrasts of estimated marginal trends revealed no statistically credible differences in the
slopes of males and females (Table 3.4). These results were confirmed by the wide HDIs of
the differences, all of which encompassed zero (Table 3.4, Table B.6).
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While males and females displayed no credible (significant) differences in scaling pattern
(i.e., slopes) for all variables considered, there were credible sex differences in the estimated
marginal means of several variables. Males had larger estimated marginal means of vertical
stiffness at both slow and fast Froude speeds (Figure 3.7). Averaged across body mass, the
estimated marginal mean for vertical stiffness during slow running in females was 20.9kN/m,
versus 24.0kN/m in males (Female-Male contrast -0.06, 95% Diff HDI [-0.09, -0.03]). In fast
running, the estimated marginal mean for vertical stiffness in females was 26.3kN/m, versus
29.5kN/m in males (Female-Male contrast -0.05, 95% Diff HDI [-0.09, -0.02]). The observed
sex differences in values of vertical stiffness were due to larger FV in males at both speeds
(slow Froude: F 1.42kN, M 1.48kN, Female-Male contrast -0.02, 95% Diff HDI [-0.04, -0.00];
fast Froude: F 1.48kN, M 1.60kN, Female-Male contrast -0.03, 95% Diff HDI [-0.05, -0.01]).
Females also had marginally higher ∆y during slow Froude running (F 0.07m, M 0.06m,
Female-Male contrast 0.04, 95% Diff HDI [0.01, 0.07]).
Estimated marginal means also differed for Fleg, where males had slightly higher values of
Fleg at both speeds (sex means and contrasts were identical to FV ).
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Table 3.4: Sex comparison model results. Diff Est is the median slope difference (contrast)
between females and males, and Diff HDI is the 95% HDI interval of that difference.
Variable Speed Sex Slope Est 95% HDI R2 Diff Est Diff HDI
Female 0.94 0.80, 1.09
Slow Froude
Male 0.90 0.75, 1.05
0.97 0.04 -0.13, 0.19
Female 0.90 0.75, 1.04
Fleg
Fast Froude
Male 0.91 0.75, 1.06
0.97 -0.01 -0.17, 0.15
Female 0.48 0.29, 0.68
Slow Froude
Male 0.44 0.24, 0.63
0.84 0.05 -0.09, 0.20
Female 0.41 0.23, 0.61
∆L
Fast Froude
Male 0.36 0.16, 0.55
0.84 0.06 -0.09, 0.20
Female 0.44 0.18, 0.67
Slow Froude
Male 0.47 0.23, 0.71
0.87 -0.04 -0.22, 0.14
Female 0.48 0.24, 0.69
kleg
Fast Froude
Male 0.54 0.30, 0.76
0.85 -0.07 -0.24, 0.11
Female 0.94 0.80, 1.09
Slow Froude
Male 0.91 0.75, 1.05
0.97 0.04 -0.12, 0.19
Female 0.90 0.75, 1.04
FV
Fast Froude
Male 0.91 0.77, 1.07
0.97 -0.01 -0.17, 0.16
Female 0.52 0.29, 0.75
Slow Froude
Male 0.47 0.24, 0.70
0.77 0.05 -0.12, 0.23
Female 0.47 0.22, 0.73
∆y
Fast Froude
Male 0.41 0.15, 0.67
0.79 0.06 -0.11, 0.25
Female 0.40* 0.20, 0.60
Slow Froude
Male 0.45* 0.26, 0.64
0.84 -0.06 -0.23, 0.13
Female 0.43 0.17, 0.69
kvert
Fast Froude
Male 0.54 0.28, 0.81
0.42 -0.11 -0.37, 0.14
Female 0.05 -0.12, 0.20
Slow Froude
Male 0.05 -0.11, 0.20
0.61 0.00 -0.11, 0.12
Female 0.05 -0.08, 0.18
θ
Fast Froude
Male 0.04 -0.09, 0.17
0.54 0.01 -0.09, 0.11
* denotes that slope confidence interval lies outside the isometric expectation.
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Figure 3.6: Estimated sex-specific slopes for leg stiffness with associated 95% HDI plotted
on a log-log scale.
Figure 3.7: Estimated sex-specific slopes for vertical stiffness with associated 95% HDI
plotted on a log-log scale.
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3.5 Discussion
Due to the relatively wide variation in the data, none of the statistical models examined in
this study excluded the isometric expectations (Table 3.1) for pooled sexes, therefore model
choice had no effect on the results. This result suggests that humans appear to conform
to expectations of dynamic similarity in measures of force, displacement, stiffness, and leg
spring angle. Dimensionless variables were also invariant across body mass (∝M0).
Leg compression trended toward positive allometry in the pooled sample, accompanied by a
trend towards negative allometry in leg stiffness. These results suggest that larger individuals
may have relatively greater leg compression and subsequently less stiff leg springs than
expected for their mass.
Confidence intervals/HDIs for all dimensionless variables encompassed the M0 expectation.
These results suggest that humans experience equal ground reaction forces relative to their
body weight and equal levels of leg compression relative to their leg lengths. When leg
length and mass are both accounted for, stiffness (leg and vertical) is invariant across body
sizes.
Dimensionless leg stiffness values in our sample closely match those reported by Blickhan
and Full (1993) and Shen and Seipel (2015a,b, 2018), who state that dimensionless stiffness
values in this range represent both an energetic optimum and maximum locomotor stability
(slow Froude averaged subject range KLEG = 11.77 − 24.90; fast Froude averaged subject
range KLEG = 12.04 − 23.90). The results of this study suggest that despite variability in
multiple factors (e.g., body proportions, running behavior, and/or training), intraspecific
patterns of stiffness in humans are both dynamically similar and may represent an energetic
optimum.
3.5.1 Sex differences
There were no significant interactions between sexes in the models presented here, and slope
estimates were similar between the sexes. When split by sex, both sexes were outside the
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isometric expectation (∝ M2/3) for vertical stiffness during slow running, displaying slight
negative allometry (Figure 3.7, Table 3.4). In contrast, vertical stiffness with pooled sexes
did not show this effect (Figure 3.3a).
Even though overall scaling of COM fluctuation (∆y) is similar between males and females
(i.e., similar slopes), females exhibited larger estimated marginal means for COM fluctuation
at the slow speed, which indicated a “bouncier” gait than males in this sample at slow
running speeds. Given the larger COM fluctuation in females, we might expect that females
accordingly displayed smaller estimated marginal means for leg compression (∆L). This,
however, does not appear to be the case. Particularly at the slow running speed, females
had larger levels of ∆y than males but comparable levels of ∆L, suggesting that despite
larger ∆y, these female subjects were landing with similarly compliant limbs.
3.5.2 Study limitations
There are multiple limitations to this study. In the study presented in Chapter 2 on
geometric similarity of anthropometric dimensions, we determined that the subjects in this
sample departed only very slightly from the expectations of geometric similarity in the
pooled sample; in sex-specific analyses, only shoulder width displayed negative allometry
(Chapter 2). However, BMI was constrained in the current sample (18-27 kg/m2). It
is possible that a wider range of BMIs would have accompanied larger departures from
geometric similarity and therefore violate dynamic similarity. A future study including
an even wider range of BMI (i.e., BMI > 30), mass, and height might present different
results.
There are a number of other external factors that might affect leg and vertical stiffness
that were not examined or controlled for in this study. While surface stiffness was held
constant in this study, it is unclear if we would observe the same patterns on surfaces of
different stiffnesses (Ferris et al., 1998; Kerdok et al., 2002). Additionally, research indicates
that runners adjust their limb stiffness on different surfaces, so it is possible that subjects
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changed their behavior to accommodate the surface stiffness of the treadmill (Ferris et al.,
1999; Kerdok et al., 2002).
Research on shoe cushioning (i.e., minimal shoes, conventional shoes, and/or maximally-
cushioned shoes) indicates that runners modulate their leg stiffness to manage impact loading
and potentially reduce injuries (Bishop et al., 2006; Divert et al., 2005; Kulmala et al., 2018;
Lussiana et al., 2015). Subjects wore their own shoes during the study, so it is also possible
that shoe cushioning affected variability and/or values of stiffness. Anatomical variability
in foot arch height has also been shown to affect values of leg stiffness (Williams et al.,
2004). It is also possible that foot strike patterns (rearfoot vs. forefoot/midfoot strikes)
influenced stiffness (see Butler et al., 2003, for discussion), and a future analysis of these
data could quantify foot strike patterns and compare stiffness among subjects using different
strike patterns.
3.6 Conclusions
We observed that across sexes, humans conform to isometric expectations for dynamic
similarity for all variables considered, suggesting that humans follow similar patterns as
other animals for stiffness (∝ M2/3), force (∝ M1), displacement (∝ M1/3), and leg spring
angle (∝ M0). There was a slight (but insignificant) trend towards negative allometry
in leg stiffness (< M2/3), suggesting that, perhaps with a larger and more extreme BMI
range or larger sample size, heavier humans may have relatively higher leg compression than
expected for mass. Statistical model choice had little to no influence on the results of the
scaling analysis.
These same patterns held true with sex-specific analyses, except for slight negative allometry
observed in vertical stiffness in both males and females during slow running. All metrics
displayed considerable variability among subjects, but despite this variability, the individuals
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A MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF




Current research indicates conflicting evidence for how stance and anthropometrics influence
quiet standing postural sway in healthy adults. This study evaluated 1) how anthropo-
metric characteristics (e.g., height, mass) and sex influence standing position (i.e., stance
characteristics), and 2) how anthropometrics and stance characteristics influence postural
sway during quiet standing in 69 healthy young adults of varying heights and body masses.
Partial least squares regression (PLSR) is a multivariate regression technique uniquely suited
for highly correlated data. We used PLSR to evaluate complex relationships between the
sets of predictors (anthropometrics, sex, and stance characteristics) and responses (stance
characteristics and postural sway). This analysis suggests that stance characteristics were
strongly related to sex and to some extent body size. Postural sway metrics were dominated
by stance characteristics, but did display some effects due to body size, where shorter subjects
had less anteroposterior sway magnitude and variability. In a subset of subjects with less
variable stance width, body size characteristics became even more influential predictors of
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postural sway. Sex-specific analyses primarily suggested the common influence of stance
width on postural sway.
4.2 Introduction
Postural sway is an essential function for both stance and locomotion (Hsiao-Wecksler, 2007;
Winter, 1995). Maintaining balance is especially important for bipedal animals, and humans
vary considerably in body size and shape. Postural sway is measured via the movement and
trajectory of the center of pressure (COP, point of application of the ground reaction force)
on a force plate (Hsiao-Wecksler, 2007). The height of the center of gravity and size of the
base of support (i.e., stance width, foot size and shape) directly affect balance (Alonso et al.,
2012; Chiari et al., 2002; Winter, 1995; Winter et al., 1997), but it is unclear to what extent
the variability in postural sway can be attributed to stance characteristics and body size in
healthy, unimpaired individuals.
There is conflicting evidence on the effects of anthropometric characteristics on balance.
Some studies found that shorter subjects exhibit greater postural stability (Alonso et al.,
2012; Chiari et al., 2002; Era et al., 1996), whereas others found that shorter subjects had
greater sway and less postural stability (Berger et al., 1992), although the latter included
children in the study and therefore that effect may be conflated with age. Studies have also
found conflicting effects of mass on postural stability. Some studies indicate correlations
between larger mass and greater postural sway (Alonso et al., 2012; Chiari et al., 2002;
Hue et al., 2007), although sex-specific analyses sometimes reveal opposite effects (Alonso
et al., 2012; Era et al., 1996). Standing balance also depends on the size of the base of
support, and evidence is fairly clear that a larger base of support (i.e., stance width, foot
size, etc.) increases stability and reduces postural sway (Alonso et al., 2012; Chiari et al.,
2002; Kirby et al., 1987; McIlroy and Maki, 1997). Sex effects are also noted in studies, but it
is unclear whether these differences are due to sex differences in stance (when self-selected),
body composition or proportions, or overall body size (Alonso et al., 2012; Chiari et al.,
2002).
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Two of the major factors that might influence the aforementioned conflicting results is the
difficulty of analyzing 1) many highly-correlated response variables (e.g., COP metrics) and
2) many highly-correlated predictor variables (e.g., anthropometrics and stance characteris-
tics). Prieto et al. (1996) reported an exhaustive list of time- and frequency-domain sway
metrics that can be analyzed in the anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML), and radial
(RD) directions. Researchers either report all (or most) of these metrics (14 per dimension)
(Chiari et al., 2002), or choose a small subset of two or three to report (Alonso et al., 2012;
Doyle et al., 2007). These variable sets are often highly correlated with one another and
often explain the same information, making many of the reported metrics redundant and
the study more susceptible to the multiple comparisons problem (the more tests you run,
the more likely you are to achieve a statistically significant result).
The other issue facing these studies of anthropometrics and stance on postural sway are
many, highly-correlated predictors (X variables). Correlated predictors are not problematic
if the analysis is bivariate (one predictor and one response, i.e., pairwise correlation or
simple linear regression), but can be a major issue for statistical techniques such as multiple
regression or (M)ANOVA, which assumes predictors are independent (James et al., 2013).
Highly correlated predictors (also termed multicollinearity), need to be addressed to avoid
violating statistical assumptions.
Researchers choose to deal with multicollinearity in multiple different ways. Some choose
simply to report pairwise correlations between all sets of variables (Alonso et al., 2012), but
this may oversimplify effects. Others perform stepwise or best subset regression to reduce the
model to the most influential predictors (Chiari et al., 2002; Hue et al., 2007). While both
methods are commonly used by researchers, they may still be influenced by collinearity, are
highly dependent upon sample size, and underestimate standard errors, making the results
potentially unrepeatable in other analyses (Olejnik et al., 2000; Thompson, 1995).
Dimension reduction techniques offer the best approach to handling correlated predictors, but
they do not address the multiple-response problem. There are few statistical approaches that
can handle either one or both of multiple (correlated) predictors and multiple (correlated)
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responses. Principal component analysis (PCA) may be employed as a dimension reduction
technique to reduce the number of predictor variables in a model (Carrascal et al., 2009;
Chiari et al., 2002; Rocchi et al., 2004) (see subsection 1.6.4). Canonical correlations analysis
(CCA) is an extension of PCA that can examine correlations between two sets of data (Härdle
and Simar, 2015). However, in CCA the two sets of variables (y and x) are non-directional,
and therefore this method may not be the best approach when there is a clear set of predictors
(i.e., anthropometric variables) and responses (i.e., COP metrics) or when sample sizes are
small.
Partial least squares regression (PLSR) may be the best solution to this problem. PLSR,
similar to CCA, is a multivariate method that can analyze two sets of highly correlated
variables, but offers an advantage over CCA because there is a clear set of response and
predictor variables (Wold et al., 2001). PLSR employs dimension reduction to extract
new “latent” variables from the original set of variables that best explain both the X
(predictors) and Y (response(s)) space (subsection 1.6.5). Two other major advantages
of PLSR over CCA are 1) that a single set of regression coefficients can be calculated for
the model over all the selected components, and 2) that influential variables in the model
are easily extracted using a measure called Variable Influence on Projection (VIP), which
indicates which predictors are most influential in the computed model (Wold et al., 2001).
Standardized regression coefficients can be reported from scaled X and Y data, which make
the effects of each variable directly comparable to one another in the model (similar to
standardized beta coefficients in multiple linear regression). PLSR is a uniquely powerful
statistical method for highly correlated multi-dimensional data, often with small sample
sizes, and is widely in use in disciplines such as chemometrics and ecology (Carrascal et al.,
2009; Wold et al., 2001). However, this method is not commonly used in biomechanics or in
any known studies of postural sway.
In the present study, we applied PLSR to examine these multivariate relationships between
anthropometric characteristics, sex, stance characteristics, and measures of postural sway.
This approach could provide a more robust analysis of postural sway data and a more
nuanced picture of how these metrics relate to one another. These multivariate techniques
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also permit effective hypothesis testing about the functional determinants of postural sway,
in this case body size, sex, and stance characteristics.
This research evaluated two main questions: 1) How do anthropometrics (i.e., body size) and
sex influence self-selected quiet standing foot position, and 2) How do body size and stance
characteristics influence postural sway? To answer both questions, we used a multivariate
statistical technique (PLSR) to explore the relationships between these two sets of highly
correlated variables in a sample of healthy size-varying young adults of both sexes.
Since foot position was not controlled in this study, we hypothesized that individuals who
chose wider stances would display less postural sway, especially in the mediolateral dimen-
sion. We hypothesized that postural sway in the anteroposterior dimension would display
more dependence on body size, where taller and heavier individuals would experience greater
postural sway and less stability. However, if taller and heavier individuals chose wider stance
widths, then these body size effects would potentially be mitigated and postural sway would
depend almost entirely upon stance characteristics.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Subjects
We recruited 69 healthy young females (N=36) and males (N=33), aged 18-35 (BMI <
27) and with no history of gait-related pathologies or recent lower limb injuries (<1yr), to
participate in this study. All protocols were approved by the University of Illinois IRB, and
all participants signed a written informed consent document before participating.
Subjects were recruited primarily to maximize variation in height across both sexes. We did
so by recruiting relatively short and tall individuals for each sex who were below ≈25% (F ≤
158 cm, M ≤ 170 cm) and above ≈75% (F ≥ 167 cm, M ≥ 178 cm) of the reported average
adult heights in the United States (Fryar et al., 2012). Subjects also had a relatively even
distribution of body mass and BMI across the desired height ranges.
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4.3.2 Measurements
Subjects were instructed to stand on a force plate (AMTI 600900BP, Watertown, MA) in
a “quiet standing” position akin to anatomical position using a self-selected stance width.
Subjects were unshod and their feet were traced on paper taped to the force plate in order
to record foot anthropometrics and keep a consistent position during each trial. Force data
were collected from the force plate at 1,120Hz. Motion capture data were collected at 160Hz
with a 6-camera Qualisys system (Qualisys AB, Göteborg, Sweden) and 48 reflective markers
adhered to skin and socks. Markers were positioned on common anatomical landmarks and
segmental triads. Five 60-second trials were recorded for each subject (Doyle et al., 2007,
2008). During each trial, subjects were instructed to stand still, keep eyes facing forward,
and avoid any voluntary movements. Subjects were allowed to rest in between trials. COP
data were filtered using a 4th order Butterworth filter at a cutoff of 15Hz.
Figure 4.1: Stance characteristics following Chiari et al. (2002). See Table 4.1 for
descriptions. Figure adapted from Chiari et al. (2002).
Height was measured with a stadiometer, and weight measured with the force plate. Limb
and body segment lengths were measured from Qualisys markers. Foot dimensions were
measured from the paper foot tracings and Qualisys markers following Chiari et al. (2002)
(Figure 4.1, Table 4.1). Because standing position was fully self-selected, anteroposterior
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Table 4.1: Stance and anthropometric characteristics included in the analysis.
Abbr Variable Description
Stance Characteristics
BTD Big toe distance (mm) Distance between mid-point of big toes
EFL Effective foot length (mm) Perpendicular distance of big toes from the line joining the
heels
FL Foot length (mm) Distance from mid-point of big toe to mid-point of heel
FO AP foot offset (mm) AP distance between right and left heel mid-points
(relative to force plate)
IMD Inter-malleolar distance (mm) Distance between left and right medial malleoli (defined by
motion capture markers). Considered to represent absolute
stance width.
BOS Base of support (mm2) BOS = BTD+IMD2 EFL
FA Foot opening angle (◦) FA = 2atan(BTD−IMD2∗EFL )




Height Height (mm) Unshod height measured via stadiometer
legLength Leg length (mm) Length from greater trochanter of femur to floor when
unshod
Mass Mass (kg) Measured via force plate and converted to kg
MFW Maximum foot width (mm) Widest aspect of the foot, perpendicular to foot length
(FL)
BMI Body mass index (kg/m2) BMI = Mass(Height/1000)2
SHIP Shoulder/pelvis ratio (%) SHIP = shoulder widthpelvis width ∗ 100
foot offset (FO) was also measured between the left and right heels to determine if this
influenced AP standing balance. A positive FO indicated a leading right foot.
4.3.3 Data processing and statistical analysis
Stance characteristics
To examine the first research question of how anthropometric and body size variables
influence stance characteristics (Table 4.1), we performed a preliminary analysis of sex-
pooled and sex-specific correlations between stance width (IMD and SWnorm) and body
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size (height and mass). We also performed Wilcoxon tests to determine whether IMD and
SWnorm differed significantly between males and females.
We used partial least squares regression (PLSR) to evaluate the effects of the suite of
anthropometric variables (predictors) on stance characteristics (responses) using the func-
tion plsreg2 in the R plsdepot package (Sanchez, 2012). As mentioned above, PLSR
provides a more robust method than traditional multivariate analyses regarding normality
and multicollinearity of the predictor variables.
PLSR, similar to other multivariate techniques, reduces the dimensionality of the data
by extracting principal components, which are also termed latent variables. Selecting the
number of components to retain in the model can be a difficult procedure, especially with
multiple response variables. We determined the number of components for each model
based on 10-fold cross-validated root mean squared error of prediction (RMSEP) estimates
using the R package pls (Mevik and Cederkvist, 2004; Mevik et al., 2019). We extracted
these estimates for the maximum number of components possible for each model, took the
lagged difference (i.e., slope) between each component, and found the first component where
the difference was < 0.05 (this is also known as a scree plot). This procedure resulted in
an “ideal” number of components for each response variable for RMSEP; from this list, we
selected the floored median component from the list of ideal components (2 components is the
minimum). Put simply, we calculated a scree plot of change in RMSEP across components
and took the median component where each variable’s RMSEP became stabilized (i.e., the
“elbow” of each plot).
PLSR model fit can be assessed similarly to an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression.
We assessed PLSR model fit with cumulative (summed across components) R2. R2 denotes
the variation explained by the latent variables, or components, of the PLSR model. We
evaluated individual predictor significance with variable importance on projection (VIP),
where V IP ≥ 1 indicates a significant predictor. We then extracted standardized model
coefficients from the PLSR to explain the predictors’ influence on the response variables.
Regression coefficients were standardized via centering and scaling the predictor variables
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(i.e., convert observations to a Z-score, Z = x−µ
σ
) and were calculated over the selected
number of components (i.e., one set of standardized regression coefficients was returned for
the entire model, similar to OLS). The sign of the standardized coefficients (positive or
negative) indicates the relationship with the predictor variables, where positive coefficients
are positively correlated/related to the predictor variables and negative coefficients are
negatively correlated/related to the predictor variables. The magnitude of a given coefficient
is proportional to the strength of its relationship with the response (Y) variable, but if the
predictor (X) variables are highly correlated, “one cannot assign “correct” values to the
individual coefficients, the only thing we can estimate is their joint contribution to [the
response variable]” (Wold et al., 2001, p. 122). Therefore, we primarily interpret the sign of
the coefficient.
Individual pairwise Pearson correlations between each predictor and each response variable
were reported using adjusted p-values with the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) false dis-
covery rate (FDR) correction. Results were reported for each separate analysis in Appendix
C: COP correlation matrices.
Data were processed in MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks, Natick, MA). All statistical analyses
were performed in R v3.6.2 (R Core Team, 2019).
Postural sway
To address the second research question, we examined the effects of anthropometrics, sex, and
stance characteristics on postural sway using the same method described above: PLSR with
external validation using correlations. The five quiet standing trials were mean-averaged
for this and subsequent postural sway analyses. Before subject trials were averaged, we
removed extreme multivariate outliers calculated via Mahalanobis distance (D2). We defined
the threshold for significant outliers using Hawkins’s F -test with α = 0.001 (Hawkins, 1981;
Konigsberg and Frankenberg, 2018), where D2 > 36.7 denoted a significant multivariate
outlier.
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Eight time-domain metrics were calculated for each trial and each dimension (Table 4.2).
Seven of the metrics were computed in both the AP and ML dimensions; one metric (sway
area, SA), represented the total area between consecutive points on the path of the detrended
COP (based on Hufschmidt et al., 1980; Prieto et al., 1996). Fifteen total postural sway
metrics were therefore included in the postural sway analysis.
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Table 4.2: COP metrics used in the analysis. Descriptions from Prieto et al. (1996), Rocchi
et al. (2004), and Doyle et al. (2007).
Variable Description




where x̄j represents the detrended, or zero-mean adjusted position of the COP in the
j direction (AP or ML); N are the total number of data points in the COP
trajectory (N = T ∗ F = 60 ∗ 1120 = 67, 200), n are individual points) and T is time
in seconds (60)
RANGEj (mm) Range of detrended COP displacement max(x̄j)−min(x̄j)






















where T is time in seconds (60)
MFj (Hz) Mean frequency, i.e., the number, per second, of loops that have to be run by the
COP to cover a total trajectory equal to sway path (SP)
MFj =
SPj
2π ∗MDj ∗ T






|x̄AP [n]x̄ML[n+1] − x̄AP [n+1]x̄ML[n]|
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Rather than reduce the number of response variables in the analysis, we followed Wold
et al.’s 2001 guidelines by performing a PCA on all of the 15 response variables to determine
if distinct clusters of variables emerged. Three principal components explained 93.7% of the
variance in the response variables, and the PCA revealed three distinct clusters of variable
loadings (Figure 4.2). We then performed k-means clustering on the PCA variable loadings to
extract variable clusters using the kmeans function in R. We extracted three distinct clusters
of variables from this procedure, and these three clusters were used as the response variables
for each model (Figure 4.2). Cluster 1 contained variables that describe the COP speed and
length of the COP trajectory in both dimensions, sway area, and variability and magnitude
in the ML dimension (SPAP , MVAP , MDML, RANGEML, RMSML, SDML, SPML, MVML,
and SA); cluster 2 described COP magnitude and variability in the AP dimension (MDAP ,
RANGEAP , RMSAP , and SDAP ); and cluster 3 described the mean frequency (MFAP and
MFML). All postural sway (response) variables were log-transformed for the PLSR models
due to strong violation of the normality assumption in the model residuals (Wold et al.,
2001). Model validation statistics are reported for each PLSR model in APPENDIX C:
CHAPTER 4 SUPPORTING INFORMATION.
We reported Pearson correlations between the log-transformed postural sway metrics and
anthropometric characteristics to compare to the results from the PLSR models. Postural
sway variables were not subset into clusters for this correlation analysis. Pearson correla-
tions were reported using adjusted p-values with the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) false
discovery rate (FDR) correction.
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Figure 4.2: PCA loadings biplot of COP response variables colored by the three clusters
identified by k-means clustering.
Stance subset models
To remove some of the dependency upon stance characteristics, we performed an analysis on
a subset of subjects that had less variable stance width (as measured by IMD). We calculated
lower and upper bounds around the mean of IMD with the formula mean± (2 ∗SE). Thus,
inside of these bounds, a subset of 17 subjects (8 female, 9 male) was defined. We then
performed the same PLSR procedure on the 15 COP metrics with the three variable clusters
to determine if the influential variables differed when IMD was more controlled. We also
performed Pearson correlations on the stance subset data using the same method described
above to provide a comparison to the PLSR results.
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Sex comparison
Sex differences were analyzed by including sex as a binary predictor variable in the PLSR
models (SexFemale = 1 for females, 0 for males). We also ran sex-specific PLSR models
to determine how anthropometric variables influence postural sway within each sex. We
calculated Pearson correlations on the sex-specific data using the same method described
above to provide a comparison to the PLSR results.
4.4 Results
This sample had an approximately 50cm range in height and 50kg range in mass (Table 4.3),
representing considerable variation in body size. Females and males differed in a number
of anthropometric and stance characteristics (Table 4.3). Males were taller, heavier, and
had wider absolute stance widths (IMD) compared to females. Normalized stance width
(SWnorm) did not differ between sexes.
Table 4.3: Descriptive statistics for subject anthropometrics split by sex. * indicates a
significant difference between males and females at p < 0.05 using Wilcoxon tests.
Female Male
N=36 N=33
Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max p-value
Age (yrs) 22.2 ± 3.4 18.0 30.0 22.6 ± 4.4 18.0 33.0 0.80
BMI (kg/m2) 22.6 ± 2.3 18.0 26.5 22.4 ± 2.3 18.0 26.7 0.58
BOS (mm2) 32742.7 ± 9614.2 20232.2 56395.3 48824.6 ± 12715.6 13855.3 79639.1 0.00*
BTD (mm) 170.0 ± 47.3 100.0 281.0 244.7 ± 58.8 69.0 347.0 0.00*
EFL (mm) 240.1 ± 16.7 212.0 272.0 265.5 ± 18.7 227.0 300.0 0.00*
FA (◦) 15.8 ± 6.6 1.3 30.2 25.6 ± 8.0 8.2 42.2 0.00*
FL (mm) 241.1 ± 16.6 212.0 272.0 267.9 ± 8.9 230.0 302.0 0.00*
FO (mm) 3.8 ± 9.4 -17.7 29.8 0.9 ± 7.7 -11.8 19.8 0.13
Height (mm) 1626.0 ± 116.1 1415.0 1810.0 1761.8 ± 110.7 1535.0 1918.0 0.00*
IMD (mm) 103.3 ± 34.8 45.3 201.6 123.8 ± 41.1 28.2 240.0 0.02*
legLength (mm) 838.3 ± 74.6 704.5 973.0 915.1 ± 70.5 788.0 1067.2 0.00*
Mass (kg) 59.3 ± 9.3 41.1 78.2 69.0 ± 10.6 47.2 89.9 0.00*
MFW (mm) 90.9 ± 5.0 84.0 100.0 99.1 ± 6.1 86.0 112.0 0.00*
SHIP 138.3 ± 11.7 111.8 159.6 160.0 ± 12.4 135.8 184.6 0.00*
SWnorm 12.4 ± 4.2 5.0 22.1 13.6 ± 4.7 2.8 25.4 0.31
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4.4.1 Stance characteristics
The first analysis, which addressed the first research question, examined how stance charac-
teristics were influenced by anthropometric variables such as body size and sex. A prelim-
inary analysis of absolute and normalized stance width (IMD and SWnorm) across body
size and sex revealed that IMD was invariant across height (r = 0.10, p = 0.42) and
mass (r = 0.16, p = 0.20) in pooled sexes as well as within sexes (Figure 4.3, Table C.1).
However, males had significantly larger IMD than females (p = 0.02, Figure 4.3C). SWnorm
displayed a negative correlation with height that approached statistical significance in males
(r = −0.31, p = 0.08), but this pattern was not observed in females or pooled sexes
(Figure 4.4). SWnorm had no statistically meaningful difference between sexes (Figure 4.4,
Table C.1).
Figure 4.3: Scatterplots of IMD vs. (A) height and (B) mass with pooled (black) and sex-
specific (yellow and blue) Pearson correlations and associated p-values. (C) Box plots of
IMD by sex. Wilcoxon p-value indicates significant difference between males and females.
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Figure 4.4: Scatterplots of SWnorm vs. (A) height and (B) mass with pooled (black) and
sex-specific (yellow and blue) Pearson correlations and associated p-values. (C) Box plots of
SWnorm by sex. Wilcoxon p-value indicates significant difference between males and females.
The PLSR model cumulatively explained 39.0% variation in Y (stance characteristics) (Ta-
ble C.7). The model revealed significant negative relationships between female sex and
all stance characteristic variables except foot offset (FO) (Figure 4.5A). Foot length (FL)
positively influenced effective foot length (EFL) and base of support (BOS), and negatively
influenced other stance variables. Height and leg length were both negatively related to big
toe distance (BTD), foot angle (FA), IMD, and SWnorm, and positively related to EFL. Mass
was positively related to all variables except FO and SWnorm. The stance characteristics
model was most highly influenced by sex, followed by foot length, height, mass, leg length,
and maximum foot width (MFW) (Figure 4.5B).
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Figure 4.5: PLSR results for how stance characteristics (column labels) were predicted by
sex and anthropometric characteristics (row labels on left). Standardized coefficients for
the PLSR models (x-axis values), sorted by descending VIP score. Color and size of points
indicate the maximum VIP score retained across the selected components (larger/more yellow
points indicate higher VIP score). Variables with VIP values < 1 in any retained component
of the model are shown in gray.
Pairwise correlations displayed significant positive correlations between multiple stance and
anthropometric variables, with the highest correlations between FL and EFL (r = 1.00),
height and EFL (r = 0.91), leg length and EFL (r = 0.91), mass and EFL (r = 0.81), and
MFW and EFL (r = 0.80). Additionally, SexFemale was significantly negatively correlated
with BOS (r = −0.59), BTD (r = −0.58), EFL (r = −0.59), and FA (r = −0.56); SHIP
displayed significant positive relationships with the same variables (Table C.1). In total,
four stance characteristics showed significant correlations with anthropometric variables,
including BOS, BTD, EFL, and FA. Among the anthropometric variables, only BMI was
not significantly correlated with any stance characteristics.
4.4.2 Postural sway metrics
The second analysis addressed the second research question on how stance characteristics,
anthropometrics, and sex influence postural sway. PLSR models for this analysis were
evaluated based on the three clusters defined by PCA and k-means clustering (Figure 4.2).
The cluster 1 model (COP speed and sway path, ML magnitude and variability) cumulatively
explained 24.5% of the variance in the Y variables (Table C.8). The cluster 1 model revealed
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only two significant predictor (X) variables: SWnorm and BOS, which were negatively
correlated with all variables in cluster 1 (Figure 4.6a).
The cluster 2 model (AP magnitude and variability) cumulatively explained 21.7% of variance
in the Y variables (Table C.9). The most influential predictor in this model was SWnorm,
followed by BOS, several body size variables, and FO (Figure 4.6b). Stance characteristics
(SWnorm, BOS, and FO) were negatively related to the COP variables. Body size variables
(leg length, FL, and height) were positively related to the COP variables, but low in
magnitude (i.e. standardized coefficients).
The cluster 3 model (mean frequency) cumulatively explained 27.9% of variance in the
Y variables (Table C.10). This model was influenced primarily by stance characteristics
(SWnorm and BOS) as well as one anthropometric characteristic (SHIP; Figure 4.6c). All
influential predictor variables were positively related to mean frequency (AP and ML).
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(a) Cluster 1 PLSR
(b) Cluster 2 PLSR
(c) Cluster 3 PLSR
Figure 4.6: PLSR results for how postural sway metrics (column labels) were predicted by
stance characteristics, anthropometrics, and sex (row labels on left). (a-c) reflect PLSR
analyses based on PCA clusters defined in Section 4.3.3. Standardized coefficients (x-axis
values) for the PLSR models, sorted by descending VIP score. Color and size of points
indicate the maximum VIP score retained across the selected components (larger/more yellow
points indicate higher VIP score). Variables with VIP values < 1 in any retained component
of the model are shown in gray.
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In comparison to PLSR, pairwise correlations between all COP variables (not split by cluster)
and anthropometrics/stance characteristics revealed multiple significant correlations for BOS
and SWnorm and one significant correlation with SHIP (Table C.3). BOS was significantly
negatively correlated with ML sway magnitude and variability. SWnorm was significantly
negatively correlated with AP and ML sway magnitude and variability and sway area. BOS,
SHIP, and SWnorm were significantly positively correlated with ML mean frequency.
4.4.3 Stance subset model
The stance subset model, which examined a subset of subjects distributed close to the
mean of stance width, revealed more nuanced relationships between the COP variables
and anthropometric and stance characteristics. Stance subset cluster 1 model cumulatively
explained 39.0% of the variance in the response variables, which is approximately 17% more
variance than the full model (Table C.11). The two most influential variables in the model
were still stance characteristics: FO and SWnorm (Figure 4.7a). Other influential variables
included BMI, mass, leg length, FL, and height.
The stance subset cluster 2 model explained 32.8% of variance in the COP variables, 11%
more than the full model (Table C.12). In this model, the COP variables (AP sway magnitude
and variability) were influenced primarily by FO, BOS, leg length, SWnorm, BMI, height, FL,
mass, and FA (Figure 4.7b). Interestingly, leg length and height had opposite relationships
with COP variables in this model.
The stance subset cluster 3 model explained 28.4% of variance in mean frequency, ap-
proximately the same as the full model (Table C.13). Both variables showed negative
associations with FA and BOS and positive relationships with SexFemale, FO, and height
(Figure 4.7c).
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(a) Cluster 1 PLSR
(b) Cluster 2 PLSR
(c) Cluster 3 PLSR
Figure 4.7: PLSR results for how postural sway metrics (column labels) were predicted by
stance characteristics, anthropometrics, and sex (row labels on left) in the stance subset data.
(a-c) reflect PLSR analyses based on PCA clusters defined in Section 4.3.3. Standardized
coefficients (x-axis values) for the PLSR models, sorted by descending VIP score. Color
and size of points indicate the maximum VIP score retained across the selected components
(larger/more yellow points indicate higher VIP score). Variables with VIP values < 1 in any
retained component of the model are shown in gray.
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There were no significant pairwise correlations between COP variables and anthropomet-
rics/stance characteristics in the stance-width restricted data (Table C.4).
4.4.4 Sex-specific models
Sex-specific PLSR models revealed slightly different patterns in males and females. Sex-
specific models for cluster 1 (speed, sway area, ML variability and magnitude) explained
26.3% (females) and 39.1% (males) of variance in the response variables (Tables C.14 and
C.17). BOS and SWnorm were influential predictors in both female and male models (Fig-
ure 4.8). In males, age and FO were additional influential predictors, both negatively related
to the postural sway variables. Females displayed no additional influential variables for
cluster 1.
Sex-specific models for cluster 2 (AP variability and magnitude) explained 25.1% (females)
and 32.3% (males) of the variability in the response variables (Tables C.15 and C.18). Similar
to cluster 1, both sexes shared SWnorm and BOS as influential predictors (Figure 4.9). In
females, two additional variables were related to the response variables: FA was positively
related to the response variables and SHIP was negatively related. In males, only MFW was
an additional influential negative predictor in the model.
Sex-specific models for cluster 3 (mean frequency) explained 29.9% (females) and 34.3%
(males) of variance in the data (Tables C.16 and C.19). Besides SWnorm, BOS, and SHIP,
MFW was an influential predictor for females; there were no additional influential predictors
for males (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.8: Sex-specific cluster 1 PLSR results for how postural sway metrics (column
labels) were predicted by stance characteristics and anthropometrics (row labels on left).
Standardized coefficients (x-axis values) for the PLSR models, sorted by descending VIP
score. Color and size of points indicate the maximum VIP score retained across the selected
components (larger/more yellow points indicate higher VIP score). Variables with VIP values
< 1 in any retained component of the model are shown in gray.
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Figure 4.9: Sex-specific cluster 2 PLSR results for how postural sway metrics (column
labels) were predicted by stance characteristics and anthropometrics (row labels on left).
Standardized coefficients (x-axis values) for the PLSR models, sorted by descending VIP
score. Color and size of points indicate the maximum VIP score retained across the selected
components (larger/more yellow points indicate higher VIP score). Variables with VIP values
< 1 in any retained component of the model are shown in gray.
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Figure 4.10: Sex-specific cluster 3 PLSR results for how postural sway metrics (column
labels) were predicted by stance characteristics and anthropometrics (row labels on left).
Standardized coefficients (x-axis values) for the PLSR models, sorted by descending VIP
score. Color and size of points indicate the maximum VIP score retained across the selected
components (larger/more yellow points indicate higher VIP score). Variables with VIP values
< 1 in any retained component of the model are shown in gray.
Pairwise correlations in the female subset revealed significant negative correlations between
SWnorm and ML sway magnitude and variability (MDML, RANGEML, RMSML, and SDML)
(Table C.5). The male data revealed numerous significant correlations between BOS and AP
sway path, AP speed, ML sway magnitude and variability, ML mean frequency, and sway
area (Table C.6). Among males, SWnorm was significantly correlated with all but three
postural sway variables.
4.5 Discussion
This study used multivariate partial least squares regression (PLSR) models to evaluate
1) how anthropometrics (e.g., body size and proportions) and sex influence stance charac-
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teristics (e.g., stance width); and 2) how anthropometrics, sex, and stance characteristics
influence postural sway (e.g., COP sway magnitude, variability, etc.). Models were analyzed
for the sample as a whole, for a subset of subjects with a more similar stance width, and
separately for females and males.
4.5.1 Stance characteristics
Our first question explored the effects of sex and anthropometric variables on stance char-
acteristics. Overall, the most influential contributor to stance characteristics was sex, where
the PLSR indicated that females had smaller foot angles (but larger foot offsets), narrower
stance widths (absolute and normalized), and smaller bases of support (Figure 4.5). Other
body size variables, such as foot length, height, mass, leg length, and maximum foot width
contributed to stance characteristics. Body size had minimal effects on BOS and IMD,
but in the PLSR model, foot length, height, and leg length had negative relationships with
SWnorm, which indicated that shorter individuals had relatively wider stance widths than
tall individuals.
These results suggest that stance characteristics were highly correlated with subject anthro-
pometry and sex, which was also reflected using traditional pairwise correlations (Table C.1).
Because taller individuals had smaller normalized stance widths, we would expect that taller
individuals in turn would have increased postural sway.
4.5.2 Postural sway
Results of the PLSR analysis reveal a large dependence on stance characteristics to explain
postural sway in this sample. Due to large variation in stance width and foot position
observed in our sample, those variables (i.e., BOS and SWnorm) were strong predictors of
postural sway in all three cluster-based PLSR models (where cluster 1 described COP speed,
sway area, total length of the COP trajectory, and ML magnitude and variability; cluster 2
described AP magnitude and variability; and cluster 3 described mean frequency; Figure 4.6).
However, other clusters (specifically cluster 2) also displayed significant contributions from
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body size variables, which suggests that body size is more influential in determining AP sway
variability and magnitude.
Each cluster of response variables revealed nearly identical patterns with the predictor
variables, suggesting that the response variables in each cluster are highly correlated and
explain the same variability in the predictors. Cluster 1 was solely influenced by stance width
(Figure 4.6a). Having a wider stance (both absolute and normalized to leg length) decreased
the speed and magnitude of postural sway in the AP and ML dimensions and decreased ML
sway variability. Cluster 2 was also highly influenced by stance width, but also by several
body size variables, where taller individuals had larger AP sway magnitude and variability
(Figure 4.6b). Cluster 3 was influenced primarily by stance characteristics (SWnorm, BOS,
and FO) (Figure 4.6c). However, shoulder/pelvis ratio (SHIP) was also influential, where
subjects with a larger SHIP ratio (wider shoulders relative to pelvis) had a larger mean
frequency in both dimensions.
Traditional correlation analyses were less sensitive to these patterns and only showed sig-
nificant correlations with stance characteristics (Table C.3). However, the effect of body
size on postural sway was small in magnitude compared to the effect observed with stance
characteristics (Figure 4.6b).
Stance subset model
Analysis of this subset revealed that even within a narrower range of stance width, stance
characteristics were still important predictors of COP metrics. However, the stance subset
models displayed more effects due to body size than the original models (Figure 4.7). In
cluster 1, foot offset, BMI, mass, leg length, foot length, and height became significant
predictors. However, these body size variables showed some conflicting effects—positive
relationships with all size variables except for height, although the standardized coefficients
for height were very small in magnitude (range -0.07, -0.02). Model fit (R2) improved in
this model over the full model, but model predictive power was very poor (Q2 = −0.41),
indicating that the model did not predict better than chance (Wold et al., 2001), potentially
due to the high variability in response variables in the data subset or outliers in the data.
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Clusters 2 and 3 also had coefficients that changed signs, again likely due to large variability
and poor predictive power with this smaller data set (cluster 2 Q2 = −0.25, cluster 3
Q2 = −0.33).
We can conclude that the stance subset models explained more Y variance in the data
(especially in clusters 1 and 2) and that body size variables were more influential in these
models, but at the cost of very poor predictive power, suggesting the results cannot be
generalized beyond this sample.
4.5.3 Sex comparison
Sex was a highly influential predictor for self-selected stance characteristics (Figure 4.5).
Females had significantly smaller bases of support (BOS, BTD, IMD, FA) and normalized
stance widths (SWnorm) than males. A post-hoc linear regression model of SWnorm versus
SexFemale*height*mass revealed that averaged across height and mass, females had narrower
normalized stance widths than males (SWnorm estimated marginal means: F 12.0, M 15.6,
Female-Male contrast p = 0.012). Given that females had narrower SWnorm, we might expect
that shorter individuals would also have narrower SWnorm, since the females were signifi-
cantly shorter than males. However, shorter individuals had wider (but not significantly
so) normalized stance widths than taller individuals. The post-hoc linear model of SWnorm
also revealed no significant interactions between sex, height, or mass. Therefore, it appears
that sex and body size relationships are somewhat independent in this sample in regards to
normalized stance width.
Sex was not an influential predictor in any of the full cluster PLSR models (Figures 4.6a-
4.6c). However, SHIP was positively related to mean frequency (AP and ML) in cluster 3,
which suggests that subjects with a larger SHIP (i.e., likely males) had larger sway paths
(SP) and mean velocity (MV) relative to MD (i.e., larger total COP trajectories with higher
velocity) (Figure 4.6c). Sex (but not SHIP) was an influential predictor in the stance subset
cluster 3 model, where female sex was related to higher mean frequency, which contradicts
the relationship in the full model (Figure 4.7c).
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Sex-specific models were significant predictors of stance characteristics, but differed in their
other influential predictors. In clusters 2 and 3, SHIP was an influential predictor for females,
with negative relationships between SHIP and most variables except for mean frequency,
which indicates that females with lower SHIP (i.e., narrower shoulders, wider pelvis) had
decreased anteroposterior sway magnitude and variability (Figures 4.8-4.10). SHIP was also
influential for males in cluster 3. Clusters 1 and 2 showed different patterns for males than
females. In cluster 1, age and FO were negative predictors within males. In cluster 2, MFW
was negatively related to the postural sway variables (Figures 4.8-4.10).
These results suggest that while both sexes were equally heavily influenced by stance charac-
teristics (SWnorm, BOS). In females, body proportions (i.e., SHIP) influenced postural sway
metrics in two models; maximum foot width was the only body size variable to significantly
influence a model (cluster 3). In males, age was negatively correlated with COP speed,
trajectory length, sway area, and ML magnitude and variability (cluster 1; Figure 4.8).
In males, body size (MFW) also influenced AP sway variability and magnitude (cluster 2;
Figure 4.9).
4.5.4 Study limitations
There are a number of limitations we would like to recognize in this study. Our subjects
had a limited range of BMI and ages, so it is unsurprising that BMI (and to some extent
mass) were not significant predictors of postural sway, except for in the stance subset models.
While our sample had an approximately 50cm range in height and 50kg range in mass, it
is possible that our sample was too homogeneous to reveal more predictive differences in
postural sway via body size characteristics.
Due to the large variation in stance characteristics, it is likely that controlling stance metrics
might tease out clearer relationships among postural sway variables. Although the stance
subset model revealed some of these patterns, the smaller sample size (N=17) strongly
reduced the predictive power of the models (Tables C.11-C.13).
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We also recognize that the PLSR models explained relatively little variability in the postural
sway metrics. By selecting more components to retain in the model, we could have increased
the model’s explanatory power. However, increasing the retained components would decrease
the predictive power (Q2) and RMSEP of the model, which would make the models less able
to be generalized. In general, our sample had fairly high variability in COP metrics (see
Table C.2), and even though our sample size was relatively large (N=69), this variability led
to smaller model R2 values.
It is important to note that differences may exist between PLSR and typical linear regression
or MANOVA results. These differences occur because PLSR uses dimensionality reduction
to maximally explain the relationship between the predictor and response variables, whereas
multiple regression acts upon mean responses of the predictors. Multiple regression is
therefore highly influenced by sample size and not as repeatable as PLSR, which produces
robust coefficients when performed with cross-validation (Carrascal et al., 2009). We would
therefore expect that, regardless of sample size, PLSR will produce models with similar
explanatory power but more reliable results than more standard methods (see excellent
discussion on this matter in Carrascal et al. (2009)).
4.5.5 Future directions
This study represented an exploratory analysis using PLSR. However, PLSR models can
(and should) be further refined to better explain the data. All predictor and response
variables were retained in each model, but this resulted in poor model predictive power (Q2
scores), in some cases no better than chance. This poor predictive power was likely due to
a combination of outlying observations and high variability in the data, but may also be
due to unnecessary variables in the model. To improve the predictive power of the model,
one could inspect the model residuals and Q2 scores to remove Y variables (or individual
observations) with poor performance (Wold et al., 2001). One could also use VIP scores and
standardized coefficient values to refine the list of predictor variables. Model refinement,
however, was not the purpose of this analysis, but should be explored in the future if one
were interested in using PLSR models for prediction.
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4.6 Conclusions
This study evaluated 1) how anthropometric factors influence stance characteristics, and 2)
how anthropometric and stance characteristics influence patterns of postural sway in healthy
young adults. We evaluated these questions using partial least squares regression (PLSR), a
robust approach to multivariate regression.
Our results suggest that stance characteristics, which were highly variable in this sample,
were strongly related to sex and to a lesser extent body size. Stance width normalized by leg
length (SWnorm) was the most influential predictor in all three postural sway cluster models
and was smaller in shorter subjects and females (Figure 4.5). Base of support, the second
most influential predictor in the COP models, was smaller in females and larger in heavier
subjects.
In the subset of subjects with a narrower range in stance width, body size characteristics,
including BMI, leg length, height, and mass, became more influential predictors of postural
sway metrics in all three clusters.
When split by sex, the PLSR models all suggested continued significant effects of stance
characteristics (SWnorm and BOS). Besides stance characteristics, in females, shoulder/pelvis
ratio was influential on postural sway in cluster 2; effects in males differed across clusters,
showing some effects of age and maximum foot width.
This research suggests that, with some refinement, PLSR may be well suited to explore
the complex and highly-correlated multivariate relationships between anthropometric char-
acteristics and postural sway. We believe that this statistical analysis provides a more
nuanced approach to analyzing these data than traditional correlation or multiple regression
analyses. This approach could be explored in other biomechanics research where sample
sizes are generally small and many predictor and response variables are measured.
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Multiple researchers have attempted to quantify interspecific scaling patterns in bone mi-
crostructure. However, it is unclear whether the observed scaling patterns apply intraspecif-
ically within humans. It is also unclear how much variability exists in human bone mi-
crostructure, both within and between individuals. This study examined variability in
subchondral and trabecular bone microstructure in multiple volumes of interest (VOIs)
across the joint of the human medial femoral condyle as well as how these properties
scaled with body size. Results indicated high variability in subchondral and trabecular
properties both within and between specimens across the joint surface. The scaling analysis
revealed no real size dependency in the properties when all VOIs were analyzed together,
although trabecular spacing and bone volume fraction did trend towards negative and
positive allometry, respectively. It appears that humans in this sample may not follow
interspecific scaling patterns observed in other animals, likely due the large amounts of
variability observed in the properties that were analyzed.
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5.2 Introduction
Trabecular bone is the porous web of bone that is found in the epiphyses of long bones and
is formed by a complex structure of struts and plates (Currey, 1990, 2002). Subchondral
bone is a thin region of cortical bone found in bony joints between the articular cartilage and
trabecular bone (Polk et al., 2008; Pugh et al., 1974; Radin et al., 1970). Trabecular and
subchondral bone properties are believed to respond to external stimuli and are modified by
mechanical loading conditions via changes in structure and design (Biewener et al., 1996;
Currey, 2002; Pontzer et al., 2006; Wolff, 1892). Trabecular bone remodels more rapidly
than cortical bone with an approximately 23% greater annual turnover rate than cortical
bone (Eriksen, 1986, 2010; Huiskes et al., 2000; Kivell, 2016). The effects of remodeling
on microstructure properties are likely to be subtle, but compared to dense cortical bone,
trabecular bone’s porosity and large surface area means that it responds quickly to metabolic
activity, and may be more sensitive to loading conditions than cortical bone (Currey, 2002;
Frost, 1987; Huiskes et al., 2000; Jacobs, 2000; Kivell, 2016). Subchondral bone also appears
to respond to loading conditions in a manner similar to trabecular bone. Along with
the articular cartilage, subchondral bone may help attenuate peak forces to the joints
(Radin et al., 1970). Researchers have also noted that subchondral bone apparent density,
distribution, and thickness follow loading patterns and can discriminate between loading
conditions or other factors such as age or exercise regime (Carlson and Patel, 2006; Eckstein
et al., 1995; Müller-Gerbl et al., 1993; Murray et al., 2001, 2007; Polk et al., 2008, 2010).
5.2.1 Scaling and allometry
Allometry is the study of how a given trait changes (scales) with body size (i.e., body mass
or other relevant size variable). Allometric scaling patterns are typically derived from linear
regression equations of trait (y) versus size (x), where:
log(y) = log(a) + b log(x) (5.1)
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Equation (5.1) can also be expressed as log(y) ∝ blog(x) (where a, the intercept, is dropped),
and finally as y ∝ xb, where ∝ means “proportional to” (Alexander, 1985). b is the allometric
scaling exponent represented as the slope of the line in the log-log regression. When body
mass is the size variable of interest, the scaling exponents are typically expressed as ∝ M b,
where M is body mass.
There are different expectations for the calculated scaling exponents (b) based on different
geometric theories (see Figure 1.1). The simplest, geometric similarity, assumes that an
object scales uniformly (Alexander, 1985; Hill, 1950; McMahon, 1975b). According to the
assumptions of geometric similarity, length (and diameter) variables should therefore scale
proportional to (∝) M1/3 and areas scale ∝ M2/3. If traits scale uniformly according
to the aforementioned expectations, this relationship is considered isometry. Deviations
above this expectation (i.e., more positive/steeper slopes) are called positive allometry and
deviations below this expectation (i.e., more negative/shallower slopes) are called negative
allometry.
An alternative theory, elastic similarity, suggests that structures deform under their own
weight in a uniform fashion to avoid elastic buckling (McMahon, 1973, 1975a, 1984). In this
theory, the lengths (l) and diameters (d) of an object have different scaling expectations,
where l ∝ d2/3 (or the reverse, d ∝ l3/2), which prevents the structures from failing due
to bending or buckling under their own weight (McMahon, 1973, 1975a, 1984). Elastic
similarity therefore has different expectations from geometric similarity for scaling, such as
for lengths (∝M1/4), diameters (∝M3/8), and areas (∝M3/4) (Alexander, 1985; McMahon,
1973, 1975b).
5.2.2 Scaling of bone microstructure
Several researchers have attempted to evaluate how bone microstructural properties scale
with body size in interspecific (cross-species) samples (Barak et al., 2013a; Doube et al., 2011;
Fajardo et al., 2013; Ryan and Shaw, 2013; Swartz et al., 1998). The general assumption
in these studies is that bone and its microstructure follow geometric similarity principles,
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i.e. they scale uniformly with body size (lengths M1/3) to resist skeletal loads. However,
it is unclear whether trabecular and/or subchondral bone adheres to this pattern. Most
analyses found that trabecular bone thickness (TbTh), spacing (TbSp), and number (TbN)
scale with negative allometry (< M1/3), where larger animals have thinner and more closely
spaced trabeculae relative to body mass (see Figure 1.7). Bone volume fraction (BV/TV,
e.g., ratio of bone volume to the total volume of interest), which strongly influences bone
strength and stiffness (Currey, 2002; Burrows et al., 2009; Maquer et al., 2015; Swartz et al.,
1998), was found in most studies to be independent of body mass and only weakly positively
allometric in others (Ryan and Shaw, 2013).
Negative allometry in trabecular bone properties is hypothesized to occur due to a number
of metabolic and functional constraints, such as those governing trabeculae size (Christen
et al., 2015; Eriksen, 2010; Swartz et al., 1998). Swartz et al. (1998) presented two theoretical
models of trabecular scaling: 1) constant trabecular size (CTS), where trabeculae stay
relatively uniform in size but increase in number and surface area with increasing body/joint
size; and 2) constant trabecular geometry (CTG), where individual trabeculae increase
proportionally with size in larger joints. Trabecular bone tissue maintenance is dependent
upon an animal’s metabolic rate, which previous research has found scales ∝M0.75 (Kleiber,
1932; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1975). The more surface area of bone there is to maintain, the higher
the metabolic requirements on the animal. Swartz et al. (1998, p. 583) noted that:
If creation of surface areas is a driving force in the design of cancellous bone, then
CTS-type scaling would be favored...[because CTS scaling] could accommodate
the metabolic demands of increased size... it is possible, however, that metabolic
requirements could drive the architecture of cancellous bone tissue even in the
absence of a close match of scaling coefficients for trabecular surface area and
metabolic rate; calcium metabolism may not scale in direct proportion to overall
metabolic rate, and the proportion of trabecular surface active in remodeling
may not be the same at all sizes.
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Swartz et al. (1998), however, also noted that CTG scaling may be mechanically advanta-
geous over CTS scaling because of the increased trabecular bone volume with size, which
would provide greater cross-sectional area of trabecular bone tissue and therefore reduce
tissue stress on trabeculae.
Empirical evidence for the scaling of trabeculae size indicates negative allometry, which more
closely follows Swartz et al.’s CTS model. Ground reaction forces scale directly (∝M1) with
body mass (Alexander, 1985, Chapter 3). If large animals do not have isometric or relatively
thicker trabeculae, they must resist compressive joint loads, which should be proportional to
gravitational forces, through other mechanisms such as altering trabecular number, shape,
density, or spacing (Kivell, 2016; Ryan and Shaw, 2013; Swartz et al., 1998).
Few interspecific bone scaling studies include data on humans (Barak et al., 2013a; Swartz
et al., 1998). Barak et al. (2013a) compiled a comprehensive list of existing studies on
trabecular variation that included 51 papers on humans for their interspecific scaling analysis;
however, the trabecular properties were averaged across various sites in the skeleton and were
analyzed using multiple different methods (i.e., different imaging techniques, scan resolution,
and methods used to calculate bone properties) that may have influenced results. While they
did not report individual scaling exponents for the human data, the humans in their analysis
exhibited significant variation compared to the rest of the interspecific sample (Figure 1 in
Barak et al., 2013a), which suggests that intraspecific scaling patterns within humans in
particular may not follow larger cross-species trends.
Only one study known to us has evaluated trabecular bone scaling specifically within humans
(Saers et al., 2019). Saers et al. (2019) evaluated scaling patterns in the human talus,
calcaneus, and first metatarsal of 40 individuals. The sites studied showed mixed results
for most trabecular properties (see Figure 5.8 below). Most scaling exponents (slopes) were
not significantly different from zero, so no real trend was detected for most properties.
Their results indicate high variability between specimens as well as relatively high variability
between the chosen VOI sites.
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A few non-scaling studies explored how subchondral and trabecular properties correlate with
body mass. Su (2011) found significant negative correlations between mass and TbTh and
SubTh, but only in limited regions of the tibia and talus. Best et al. (2017) examined
trabecular bone properties in the calcaneus of runners vs. non-runners. They found no
significant relationships with body mass in the runners, but they did find significant positive
correlations between body mass and trabecular density, thickness, and BV/TV in non-
runners, who also had higher mass overall than runners (Best et al., 2017).
5.2.3 Variability and heterogeneity
Variation in subchondral and trabecular properties may occur among sites within the same
bone, therefore it is important to assess heterogeneity and variability both within and
between individuals (Chirchir, 2016; Doershuk et al., 2019; Saparin et al., 2011; Saers et al.,
2016, 2018; Swartz et al., 1998; Sukhdeo et al., 2020). However, such intra-bone variation has
not been assessed extensively. Indeed, many studies evaluate only a single volume of interest
(VOI) in a given specimen, often placed centrally within a joint far away from the joint
surface, and use this one data point per specimen to infer overall microstructural patterns.
However, the studies referenced above have hinted that bone microstructure may be quite
variable, both within and between individuals.
Several researchers have examined microstructural variation across bone sites within humans.
Su (2011) examined variation in subchondral and trabecular bone properties in human tibiae
and tali and found considerable variation between the nine VOI regions studied at each joint,
across both the sagittal and coronal planes. Saers et al. (2016) found significant differences
in trabecular properties both across groups (three archaeological populations with different
activity patterns) and between the joints (four in the lower extremity, these being the femoral
head, medial femoral condyle, medial proximal tibia, and distal tibia) studied, showing
considerable heterogeneity both within and between individuals. Sukhdeo et al. (2020) and
Georgiou et al. (2018) noted considerable variability in BV/TV across the distal femur, with
higher BV/TV values concentrated posteriorly in the joint.
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Results of existing analyses are also dependent upon VOI size and location, which may affect
most common measures of trabecular properties, although properties such as connectivity
density may be more affected than others such as TbTh, TbSp, and BV/TV (Kivell et al.,
2011; Lazenby et al., 2011).
5.2.4 Current study
This study had three main goals: 1) examine positional (anteroposterior and mediolateral)
and within-specimen variability in subchondral thickness and trabecular properties in the
human femoral medial condyle; 2) determine if subchondral and trabecular properties differ
across the joint surface by sex or size group (small individuals as opposed to large indi-
viduals); and 3) examine intraspecific scaling patterns in human bone microstructure. The
femoral condyles are a convex joint surface that undergo a large range of motion during
activity (Hamner et al., 2010; Hemmerich et al., 2006; Kadaba et al., 1990). Femoral
condyles display widely distributed compressive stress (Oshkour et al., 2011; Peña et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2009), and therefore the distal femur may be more likely to display a
strong functional signal than a concave surface with restricted motion, such as the tibial
plateau, where compressive loads are additionally dampened by the menisci (Ahmed and
Burke, 1983; Peña et al., 2006; Polk et al., 2008). Additionally, we chose to analyze the
medial condyle because medial condyle joint contact loads during gait are higher than those
of the lateral condyle (Kumar et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2009; Winby et al., 2009), therefore
we might expect to see more size-related structural effects in the medial condyle since it is
loaded more heavily than the lateral condyle.
The first goal of this study was exploratory in nature, but given previous research, we
expected to see relatively high levels of variability both within and between specimens. We
hypothesized that size differences would match those seen in previous studies, where TbTh
and TbSp will scale with negative allometry and differ across size groups, but BV/TV and DA
would be invariant across body size. There were no scaling expectations for SubTh based
on previous studies, but since other length measurements display negative allometry, we
hypothesized that SubTh would as well. This study provides uniquely high-fidelity insights
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into bone microstructural variation and scaling patterns within humans across the joint
surface of the femoral medial condyle. Additionally, we examined variation and scaling
patterns in subchondral thickness (SubTh), which has not been evaluated extensively in the
literature.
5.3 Materials and methods
5.3.1 Specimens
We acquired 24 right femora (14 male, 10 female) from the University of Tennessee Bass
Donated Skeletal Collection. Measurements were taken on each bone to determine size and
shape characteristics (Table 5.1). Specimens were chosen to maximize size variability within
sexes (Table 5.3). We calculated estimated stature for each specimen using published meth-
ods (Trotter and Gleser, 1952, 1958; Jantz, 1992). We also calculated the geometric mean
(FemurGeoMean = n
√
x1x2...xn) using the femoral measurements reported in Table 5.1,
which we treated as a proxy for overall body size.
Table 5.1: Skeletal measurements taken from each femoral specimen in millimeters. Langley
et al. (2016).
Abbr Measurement Description
FML Maximum length Distance from most proximal point on the femoral head to
the most distal point on either the medial or lateral femoral
condyle
FEB Epicondylar breadth Distance between the two most projecting points on the
epicondyles
FHMD Maximum diameter of
femoral head
Maximum diameter of the femoral head measured on the
border of the articular surface
FMAMSD Maximum midshaft
diameter
Maximum diameter of the femoral shaft taken at midshaft
FMIMSD Minimum midshaft diameter Minimum diameter of the femoral shaft taken at midshaft
FLCL Maximum anteroposterior
length of the lateral condyle
Distance between the most anterior and posterior points on
the articular surface of the lateral condyle
FMCL Maximum anteroposterior
length of the medial condyle
Distance between the most anterior and posterior points on
the articular surface of the medial condyle
FLCW Maximum width of lateral
condyle
Distance between widest points of lateral condyle on
inferior side
FMCW Maximum width of medial
condyle
Distance between widest points of medial condyle on
inferior side
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5.3.2 MicroCT image acquisition and processing
Bones were scanned in the Molecular Imaging Laboratory at the Beckman Institute for
Advanced Science and Technology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with
the hybrid Siemens Inveon triple-modality microPET/SPECT/CT scanner (voltage 80kV,
current 500µA). The output resolution of the scans was approximately 50µm, which resulted
in a pixel dimension of 2048× 2048× 1856.
Reconstructed microCT scans were imported into AMIRA 6.4 (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) as raw
data with a voxel size of 0.49159 × 0.49159 × 0.49159. 3D landmarks were placed on each
bone to determine the orientation and size of the joint surface. Image slices were then
automatically oriented to three landmarks defining the anterior, middle, and posterior extents
of the joint surface at the median of the joint in the sagittal plane. For this analysis, we
focused on the femoral medial condyle as the site of interest. The joints of interest were
then re-sliced according to this plane so that individual image slices contain the entire joint
surface in the plane of interest while retaining voxel dimensions. We extracted slices to
capture 30% of the specimen’s joint width.
After images were re-sliced in the plane of interest, the bone was segmented from the image
background using a custom MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) script that removes noise
from the background using iterative erosion and dilation operations.
Subchondral bone
To extract subchondral bone from the underlying trabecular bone, de-noised image stacks
were imported into ImageJ (Rasband, 1997), where they were converted into 8-bit images.
We then applied auto brightness and set the image properties to match the voxel dimensions
in millimeters. To remove further background noise from the images, we subtracted the
background using a rolling radius of 50 (without smoothing). We then ran a further process
to enhance local contrast to differentiate bone from background noise. Finally, we applied
a 1 pixel median filter to the images. These images were then binarized using the MidGrey
auto local threshold method with a 50 pixel radius.
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This process resulted in an image that clearly defined the thin cortical shell for each bone.
Using the BoneJ plugin for ImageJ (Doube et al., 2010), we calculated trabecular thickness
for each slice in the image stacks. We used a custom algorithm described in Ang et al. (2019)
to segment cortical from trabecular bone. Separated subchondral bone was again binarized
in ImageJ, and we calculated the thickness of the subchondral bone using BoneJ’s trabecular
thickness method.
For the scaling analysis, we placed 21 cubic 2.02× 2.02× 2.02mm3 VOIs on the subchondral
bone of each specimen, seven evenly spaced from anterior to posterior joint extents (V OIAP :
1-7) and three across the width of the joint (V OIML: medial, central, and lateral) (Fig-
ure 5.1). We calculated mean subchondral thickness (SubTh) at each VOI in MATLAB.
Figure 5.1: Rough illustration of the 7× 3 grid of subchondral and trabecular VOIs placed
across the medial condyle. NOTE: drawing is not to scale.
Trabecular bone
Using the original de-noised grayscale images, we also extracted trabecular VOIs according
to the procedure noted above (21 per specimen). We chose to use a 2.02mm cubic VOI
because this size ensured that at least 5 interconnected trabeculae would be included in each
VOI (in the current study, the minimum number of connected trabeculae in any VOI was
estimated as 14 by BoneJ; median = 47) (Harrigan et al., 1988). These VOIs were also placed
as close to the joint surface as possible, without intersecting subchondral bone, to maximize
the possibility of observing size-related postural effects across the joint surface (Fox et al.,
2016). We chose not to scale VOIs to joint size. Since VOIs were small in dimensions, scaling
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the VOI to a measure of specimen size would result in a marginally small difference in VOI
size and would run the risk of capturing too few trabeculae in the smaller specimens.
We processed the extracted VOIs in ImageJ with a 1px median filter and BoneJ’s iterative
optimise threshold function. In some cases, the optimise threshold technique was not able
to find an appropriate threshold for the image stack; when that was the case, we applied
ImageJ’s IsoData automatic threshold using the stack histogram. Using BoneJ, we calculated
mean trabecular thickness (TbTh), mean trabecular spacing (TbSp), bone volume fraction
(BV/TV), and degree of anisotropy (DA) for each VOI (Table 5.2).
Table 5.2: Bone microstructure properties analyzed in this study and their isometric scaling




SubTh Thickness of subchondral bone (mm) 1
TbTh Mean thickness of trabeculae in volume (mm) 1
TbSp Mean spacing, or distance between trabeculae in volume (mm) 1
BV/TV Volume of mineralised bone (BV) per unit volume of the sample (TV) (%) 0
DA Degree of anisotropy, or directionality of trabeculae in volume; ranges 0-1,
where 0 indicates isotropy (totally random directionality) and 1 indicates
anisotropy (strong orientation in structure)
0
5.3.3 Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in R v3.6.2 (R Core Team, 2019). We removed highly
influential multivariate outliers using the Mahalanobis distance method to remove outliers
> sd(MD)∗5, which resulted in the removal of 3 outlying observations (Revelle, 2019; Yuan
and Zhong, 2008).
We calculated descriptive statistics for each femoral measurement and compared them across
sexes using the Bayesian equivalent of a t-test, which produced a Bayes Factor value that
described the magnitude of the difference between groups (sexes) (Table 5.3).
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Overall variability
We calculated microstructural variability between specimens and across the joint surface by
grouping the data by specimen (N=24), V OIML (medial, central, lateral), and V OIAP (1-7).
The coefficient of variation (CV = sd
mean
∗ 100) of each metric was also calculated at each
grouping level.
Size group differences
To determine if any parameters differed between small and large specimens, we subset the
data using the smallest (≤ 40%) and largest (≥ 60%) of each sex based on the Femur
GeoMean (female N=4 per group, male N=6 per group). We fitted Bayesian linear mixed
models (BLMM, estimated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling with 6
chains of 10000 iterations, a warmup of 1000, and a thinning interval of 10) to predict
microstructure properties via size group across V OIAP while controlling for age. V OIML
was not analyzed separately or included as an interaction effect in any model because it
did not contribute or explain a significant amount of variance in any models. All models
included specimen as a random effect.
yij = β0j + β1jgroupij + β2jV OIAPij + β3jgroupijV OIAPij + β4jageij + b0i + εij (5.2)
where yij was the bone microstructure variable of interest, βs were the fixed effects coeffi-
cients, and b0i represented the random intercept term for the i
th group (see subsection 1.6.3
for more detailed description of model).
A second set of models were computed that included sex as an additional interaction in
the model (Equation 5.3). When we compared the BLMMs with and without the sex
interaction using Bayes Factors to determine which model was more probable given the data,
the model without the sex interaction was more probable (see Appendix D: Size group model
comparison). However, we included results from both models to illustrate the sex-specific
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size patterns.
yij = β0j + β1jgroupij + β2jV OIAPij + β3jsexij + β4jgroupijV OIAPij
+β5jV OIAPijsexij + β6jgroupijsexij + β7jgroupijV OIAPijsexij
+β8jageij + b0i + εij
(5.3)
BLMMs were computed using the R package rstanarm (Goodrich et al., 2020; Muth et al.,
2018) with weakly informative priors over parameters (see Appendix D: Prior summary).
Using the R syntax for the lme4 and rstanarm packages, we could rewrite the previous
equations with the formulas y ∼ group ∗ V OIAP + age + (1|specimen) and y ∼ group ∗
V OIAP ∗ sex+ age+ (1|specimen).
We then calculated contrasts of the estimated marginal means for size group using the pack-
age emmeans (Lenth, 2019). If the 95% HDI of the size group contrast (Diff HDI) excluded
zero, we determined the difference between size groups was statistically significant.
Two other metrics from BoneJ that are little-studied but may be of interest here are the
standard deviations of TbTh and TbSp (TbTh SD, TbSp SD), which indicate the variability
in these two measures in each sampled VOI. Using the same models described above (pooled
sexes and including a sex interaction), we also analyzed whether TbTh SD and TbSp SD
differed across size groups.
Scaling patterns
We analyzed subchondral and trabecular scaling using log-log BLMMs (Equation 5.1) with
Femur GeoMean as the size variable. Femoral head diameter (FHMD) is most commonly
used for studies of bone microstructure allometry, but it is not ideal given that research
suggests that femoral head diameter scales with positive allometry (Ruff, 1991). We decided
to use Femur GeoMean as the size variable since body mass was not available for these
specimens. In this sample, Femur GeoMean and FHMD were highly correlated with one
another (r = 0.91, p < .001).
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While the sexes differed in mean values of each microstructure parameter, our analyses
determined that sex-specific slopes did not differ and sex was therefore not included as an
interaction effect in the scaling analysis. The same applied for V OIML (medial, central,
lateral). For each property, we ran two sets of models: 1) to examine overall scaling effects
(Equation 5.4), and 2) separate models for each V OIAP (Equation 5.5).
log(yij) = β0j + β1jlog(FemurGeoMean)ij + β2jageij + b0i + b1i + εij (5.4)
log(yij) = β0j + β1jlog(FemurGeoMean)ij + β2jageij + b0i + εij (5.5)
where b0i is the random effect for specimen and b1i is the random effect for V OIAP . In
R syntax, these models are specified as follows: 1) log(y) ∼ log(FemurGeoMean) + age +
(1|specimen)+(1|V OIAP ), and 2) log(y) ∼ log(FemurGeoMean)+age+(1|specimen).
Slope estimates, representing scaling exponents, and 95% highest density intervals (HDIs, or
the region that encompassed 95% of the posterior distribution) were calculated for each
property. For each calculated scaling exponent, we determined the region of practical
equivalence (ROPE), calculated based on the standard deviation of the response variable
(SDy) as [−0.1 ∗ SDy, 0.1 ∗ SDy]. This region determined the area that was “practically
equivalent” to zero in the posterior distribution. The ROPE % is the amount of the HDI
that falls within the ROPE. If the 95% HDI is completely outside the ROPE, we would
conclude that the effect is significantly non-zero (Kruschke, 2014).
Model fit statistics and full parameter estimates are reported in APPENDIX D: CHAPTER
5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION.
5.4 Results
Specimens in this sample differed considerably for FML and estimated stature (Table 5.3).
Femur GeoMean and FHMD differed less across specimens. Strong sex differences were
observed in FEB, FHMD, and Femur GeoMean (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics for specimens split by sex. Bayes factors (BF) calculated
using Bayesian t-test in the BayesFactor R package. Interpretation using Raftery 1995
guidelines: BF 1-3 weak, 3-20 positive, 20-150 strong, >150 very strong.
Female Male
N=10 N=14
Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max BF
Age (yrs) 36.9 ± 5.5 30.0 44.0 34.4 ± 7.1 24.0 44.0 0.52
FEB (mm) 74.8 ± 3.4 72.0 83.0 83.9 ± 2.5 79.0 88.0 59182.96
FHMD (mm) 42.6 ± 2.8 39.6 47.6 47.7 ± 2.5 41.4 51.1 211.03
FLCL (mm) 61.1 ± 3.9 57.0 70.0 65.7 ± 3 61.6 72.0 11.42
FLCW (mm) 27 ± 1.7 25.0 30.6 30.7 ± 3 27.3 37.9 17.37
FMAMSD (mm) 28.8 ± 1.9 25.4 32.4 30.2 ± 1.5 26.8 32.2 1.71
FMCL (mm) 60 ± 4.1 55.7 68.7 63.6 ± 3.3 56.7 71.3 2.67
FMCW (mm) 23.6 ± 1.9 21.1 27.2 25.5 ± 2 22.1 29.1 2.03
FMIMSD (mm) 23.8 ± 1.8 21.2 26.7 25.8 ± 1.7 23.1 28.2 4.85
FML (mm) 443.6 ± 25.7 409.0 494.0 474 ± 37.2 414.0 546.0 2.04
Femur GeoMean 50.8 ± 2.7 48.0 56.9 55.2 ± 2.5 51.1 59.0 63.39
Est. Stature (mm) 1636 ± 64 1551 1761 1711 ± 92 1563 1889 2.04
5.4.1 Overall variability in microstructure properties
Coefficients of variation (CV) differed across bone properties, with the highest variability
observed in DA, SubTh, and TbSp (Figure 5.2). Median CV was highest among V OIML,
then V OIAP , and finally specimen for all variables (Table D.1). These patterns indicated that
there was greater variability in microstructure properties across the joint surface (medioat-
erally and anteroposteriorly) than across specimens as a whole.
The medial V OIML had the highest CV in all variables but DA (Figure D.1a). Across
V OIAP , the highest CV was seen either in V OIAP 1 or 2, suggesting the greatest variability
at the anterior joint (Figure D.1b). The least variable V OIAP s were seen in V OIAP s 5-7
(posterior joint).
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Figure 5.2: Boxplots of the coefficient of variation (CV) grouped by specimen, V OIML, and
V OIAP for each variable.
5.4.2 Size group differences
SubTh appeared to be relatively similar across V OIAP (Figure 5.3). There were no significant
differences between size groups, and both groups displayed considerable variability in SubTh
across the joint surface (Figure 5.3a). However, when split by sex, females had significant
size differences at mid-joint VOIs (V OIAP 3-5); males displayed no significant differences
across the joint surface (Figure 5.4a).
TbTh displayed no significant differences across size in the pooled sample or the sex-specific
analysis (Figures 5.3b and 5.4b). There was a slight but gradual increase in TbTh from
anterior to posterior V OIAP , suggesting that there were slightly thicker trabeculae in the
posterior region of the joint.
TbSp displayed a fairly consistent U-shaped pattern from the anterior to the posterior
portion of the joint (Figure 5.3c), with significant differences between size groups at all
V OIAP locations in the pooled sample. Small individuals had significantly larger TbSp
estimated marginal means at all locations, although differences were greatest at the first two
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V OIAP s. When split by sex, TbSp differences were observed in both sexes in mid-anterior
VOIs (Figure 5.4c).
BV/TV displayed an inverse pattern to TbSp, with larger individuals having slightly higher
BV/TV at anterior (V OIAP s 1-2) and mid-joint (V OIAP 4) in pooled sexes (Figure 5.3d).
When split by sex, BV/TV estimated marginal means differed only in males at V OIAP 1-3
(Figure 5.4d).
DA fluctuated across the joint (Figure 5.3e). Size groups differed in DA at V OIAP 2 in
the pooled sample, where small individuals had marginally higher DA than large individu-
als. This pattern was only observed within males at V OIAP 2 in the sex-specific analysis
(Figure 5.4e).
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(a) SubTh (b) TbTh
(c) TbSp (d) BV/TV
(e) DA
Figure 5.3: Subchondral and trabecular properties in small and large specimens across
V OIAP . Point ranges represent estimated marginal means for each size group ± 95% HDI.
* indicates size group contrasts whose Diff HDI exclude zero.
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(a) SubTh (b) TbTh
(c) TbSp (d) BV/TV
(e) DA
Figure 5.4: Sex-specific subchondral and trabecular properties in small and large specimens
across V OIAP . Point ranges represent estimated marginal means for each size group ± 95%
HDI. * indicates size group contrasts whose Diff HDI exclude zero.
Similar to the results observed in mean TbTh, there were no significant differences in TbTh
SD across the joint surface (Figure 5.5a). TbSp SD displayed a similar U-shaped pattern
as mean TbSp; additionally, smaller individuals displayed significantly higher levels of TbSp
SD in the mid-anterior joint and at V OIAP 7 (Figure 5.5b). When V OIAP was removed from
the model, significant contrasts in TbSp SD remained between small and large groups, but
the magnitude was small (-0.02, 95% HDI [-0.03, -0.01]). These differences indicated that not
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only did smaller individuals have wider trabecular spacing, but greater variability in spacing,
which may indicate fewer mechanical constraints upon size in smaller individuals.
When split by sex, results for TbTh SD were similar between sexes (Figure 5.6a). Again,
similar to the results for mean TbSp, males and females displayed slightly different patterns
in TbSp SD, where smaller females had significantly higher TbSp SD at V OIAP 4; smaller
males had significantly higher TbSp SD at V OIAP 1-3 (Figure 5.6b).
(a) TbTh Standard Deviation (b) TbSp Standard Deviation
Figure 5.5: TbTh and TbSp standard deviation in small and large specimens across V OIAP .
Point ranges represent estimated marginal means for each size group ± 95% HDI. * indicates
size group contrasts whose Diff HDI exclude zero.
(a) TbTh Standard Deviation (b) TbSp Standard Deviation
Figure 5.6: Sex-specific TbTh and TbSp SD in small and large specimens across V OIAP .
Point ranges represent estimated marginal means for each size group ± 95% HDI. * indicates
size group contrasts whose Diff HDI exclude zero.
5.4.3 Scaling patterns
The scaling analysis revealed a large amount of variability in the data. In the overall models,
all 95% HDIs intersected zero. Although the 95% HDIs for two models (TbSp and BV/TV)
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were close to excluding zero, their upper/lower HDI bounds did not entirely exclude the
ROPE and therefore could not be concluded to be credibly different from zero (Figure 5.7a,
Table 5.4).
When split by V OIAP , four individual models (TbSp V OIAP s 1 and 2; BV/TV V OIAP 4;
DA V OIAP 2) had HDIs that were credibly non-zero (Figure 5.7b, Table 5.5). The two
significant TbSp models indicated a strong negative effect with body size at the anterior
V OIAP s. BV/TV indicated a positively allometric effect at mid-joint (V OIAP 4), and DA
indicated negative allometry at V OIAP 2.
In the overall models, only TbSp and BV/TV trended towards displaying negative and
positive allometry, respectively (Figure 5.7a, Table 5.4). 96.44% of the posterior distribution
of TbSp slope was below zero. For BV/TV, 96.52% of the posterior distribution of the slope
was above zero. These results suggest that in this sample, these two properties did trend
towards allometric relationships with body size. However, in the individual V OIAP models,
these relationships were more variable and only occurred at anterior V OIAP s in TbSp and
DA and one mid-joint V OIAP in BV/TV.
Table 5.4: Overall scaling patterns for each model with 95% highest density intervals (HDI).
R2 values are Bayesian approximations of the unadjusted R2 (conditional includes fixed and
random effects, marginal is fixed effects only). ROPE represents the “credible” zero region,
and ROPE % represents the amount of the 95% HDI that falls within the ROPE.
Variable Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Cond R2 Mar R2
SubTh -0.49 -1.25, 0.32 -0.02, 0.02 1.58 0.51 0.26
TbTh 0.21 -0.26, 0.67 -0.01, 0.01 2.67 0.51 0.09
TbSp -0.62 -1.30, 0.02 -0.01, 0.01 0.60 0.61 0.17
BV/TV 0.35 -0.02, 0.75 -0.01, 0.01 0.92 0.44 0.08
DA -0.47 -1.24, 0.36 -0.02, 0.02 1.99 0.42 0.10
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(a) Overall models (b) Individual V OIAP models
Figure 5.7: Posterior density plots of the slope (scaling exponent) of Femur GeoMean for (a)
overall models and (b) individual V OIAP models. Solid lines indicate isometric expectation.
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Table 5.5: Scaling patterns for each parameter and V OIAP with 95% highest density
intervals. An asterisk * indicates that the parameter is credibly non-zero based on its 95%
HDI percentage in the ROPE (zero region). R2 values are Bayesian approximations of the
unadjusted R2 (conditional includes fixed and random effects, marginal is fixed effects only).
Variable V OIAP Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Cond R
2 Mar R2
SubTh 1 -0.48 -1.85, 0.95 -0.02, 0.02 2.12 0.51 0.11
2 -0.28 -1.26, 0.72 -0.02, 0.02 2.59 0.55 0.23
3 -0.60 -1.48, 0.25 -0.02, 0.02 1.07 0.76 0.61
4 -0.80 -1.64, 0.10 -0.02, 0.02 0.53 0.78 0.65
5 -0.58 -1.36, 0.22 -0.01, 0.01 0.90 0.75 0.61
6 -0.52 -1.39, 0.35 -0.02, 0.02 1.44 0.71 0.48
7 -0.20 -1.22, 0.91 -0.02, 0.02 2.61 0.70 0.19
TbTh 1 0.11 -0.70, 0.87 -0.01, 0.01 2.90 0.62 0.13
2 0.02 -0.64, 0.67 -0.01, 0.01 2.26 0.58 0.10
3 0.17 -0.52, 0.84 -0.01, 0.01 2.14 0.69 0.20
4 0.46 -0.18, 1.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.78 0.71 0.42
5 0.35 -0.12, 0.80 -0.01, 0.01 0.95 0.54 0.27
6 0.08 -0.30, 0.46 -0.01, 0.01 2.81 0.33 0.09
7 0.26 -0.23, 0.70 -0.01, 0.01 1.72 0.41 0.19
TbSp 1 -1.00 -1.92, -0.12 -0.02, 0.02 0.00* 0.58 0.33
2 -0.79 -1.56, -0.05 -0.01, 0.01 0.00* 0.49 0.23
3 -0.50 -1.26, 0.29 -0.01, 0.01 0.92 0.66 0.24
4 -0.53 -1.38, 0.28 -0.01, 0.01 0.99 0.80 0.38
5 -0.47 -1.14, 0.18 -0.01, 0.01 1.11 0.65 0.23
6 -0.50 -1.34, 0.40 -0.01, 0.01 1.19 0.74 0.26
7 -0.49 -1.36, 0.29 -0.01, 0.01 1.31 0.68 0.23
BV/TV 1 0.54 -0.41, 1.47 -0.02, 0.02 1.23 0.57 0.20
2 0.39 -0.24, 1.07 -0.01, 0.01 1.48 0.30 0.08
3 0.25 -0.29, 0.72 -0.01, 0.01 1.50 0.60 0.15
4 0.41 0.01, 0.82 -0.01, 0.01 0.00* 0.62 0.29
5 0.31 0.00, 0.61 -0.01, 0.01 0.27 0.49 0.21
6 0.29 -0.11, 0.67 -0.01, 0.01 0.84 0.63 0.24
7 0.28 -0.20, 0.72 -0.01, 0.01 1.11 0.45 0.17
DA 1 -0.93 -2.35, 0.38 -0.02, 0.02 1.03 0.53 0.19
2 -1.27 -2.53, -0.03 -0.02, 0.02 0.00* 0.51 0.24
3 0.04 -1.03, 1.17 -0.02, 0.02 2.79 0.49 0.12
4 -0.24 -1.03, 0.57 -0.01, 0.01 2.67 0.51 0.30
5 -0.64 -1.46, 0.06 -0.01, 0.01 0.92 0.40 0.22
6 0.55 -0.70, 1.87 -0.02, 0.02 1.85 0.57 0.15
7 -0.79 -1.87, 0.26 -0.02, 0.02 1.07 0.37 0.14
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5.5 Discussion
This study examined microstructural variability within and between specimens in two sets of
21 VOIs (subchondral and trabecular) across the medial femoral condyle joint surface. We
evaluated whether bone microstructure differed with size (based on the Femur GeoMean)
across the joint surface as well as how the microstructure properties scaled with Femur
GeoMean.
5.5.1 Overall variability
These results indicate that even across specimens that varied considerably in size, subchon-
dral and trabecular properties were highly variable across the joint surface both mediolat-
erally (V OIML) and anteroposteriorly (V OIAP ) (Figure 5.2). Within the selected V OIAP s,
the anteriorly-placed VOIs (1-2) were generally the most variable, and the posteriorly-placed
VOIs (5-7) were the least variable (Figure D.1b). Variability in the mid-joint V OIAP
(4), which was comparably placed to most VOIs used in other studies, differed across
microstructure properties.
While V OIML variability was substantial, V OIML was not included as an interaction effect
in any model because it did not contribute or explain a significant amount of variance
in any models. V OIML’s lack of influence in any model could be due to the V OIMLs
capturing a relatively small width of the joint (30%) and might differ if a larger region
were extracted.
5.5.2 Size group differences
Analysis of small and large individuals found significant differences in microstructure prop-
erties across the joint surface (Figure 5.3). Differences were most prominent in TbSp, where
smaller individuals had wider-spaced trabeculae, particularly near the anterior joint. This
wider spacing corresponded to lower BV/TV in small individuals. It is likely that these
size differences drove the high variability at anterior VOIs. Few significant differences were
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found in the mid- to posterior VOIs, suggesting that the most prominent size differences
were located anteriorly on the joint.
These results indicated there were size-related differences in microstructural properties in
humans, and that these differences occurred primarily in trabecular spacing and bone volume,
where smaller individuals had more widely spaced and less trabecular volume anteriorly
(Figures 5.3c, 5.3d).
We also observed some patterning in the location of these differences anteroposteriorly across
the joint surface. Size group differences were more apparent anteriorly (Figure 5.3), which
could indicate differences in primary loading location or simply that the anterior region
was loaded less overall and was under fewer mechanical constraints than the mid-posterior
region.
5.5.3 Scaling patterns
Given the above-noted size differences, we would expect to see size-dependence primarily in
the anterior joint and primarily in TbSp and BV/TV. The models that included all V OIAP s
found no significant allometric or non-zero trends in the variables studied. A small number
of individual V OIAP models suggested significant trends in TbSp anteriorly, BV/TV mid-
joint, and DA anteriorly. These results closely matched those of the size group comparisons
of the properties, which indicated differences in the same three variables at similar points
along the joint.
The estimated slopes for TbSp were considerably different than the isometric expectation of
1 and those found in previous studies, which suggested slight negative allometry but slopes
greater than zero (Figure 5.8). Although the overall model was not significantly different
from zero, these results suggested that in the anterior region of the joint, larger individuals in
this sample had more closely packed and a greater volume of trabeculae compared to smaller
individuals. Although mid-joint V OIAP s had more positive HDIs, the median slopes were
still strongly negative. These results agreed in trend with studies that indicate negative
allometry for TbSp and positive allometry for BV/TV, but our negative slopes for TbSp
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suggested that spacing was not only smaller in large individuals but was also inversely
related to body mass.
The only other study known to these authors that explored intraspecific trabecular scaling
in humans, Saers et al. (2019), found comparably variable but positive slope estimates for
TbSp and zero-centered slope estimates for BV/TV (Figure 5.8). Saers et al. (2019) found
that over 20% of the posterior density of one sampled VOI (first metatarsal head) fell below
zero for TbSp, but the general pattern was a positive slope. While we have no knowledge of
the activity patterns or behavior of the specimens in our sample, the effects observed by Best
et al. (2017) in non-runners partially match those seen in our sample (more closely packed
trabeculae in larger individuals), although we did not find similar increases in trabecular
thickness.
Figure 5.8: Reported interspecific (birds, mammals, primates) and intraspecific (humans)
scaling patterns from past literature and the current study, organized by animal category
and bone (general). 95% confidence intervals/HDI were included where possible. Data were
split by the predictor (X) variable used in regression into two categories: linear dimensions
(femoral head height/diameter, Femur GeoMean (current study)) and Mass (body mass).
Past studies used both OLS and RMA regression methods. Species mean regressions were
used when reported. SOURCES: birds (Doube et al., 2011), mammals (Barak et al., 2013a;
Doube et al., 2011), primates (Fajardo et al., 2013; Ryan and Shaw, 2013), humans (Saers
et al., 2019, current study).
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While our results contradicted those of other studies for some properties, there is no a priori
reason why they could not be possible. As discussed previously, larger individuals experience
greater compressive forces during locomotion, and bone microstructure would need to adapt
in some way to those larger forces. If, as our data suggest, trabeculae are not increasing in
thickness, then they must be increasing in number or volume or relative shape (i.e., number
of plates vs. rods). BV/TV is significantly positively correlated with bone strength and
mechanical properties (Hernandez and Keaveny, 2006; Hernandez, 2008; Mittra et al., 2005).
If BV/TV increases in larger individuals, then it makes sense that another property would
correspondingly decrease, which in this case appeared to be TbSp. Modlesky et al. (2008)
found higher BV/TV and lower TbSp in gymnasts versus controls, so it is possible that the
human method for handling greater forces may involve increasing amount and number of
trabeculae and packing them more closely together rather than increasing thickness. We did
not measure trabecular number/connectivity density or structure model index in this study,
so we cannot comment on whether those properties differ across size as well (see Appendix
D: Discussion on connectivity density).
5.5.4 Sex and age effects
Trabecular properties differed somewhat between sexes (Table D.2), and results for the
sex-specific size group models showed slightly different patterns between males and females
(Figure 5.4). However, it is possible that these differences were due to relatively small
samples and high variability within sexes.
It is also possible that age could have affected the results, although we included age as a
covariate in all models, and the age effect was not credibly non-zero in any model (overall or
individual V OIAP ), suggesting no significant effects on the studied parameters. However, we
determined that there was a significant negative correlation in our sample between age and
Femur GeoMean (-0.42, p = 0.038). We therefore did a follow-up analysis adding age and sex
as individual interaction effects with Femur GeoMean (two-way interaction) in each of the
overall models. We also tested for a significant age and sex interaction with Femur GeoMean
(three-way interaction), since most of our larger specimens were male. We compared models
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with and without interaction effects for age and sex using Bayes Factors to indicate which
model is the most probable given the data (Appendix D: Scaling model comparison with sex
and age).
Only one variable, SubTh, indicated any improvement when interactions were added to the
overall scaling model (i.e., higher Bayes Factor, BF, in the model with interactions). The
model that included a three-way interaction with age and sex performed marginally better
(BF=1.06) than the model presented in the results, although even this model indicated
weak evidence in favor of the sex and age interaction (inclusion BF<3 for all interaction
terms) (Appendix D: SubTh). However, this interaction model significantly increased scaling
exponents (slopes) across males and females and age ranges (averaged estimated marginal
trends for ages 25, 35, and 45), shifting the median estimate positively but still centered
around zero (Figure 5.9). Age-specific scaling exponents, although slightly different among
females, did not differ significantly from one another (contrast estimates < 0.07, no 95%
Diff HDI excluded zero). Sexes also did not differ significantly from one another at each age
estimate (contrast estimates < |0.05|, no 95% Diff HDI excluded zero).
Figure 5.9: Posterior density plots of SubTh slope estimates split by sex and age.
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Neither the TbSp nor BV/TV models showed that the inclusion of an age and/or sex
interaction effect better predicted the data than the original model with age as a covariate
(Appendix D: TbSp and BV/TV). These results indicated that the observed slopes for TbSp
and BV/TV were likely not due to unaccounted age or sex effects.
5.5.5 Study limitations
There are a number of limitations we would like to recognize in this study. Firstly, this
study had a relatively small sample size (N=24 specimens), and although we attempted to
get specimens of each sex that differed in size as much as possible, the range of size in femur
geometric mean and femoral head diameter only spanned approximately 11 mm (however, the
estimated stature and femur maximum length differed considerably across sizes) (Table 5.3).
Given the high variability in the data, a larger sample size would clearly provide greater
statistical power to these comparisons. It is unclear whether a larger sample size would
produce scaling patterns more in line with previous studies, but because so many different
methods are used to process and analyze the data, there are no direct comparisons to be made
between this and previous analyses. Our sex distribution was also somewhat imbalanced,
which may have influenced the strength and results of the sex comparisons presented here.
There could, in addition, be unknown factors such as behavior or unrecognized pathologies
or abnormalities in the specimens that influenced the results. However, there was no reason
to believe these would be higher in this study than in others.
There were many steps to process and analyze these data, each of which included decisions
that affected the results. We chose VOIs that were considerably smaller than most other
published studies (except for Fajardo et al., 2013), and while VOI size has not been shown to
significantly influence measures of TbSp or BV/TV (Kivell et al., 2011; Lazenby et al., 2011),
we cannot rule out that it had any effect on the results. VOI location might also influence
trabecular parameters (Kivell et al., 2011), and there was likely some error involved in
defining the joint median (mediolateral) and anterior and posterior joint boundaries, which
may explain some of the additional variability seen in the VOIs near the joint extents. Even
though V OIAP 4 was placed in the middle of the joint similar to other studies, our VOIs
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were placed closer to the joint surface than most other scaling studies and therefore may
reflect different mechanical pressures than trabecular bone closer to the center of the joint.
This placement may also influence the relatively higher values of BV/TV observed in our
study. These results also may differ at different bone/joint sites, such as the femoral head
or talus.
Other processing steps also likely influenced the results, although potentially to a lesser
extent. To maximize comparability with other studies, we used BoneJ’s optimise threshold
method to binarize our VOIs. We also tested binarization using the MidGrey auto local
threshold with 20px radius, which resulted in slightly lower values for TbTh but similar
scaling patterns and size differences across specimens. Binarization method would therefore
influence the raw values of certain trabecular parameters, but if a consistent method is used
across VOIs and specimens, the overall scaling patterns and/or comparisons should be robust
to these differences.
Statistical analyses also differed considerably between studies, where some researchers em-
ployed log-log ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions, similar to those used in this study,
to derive scaling exponents, while others used (standardized/reduced) major axis regression
(SMA/RMA) methods. These two methods may produce very different results, given they
are fundamentally different in how they treat the relationship between predictors and re-
sponse variables. We believe OLS regression was the more appropriate method to use for
this type of analysis, primarily because the relationship between the predictors (body size)
and responses (microstructure properties) is not symmetric, but also because it allowed us
to control for other covariates in the model and include random effects in a mixed model
framework. However, we included more discussion on this topic and results from SMA in
Appendix D: Standardized Major Axis (SMA) regression results for comparison.
Studies examining trabecular bone properties have become prominent in the literature (see
review in Kivell (2016)). Many researchers use trabecular and subchondral bone properties
to infer differences in locomotor behavior or habitual loading patterns in various animals, to
varying degrees of success. These studies include: experimental studies of altered locomotor
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mode (Barak et al., 2011; Best et al., 2017; Polk et al., 2008; Pontzer et al., 2006; Wallace
et al., 2014, 2015, 2016), comparative studies of locomotor behavior (Carlson et al., 2008;
Chirchir, 2015; Fajardo and Müller, 2001; Fajardo et al., 2007; Matarazzo, 2015; Polk et al.,
2010; Russo, 2019; Ryan and Ketcham, 2002a,b; Ryan and Walker, 2010; Ryan and Shaw,
2012; Saparin et al., 2009; Scherf, 2007; Scherf et al., 2009, 2013; Shaw and Ryan, 2012; Su,
2011; Sukhdeo et al., 2020; Tsegai et al., 2013), and inferences of hominin posture (Barak
et al., 2013b; DeSilva and Devlin, 2012; Kivell, 2016; Macchiarelli et al., 1999; Skinner et al.,
2015; Stephens et al., 2016; Su, 2011; Su and Carlson, 2017; Su et al., 2013; Zeininger et al.,
2016). These studies provide mixed support that trabecular and subchondral properties may
indicate patterns of habitual loading, behavior, or posture.
We believe that microCT analyses that attempt to infer behavior or habitual loading patterns
retrospectively should be cautious in their interpretation of the data. Experimental studies
with clear study groups show some promising results (Polk et al., 2020, Song, pers. comm.),
but given the amount of variability observed in these data, it would be difficult to draw any
conclusions regarding posture or habitual loading patterns in these individuals.
5.6 Conclusions
Results from this study indicate high variability in subchondral and trabecular bone prop-
erties both within and between specimens across the joint surface of the femoral medial
condyle. Despite this high variability, we detected some size-related differences in trabecular
spacing (TbSp) and bone volume fraction (BV/TV), where smaller individuals had slightly
higher TbSp across the joint and lower BV/TV in the anterior half of the joint.
The scaling analysis revealed no real size dependency in the properties when all VOIs were
analyzed together, although TbSp and BV/TV did trend towards negative and positive
allometry, respectively. When VOIs were analyzed individually, we found statistically non-
zero slopes for trabecular spacing (V OIAP 1 and 2), bone volume fraction (V OIAP 4), and
degree of anisotropy (V OIAP 2). These results suggested a trend towards strong negative
allometry in TbSp and slight positive allometry in BV/TV, with larger individuals displaying
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more closely packed trabeculae. It is unclear whether these trends persist at different bony
sites or across a larger intraspecific range of sizes.
Future research should include larger sex-balanced sample sizes and additional bone sites
such as the talus or femoral head. We also see great possibilities in the improvement of
in vivo measurement techniques, which would provide researchers interested in correlating
behavior and bone microstructure with the opportunities to incorporate other data such
as motion capture and force data into their analyses (Best et al., 2017; Daly et al., 2020;
Moshage et al., 2020; Sheehan et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019).
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This research examined how body size influences limb dimensions, movement patterns, and
bone microstructure in adult humans.
Chapter 2 on geometric similarity in limb dimensions revealed slightly different results
depending on statistical method and whether or not sexes were pooled. There were slight
departures from isometry in several dimensions (positive allometry in distal limb, negative in
pelvis width), but the magnitude of these departures was small and may not be functionally
relevant for human locomotion. Results of the two methods agreed in pattern but not
magnitude for pooled sexes and differed considerably from one another in the sex-specific
analyses. Because OLS regression used direct measures of body size, those results and the
associated credible intervals appear to be more robust than the PCA analysis.
Chapter 3 on leg and vertical stiffness in running humans conformed to dynamic similarity for
nearly all calculated variables in both pooled and separate sexes. These results indicate that
even if human limb dimensions depart slightly from isometry in some lower limb dimensions
as seen in Chapter 2, these effects were likely small enough that they did not violate the
assumptions of dynamic similarity in humans. We therefore concluded that intraspecific
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patterns of stiffness, force production, displacement, and leg angle in humans appear to
match those seen in interspecific comparisons of animals.
Chapter 4 on quiet standing postural sway revealed that sex and anthropometric charac-
teristics strongly influenced an individual’s chosen stance. PLSR revealed complex relation-
ships between postural sway and anthropometric/stance characteristics. Mediolateral sway
was highly dependent upon stance characteristics, but anteroposterior sway magnitude and
variability was influenced by stance characteristics as well as body size; these effects were
magnified in the stance subset models. Sex-specific models still primarily revealed a large
dependence upon stance characteristics, but anthropometric relationships differed slightly
between sexes (females related to body proportions, males related to foot width and age).
These results indicated that multivariate regression techniques reveal complex relationships
between stance characteristics, body size, and postural sway.
Chapter 5 on variability and scaling patterns in bone microstructure indicated that human
subchondral and trabecular bone properties are highly heterogeneous across the joint and
that there is considerable variation both within and between specimens. Size differences
occurred between the smallest and largest individuals in trabecular spacing, bone volume
fraction, and to a limited extent, degree of anisotropy. Scaling patterns were not significantly
different from zero when properties were assessed across the entire joint, but VOI-specific
results indicated some departures from allometry in the aforementioned properties at anterior
and mid-joint VOIs. These results indicated a trend towards more closely packed trabecular
bone in larger individuals. These results to some extent contradicted previous interspecific
and intraspecific scaling studies on trabecular bone, but should be interpreted with caution
given the large variability in the data.
While most studies indicated no real differences between male and female patterns (Chap-
ter 2, Chapter 3, and to some extent Chapter 5), when sex-specific analyses were conducted,
several studies revealed slightly different patterns between the pooled-sex sample and sex-
specific samples. In Chapter 2, all departures from isometry (except for one, shoulder width)
were negated in the sex-specific analysis. In Chapter 3, the opposite occurred, where sex-
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specific analyses revealed a departure from dynamic similarity in vertical stiffness which was
not present in the pooled sample. The postural sway analysis indicated sex-specific responses
in stance characteristics and to some extent postural sway, although sex was not a significant
predictor of postural sway itself (except for in mean frequency). In Chapter 5, sex differences
were present in some bone parameters but did not significantly contribute to any model
except for the scaling of subchondral thickness, in which sex-specific responses were more
centered around zero than sex-pooled scaling exponents. Most of these results indicated that
male and female responses to each parameter studied are not inherently different from each
other, but the overall response differed when sexes were pooled in the analysis. Therefore,
it remains an important consideration to include sex effects and a sex-balanced sample in
studies of body size differences, because patterns of body size variation may be obscured
when sex is not considered.
Results from the scaling studies indicated that intraspecific scaling patterns matched those
found interspecifically for movement patterns and to some extent limb dimensions, but not
for bone microstructure. Each study revealed slightly different results for how body size
influences the parameters tested, but all indicate a large amount of variability in the observed
patterns. Humans are highly variable in morphology and behavior, but this variability
appears to affect relationships with body size differently on the macro- and micro-scale.
6.2 Future directions
There are a number of additional studies that could be undertaken with these data or newly
collected data. With the existing data, there are multiple kinematic and kinetic analyses that
would provide additional information about size-related behavior during walking, running,
and other activities. These could include exploring the effects of relative stride length and
frequency during walking and running at both relative and absolute speeds, as well as whether
preferred walking speed differs by body size or sex. I could use OpenSim (Delp et al., 2007) to
examine joint kinetics (i.e., joint moments) during walking and running and evaluate scaling
patterns in these variables. Each subject also performed a short test that included squats,
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calf raises, and hip extensions, which I could use to examine range of motion and kinetics
across body sizes. I collected survey data on the activity patterns of subjects, so I could
also compare the runners or non-runners in my sample (or other sports/activities) to see if
they differed in stiffness or other kinematic and kinetic parameters. I could also calculate
foot strike patterns (fore-/mid-foot vs. rearfoot) to determine if strike pattern influenced
stiffness measures. Using the postural sway data, stabilogram diffusion analysis (SDA) can
be performed to determine if postural control differs with body size. The PLSR models
could be refined and improved to offer better predictive power.
There are also many analyses that would improve upon or expand the studies presented here
which would require new or additional data. The current analysis of stiffness during running
represents only steady-state locomotion. However, size may affect other aspects of locomotor
behavior, such as agility or flexibility. It would therefore be interesting to perform agility
testing with obstacles or change of direction tests and additional range of motion testing to
examine non-steady-state locomotor behavior across a range of body sizes. In addition to
the aforementioned joint kinetics, it would be interesting to incorporate strength exercises as
well as electromyography (EMG) to directly measure muscle force production. With EMG
data and OpenSim’s Static Optimization tool, we could examine how muscle forces scale
with body size during different activities. The running speeds I collected were also fairly
conservative given the wide range of athletic ability in my sample. It would therefore be
valuable to test how stiffness, force, and displacement scale at a larger range of relative
(Froude) speeds, especially faster speeds in the sprinting range.
Although this study’s sample varied considerably in height, body mass and BMI were
relatively constrained. Individuals varying more in body mass and BMI might therefore
differ in their locomotor behavior and scaling patterns, or might exhibit more obvious
departures from isometry and dynamic similarity. These wider ranges of body mass and
BMI would be especially beneficial in the postural sway study. Additional analyses of
postural sway could also include dynamic balance assessments via balance perturbations
or other more challenging balance conditions. It would also be useful to have multiple quiet
stance conditions that included both self-selected stance and a restricted stance that is either
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the same for all subjects or normalized to leg length or pelvis width. A restricted stance
width condition might elucidate clearer or more apparent patterns of body size variation and
provide better predictive power in PLSR analyses.
I also see many improvements or additional tests and analyses that would benefit the
bone microstructure study. Since very little research has been done on intraspecific bone
microstructure scaling in humans, a larger and more varied sample size is first and foremost
necessary to see these patterns more clearly (or not). These analyses should include multiple
VOIs across each bone sampled, and ideally include multiple joints and sites if possible.
Although microCT still provides the best resolution, other technologies like HR-pQCT offer
promising methods to analyze bone microstructure in vivo (Best et al., 2017; Sheehan et al.,
2018). This would allow us to perform direct experimental comparisons of subjects with
different loading conditions or where at least more is known about the individual’s behavior,
activity patterns, health status, and body size. Studies like these allow us to integrate bone
microstructure analyses with gait and locomotor biomechanics, a direct way to correlate
macro- and micro-scale form and function relationships.
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APPENDIX A: CHAPTER 2
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Bayesian model prior defaults
Default priors for GLM models (before auto-scaling) are as follows:
Priors for model ’...’
------
Intercept (after predictors centered)
~ normal(location = 0, scale = 10)
Coefficients
~ normal(location = [0,0], scale = [2.5,2.5])
Auxiliary (sigma)
~ exponential(rate = 1)
------
See Gabry and Goodrich (2019) for prior descriptions.
Full Bayesian model fit statistics
The following fit statistics are reported for the Bayesian models:
Median Median of the posterior distribution.
HDI 95% highest posterior density interval.
ROPE, ROPE % Region that is “practically equivalent” to zero, calculated from [−0.1 ∗
SDy, 0.1 ∗ SDy], where SDy is the standard deviation of the response variable. ROPE
% is the percentage of the 95% HDI that falls within the ROPE. 0% in the ROPE is
considered a credibly non-zero parameter.
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Rhat Measures the ratio of the average variance of the draws within each chain to the
variance of the pooled draws across chains. Should not exceed 1.1.
ESS Effective sample size, or estimate of the effective number of independent draws from the
posterior distribution of the parameter of interest. Because the draws within a chain
are not independent if there is autocorrelation, the effective sample size will be smaller
than the total number of iterations. Will also be reduced if samples are thinned.
MCSE Monte Carlo error, or the standard error of the mean of the posterior draws, is the
uncertainty associated with the Monte Carlo approximation.
Descriptions from Kruschke (2014); Makowski et al. (2019); Muth et al. (2018).
Table A.1: Pooled sex model Bayesian fit statistics including prior scales.
Model Parameter Median 95% HDI Rhat ESS MCSE Prior Scale
(Intercept) 4.34 4.10, 4.58 1.00 49108 0.00 0.81
Upper arm
log(Mass) 0.35 0.29, 0.41 1.00 48990 0.00 1.15
(Intercept) 3.75 3.47, 4.04 1.00 48349 0.00 0.97
Forearm
log(Mass) 0.42 0.35, 0.49 1.00 48376 0.00 1.38
(Intercept) 4.66 4.38, 4.93 1.00 51170 0.00 0.83
Thigh
log(Mass) 0.32 0.26, 0.39 1.00 51171 0.00 1.17
(Intercept) 4.31 4.00, 4.62 1.00 50488 0.00 0.98
Shank
log(Mass) 0.41 0.34, 0.49 1.00 50478 0.00 1.39
(Intercept) 4.47 4.22, 4.72 1.00 49559 0.00 0.81
Shoulder
log(Mass) 0.34 0.28, 0.40 1.00 49555 0.00 1.15
(Intercept) 4.69 4.37, 5.02 1.00 49760 0.00 0.79
Pelvis
log(Mass) 0.20 0.12, 0.27 1.00 49744 0.00 1.12
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Table A.2: Sex interaction model Bayesian fit statistics including prior scales. ROPE %
indicates amount of ROPE within 95% HDI; 0% indicates significantly non-zero coefficients.
Model Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE Prior Scale
(Intercept) 4.55 4.24, 4.85 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 28612 0.00 0.81
log(Mass) 0.30 0.22, 0.37 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 28612 0.00 1.15




0.02 -0.05, 0.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.16 1.00 20079 0.00 0.10
(Intercept) 4.22 3.88, 4.56 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 30253 0.00 0.97
log(Mass) 0.30 0.22, 0.39 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 30250 0.00 1.38




0.03 -0.06, 0.11 -0.01, 0.01 0.15 1.00 19662 0.00 0.11
(Intercept) 4.64 4.28, 4.99 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 30696 0.00 0.83
log(Mass) 0.33 0.24, 0.41 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 30693 0.00 1.17




-0.01 -0.09, 0.06 -0.01, 0.01 0.17 1.00 20153 0.00 0.10
(Intercept) 4.54 4.16, 4.95 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 28212 0.00 0.98
log(Mass) 0.35 0.25, 0.44 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 28200 0.00 1.39




0.01 -0.08, 0.10 -0.01, 0.01 0.17 1.00 18266 0.00 0.12
(Intercept) 4.87 4.57, 5.16 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 27477 0.00 0.81
log(Mass) 0.24 0.16, 0.31 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 27493 0.00 1.15




0.01 -0.07, 0.08 -0.01, 0.01 0.18 1.00 19570 0.00 0.10
(Intercept) 4.13 3.76, 4.49 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 32209 0.00 0.79
log(Mass) 0.34 0.25, 0.43 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 32127 0.00 1.12




-0.02 -0.10, 0.05 -0.01, 0.01 0.14 1.00 20444 0.00 0.09
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APPENDIX B: CHAPTER 3
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Motion capture marker setup
Table B.1: Description and names of markers used with motion capture data.
Segment Marker Name(s) Landmark
Torso
RACR, LACR Acromion Process
CLAV Mid-point of clavicles
C7 C7 spinous process
Upper Arm
RBICEPU, LBICEPU Upper bicep
RBICEP, LBICEP Midpoint of bicep
RBICEPL, LBICEPL Lower bicep
RELBOW, LELBOW Lateral epicondyle of humerus
Lower Arm
RFARM, LFARM Midpoint of forearm
RRAD, LRAD Radial styloid process
RULNA, LULNA Ulnar styloid process
Pelvis
RASIS, LASIS Anterior superior iliac spine
RPSIS, LPSIS Posterior superior iliac spine
Thigh
RTHIGHU, LTHIGHU Upper thigh
RTHIGH, LTHIGH Midpoint of thigh
RTHIGHL, LTHIGHL Lower thigh
RKNEE, LKNEE Lateral epicondyle of femur
Shank
RSHANKU, LSHANKU Upper shank
RSHANK, LSHANK Midpoint of shank
RSHANKL, LSHANKL Lower shank
RANK, LANK Lateral malleolus of fibula
Foot
RHEEL, LHEEL Calcaneal tuberosity
RMTI, LMTI Head of first metatarsal
RMTV, LMTV Head of fifth metatarsal
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Figure B.1: Marker set used during running trials.
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Stiffness calculations
This method followed Coleman et al. (2012), using a direct kinematic and kinetic approach








Equation B.1 represents the angle between L and the horizontal axis, where A was the
vertical distance between the greater trochanter and the floor, B was the horizontal (AP)
distance between the greater trochanter and the mid-toe position (Figure B.2).1 L was the








Equation B.2 represents the angle at which resultant force (FR) was directed relative to the
vertical axis, where FR =
√
F 2V + F
2
H .
θleg = (90− θL)− θR (B.3)
Equation B.3 represents the angle (in degrees) between the line of FR and the line along
which Fleg was directed.
Fleg = maximum resultant force calculated in the direction of the leg spring during the
braking phase (initial contact to mid-stance, defined here by the point where the horizontal
(AP) force component crossed zero during stance).
Fleg = max(FRcos(θleg)) (B.4)





1Mid-toe position was calculated as the horizontal mid-point between the first and fifth metatarsal foot
markers; note that in Coleman et al. (2012) COP is used instead. We chose to use the mid-toe position
because there was considerable signal noise in the COP position that proved problematic for results of ∆L.
Mid-toe position tracked closely with that of the COP and therefore provided a more stable alternative than
COP position.
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Figure B.2: Illustration of direct method for calculating leg stiffness. Center of pressure (CP)
was used in force calculations (FV , FH , and FR); mid-toe position was used to calculate B






∆y = yIC − ymin (B.7)
FV is the maximum vertical ground reaction force during stance phase (which often coincided
with mid-stance). Equation B.7 calculates maximum vertical fluctuation in COM during
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stance phase (from initial contact (IC) to the minimum vertical height of the COM, which
coincided with mid-stance and the peak vGRF. COM position was approximated using the
vertical mid-pelvis position, calculated as the mean point of four pelvis markers (RASIS,
LASIS, RPSIS, LPSIS).
Theta
θ = half the angle swept by the leg spring, calculated as the difference in leg spring angle
(Equation B.9, in degrees) between initial contact and mid-stance. The angle is calculated
using the vertical (Y) and horizontal (X) positions of the greater trochanter (TRO) and
mid-toe (MidToe) markers (NOTE: this θ differs slightly from θ values calculated in leg
stiffness above using Coleman et al. 2012).

















BW = body weight (kN)
Dimensionless leg stiffness






















Table B.2: Slope estimates and model results for log10(Mass) for Slow Froude (Fr=0.81) and
Fast Froude running. OLS = ordinary least squares regression; LMM = linear mixed model;
BLMM = Bayesian linear mixed model. CI is 95% confidence interval/HDI.
Variable Speed Model Slope Estimate 95% CI/HDI R2
OLS 0.98 0.86, 1.11 0.79
LMM 0.98 0.86, 1.09 0.97Slow Froude
BLMM 0.98 0.86, 1.09 0.97
OLS 1.00 0.87, 1.12 0.81
LMM 1.00 0.88, 1.12 0.97
Fleg
Fast Froude
BLMM 1.00 0.88, 1.12 0.97
OLS 0.46 0.29, 0.62 0.32
LMM 0.46 0.30, 0.62 0.85
Slow Froude
BLMM 0.45 0.29, 0.61 0.84
OLS 0.45 0.29, 0.61 0.34
LMM 0.45 0.29, 0.60 0.84
∆L
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.45 0.29, 0.61 0.84
OLS 0.53 0.31, 0.74 0.27
LMM 0.52 0.32, 0.73 0.88Slow Froude
BLMM 0.52 0.31, 0.72 0.87
OLS 0.55 0.35, 0.75 0.33
LMM 0.55 0.35, 0.74 0.85
kleg
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.55 0.35, 0.74 0.85
OLS 0.99 0.86, 1.11 0.79
LMM 0.98 0.87, 1.10 0.97Slow Froude
BLMM 0.98 0.87, 1.10 0.97
OLS 1.00 0.87, 1.12 0.81
LMM 1.00 0.88, 1.12 0.97
FV
Fast Froude
BLMM 1.00 0.88, 1.12 0.97
OLS 0.38 0.18, 0.57 0.18
LMM 0.38 0.19, 0.57 0.78Slow Froude
BLMM 0.38 0.18, 0.57 0.77
OLS 0.36 0.13, 0.59 0.14
LMM 0.37 0.14, 0.59 0.80
∆y
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.36 0.14, 0.58 0.79
OLS 0.61 0.41, 0.82 0.36
LMM 0.60 0.43, 0.78 0.84Slow Froude
BLMM 0.60 0.42, 0.78 0.84
OLS 0.63 0.42, 0.84 0.37
LMM 0.64 0.42, 0.86 0.42
kvert
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.64 0.42, 0.87 0.42
OLS 0.05 -0.08, 0.18 0.01
LMM 0.05 -0.08, 0.17 0.62Slow Froude
BLMM 0.05 -0.08, 0.18 0.61
OLS 0.05 -0.05, 0.16 0.02
LMM 0.05 -0.05, 0.16 0.54
θ
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.05 -0.06, 0.17 0.54
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Prior summary
Shown below are default priors for linear mixed models before auto-scaling:
Priors for model ’...’
------
Intercept (after predictors centered)
~ normal(location = 0, scale = 10)
Coefficients
~ normal(location = [0,0], scale = [2.5,2.5])
Auxiliary (sigma)
~ exponential(rate = 1)
Covariance
~ decov(reg. = 1, conc. = 1, shape = 1, scale = 1)
------
See help(’prior_summary.stanreg’) for more details
See Gabry and Goodrich (2019) for prior descriptions.
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Full Bayesian model fit statistics
The following fit statistics are reported for the Bayesian models:
Median Median of the posterior distribution.
HDI 95% highest posterior density interval.
ROPE, ROPE % Region that is “practically equivalent” to zero, calculated from [−0.1 ∗
SDy, 0.1 ∗ SDy], where SDy is the standard deviation of the response variable. ROPE
% is the percentage of the 95% HDI that falls within the ROPE. 0% in the ROPE is
considered a credibly non-zero parameter.
Rhat Measures the ratio of the average variance of the draws within each chain to the
variance of the pooled draws across chains. Should not exceed 1.1.
ESS Effective sample size, or estimate of the effective number of independent draws from the
posterior distribution of the parameter of interest. Because the draws within a chain
are not independent if there is autocorrelation, the effective sample size will be smaller
than the total number of iterations. Will also be reduced if samples are thinned.
MCSE Monte Carlo error, or the standard error of the mean of the posterior draws, is the
uncertainty associated with the Monte Carlo approximation.
Descriptions from Kruschke (2014); Makowski et al. (2019); Muth et al. (2018).
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Table B.3: Bayesian model summary and fit statistics, including prior scales. Model
parameters include: model intercept (Intercept), slope (scaling exponent) for mass
(log10(Mass)), and coefficient for higher Froude number in slow Froude running
(FroudeNo1.21).
Model Speed Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE Prior Scale
(Intercept) -1.63 -1.83, -1.41 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1896 0.00 0.83
log10(Mass) 0.98 0.86, 1.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1911 0.00 2.83Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.05 0.02, 0.08 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2959 0.00 0.21
(Intercept) -1.61 -1.83, -1.40 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2179 0.00 0.85
Fleg
Fast
log10(Mass) 1.00 0.88, 1.12 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2185 0.00 2.79
(Intercept) -1.77 -2.06, -1.50 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1201 0.00 0.64
log10(Mass) 0.45 0.29, 0.61 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1199 0.00 2.18Slow
FroudeNo1.21 -0.01 -0.05, 0.04 -0.01, 0.01 0.22 1.00 2939 0.00 0.16
(Intercept) -1.74 -2.03, -1.46 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2433 0.00 0.64
∆L
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.45 0.29, 0.61 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2442 0.00 2.09
(Intercept) 0.16 -0.21, 0.53 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 2163 0.00 0.80
log10(Mass) 0.52 0.31, 0.72 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2156 0.00 2.74Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.06 0.00, 0.11 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 3467 0.00 0.20
(Intercept) 0.12 -0.21, 0.48 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 1929 0.00 0.79
kleg
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.55 0.35, 0.74 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1900 0.00 2.57
(Intercept) -1.63 -1.83, -1.42 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1860 0.00 0.84
log10(Mass) 0.98 0.87, 1.10 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1863 0.00 2.83Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.05 0.02, 0.08 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3116 0.00 0.21
(Intercept) -1.61 -1.83, -1.40 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2147 0.00 0.85
FV
Fast
log10(Mass) 1.00 0.87, 1.12 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2138 0.00 2.78
(Intercept) -1.85 -2.22, -1.51 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2594 0.00 0.77
log10(Mass) 0.38 0.19, 0.58 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2585 0.00 2.62Slow
FroudeNo1.21 -0.05 -0.11, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 3895 0.00 0.19
(Intercept) -1.91 -2.30, -1.50 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1843 0.00 0.82
∆y
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.36 0.14, 0.59 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1851 0.00 2.68
(Intercept) 0.22 -0.11, 0.53 -0.01, 0.01 0.02 1.00 1829 0.00 0.86
log10(Mass) 0.60 0.43, 0.78 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1830 0.00 2.92Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.10 0.05, 0.15 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3372 0.00 0.22
(Intercept) 0.29 -0.12, 0.69 -0.01, 0.01 0.02 1.00 2402 0.00 1.26
kvert
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.64 0.42, 0.86 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2391 0.00 4.10
(Intercept) 1.24 1.00, 1.47 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2007 0.00 0.51
log10(Mass) 0.05 -0.08, 0.18 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 2012 0.00 1.72Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.01 -0.02, 0.05 -0.01, 0.01 0.16 1.00 3720 0.00 0.13
(Intercept) 1.30 1.10, 1.50 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.00 1429 0.00 0.45
θ
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.05 -0.06, 0.16 0.00, 0.00 0.04 1.00 1424 0.00 1.47
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Dimensionless model results
Table B.4: Dimensionless variable slope estimates and model results for each model
comparison
Variable Speed Model Slope Est 95% CI/HDI R2
OLS -0.02 -0.14, 0.11 0.00
LMM -0.02 -0.14, 0.09 0.88Slow Froude
BLMM -0.02 -0.14, 0.09 0.87
OLS 0.00 -0.13, 0.12 0.00
LMM 0.00 -0.12, 0.12 0.88
Flegdim
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.00 -0.12, 0.12 0.88
OLS 0.02 -0.14, 0.18 0.00
LMM 0.02 -0.13, 0.18 0.79Slow Froude
BLMM 0.02 -0.14, 0.18 0.78
OLS 0.01 -0.14, 0.16 0.00
LMM 0.01 -0.14, 0.15 0.76
∆Ldim
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.01 -0.14, 0.15 0.76
OLS -0.04 -0.26, 0.18 0.00
LMM -0.04 -0.25, 0.17 0.85Slow Froude
BLMM -0.04 -0.25, 0.18 0.84
OLS -0.01 -0.21, 0.19 0.00
LMM -0.01 -0.21, 0.18 0.79
KLEG
Fast Froude
BLMM -0.01 -0.21, 0.19 0.79
OLS -0.01 -0.14, 0.11 0.00
LMM -0.02 -0.13, 0.10 0.88Slow Froude
BLMM -0.02 -0.13, 0.10 0.87
OLS 0.00 -0.13, 0.12 0.00
LMM 0.00 -0.12, 0.12 0.88
FVdim
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.00 -0.12, 0.12 0.87
OLS -0.06 -0.26, 0.14 0.01
LMM -0.06 -0.25, 0.14 0.76Slow Froude
BLMM -0.06 -0.25, 0.13 0.75
OLS -0.08 -0.31, 0.15 0.01
LMM -0.07 -0.30, 0.15 0.78
∆ydim
Fast Froude
BLMM -0.07 -0.31, 0.15 0.77
OLS 0.05 -0.17, 0.27 0.00
LMM 0.04 -0.16, 0.23 0.81Slow Froude
BLMM 0.03 -0.16, 0.23 0.80
OLS 0.07 -0.15, 0.29 0.01
LMM 0.08 -0.14, 0.30 0.33
KV ERT
Fast Froude
BLMM 0.08 -0.15, 0.31 0.33
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Dimensionless Bayesian model fit statistics
Table B.5: Bayesian model summary and fit statistics for dimensionless variables, including
prior scales. Model parameters include: model intercept (Intercept), coefficient (scaling
exponent) for mass (log10(Mass)), and coefficient for higher Froude number in slow Froude
running (FroudeNo1.21).
Model Speed Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE Prior Scale
(Intercept) 0.38 0.18, 0.60 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.00 2173 0.00 0.42
log10(Mass) -0.02 -0.14, 0.09 0.00, 0.00 0.05 1.00 2167 0.00 1.43Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.05 0.02, 0.08 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.00 3181 0.00 0.11
(Intercept) 0.39 0.17, 0.61 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.01 1269 0.00 0.39
Flegdim
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.00 -0.12, 0.12 0.00, 0.00 0.05 1.01 1246 0.00 1.27
(Intercept) -2.94 -3.22, -2.65 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1596 0.00 0.53
log10(Mass) 0.02 -0.14, 0.18 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 1578 0.00 1.82Slow
FroudeNo1.21 -0.01 -0.06, 0.03 -0.01, 0.01 0.17 1.00 3023 0.00 0.13
(Intercept) -2.89 -3.14, -2.63 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1956 0.00 0.51
∆Ldim
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.01 -0.14, 0.14 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 1957 0.00 1.67
(Intercept) 1.31 0.93, 1.70 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2289 0.00 0.73
log10(Mass) -0.04 -0.25, 0.18 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 2282 0.00 2.50Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.06 0.00, 0.13 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 3976 0.00 0.18
(Intercept) 1.29 0.93, 1.65 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2148 0.00 0.67
KLEG
Fast
log10(Mass) -0.01 -0.22, 0.18 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 2179 0.00 2.19
(Intercept) 0.37 0.16, 0.57 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.00 1665 0.00 0.42
log10(Mass) -0.02 -0.13, 0.10 0.00, 0.00 0.06 1.00 1671 0.00 1.42Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.05 0.02, 0.08 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.00 2701 0.00 0.10
(Intercept) 0.39 0.19, 0.62 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.00 1243 0.00 0.39
FVdim
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.00 -0.12, 0.12 0.00, 0.00 0.05 1.00 1235 0.00 1.27
(Intercept) -3.01 -3.36, -2.66 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2026 0.00 0.74
log10(Mass) -0.06 -0.25, 0.14 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 2039 0.00 2.52Slow
FroudeNo1.21 -0.06 -0.12, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 3301 0.00 0.19
(Intercept) -3.07 -3.50, -2.67 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1600 0.01 0.78
∆ydim
Fast
log10(Mass) -0.07 -0.31, 0.15 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 1600 0.00 2.55
(Intercept) 1.39 1.02, 1.72 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2427 0.00 0.78
log10(Mass) 0.03 -0.15, 0.24 -0.01, 0.01 0.07 1.00 2437 0.00 2.64Slow
FroudeNo1.21 0.11 0.05, 0.16 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3379 0.00 0.19
(Intercept) 1.43 1.03, 1.85 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2699 0.00 1.17
KV ERT
Fast
log10(Mass) 0.08 -0.15, 0.30 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 2710 0.00 3.81
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Sex comparison Bayesian model fit statistics
Table B.6: Bayesian model summary and fit statistics for sex interaction models. Model
parameters include: model intercept (Intercept), coefficient (scaling exponent) for mass
(log10(Mass)), coefficient for male sex (SexMale), coefficient for higher Froude number
in slow Froude running (FroudeNo1.21), and interaction effect between mass and sex
(log10(Mass):SexMale).
Model Speed Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE Prior Scale
(Intercept) -1.56 -1.82, -1.31 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2413 0.00 0.83
log10(Mass) 0.94 0.80, 1.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2426 0.00 2.83
SexMale 0.08 -0.21, 0.37 -0.01, 0.01 0.04 1.00 2999 0.00 0.21




-0.04 -0.19, 0.13 -0.01, 0.01 0.07 1.00 2994 0.00 0.23
(Intercept) -1.45 -1.71, -1.19 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1769 0.00 0.85
log10(Mass) 0.90 0.75, 1.04 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 1765 0.00 2.79





0.01 -0.15, 0.17 -0.01, 0.01 0.09 1.00 2371 0.00 0.23
(Intercept) -1.83 -2.19, -1.49 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3102 0.00 0.64
log10(Mass) 0.48 0.29, 0.68 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3087 0.00 2.18
SexMale 0.09 -0.17, 0.34 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 4127 0.00 0.16




-0.05 -0.20, 0.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 4126 0.00 0.17
(Intercept) -1.69 -2.02, -1.35 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3235 0.00 0.64
log10(Mass) 0.41 0.23, 0.61 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3222 0.00 2.09





-0.06 -0.20, 0.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 4171 0.00 0.17
(Intercept) 0.30 -0.11, 0.76 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 3127 0.00 0.80
log10(Mass) 0.44 0.18, 0.67 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3117 0.00 2.74
SexMale -0.04 -0.37, 0.27 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 4088 0.00 0.20




0.04 -0.14, 0.22 -0.01, 0.01 0.07 1.00 4066 0.00 0.22
(Intercept) 0.25 -0.15, 0.66 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 2506 0.00 0.79
log10(Mass) 0.48 0.24, 0.69 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2496 0.00 2.57





0.07 -0.11, 0.24 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 4058 0.00 0.21
(Intercept) -1.57 -1.83, -1.31 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2141 0.00 0.84
log10(Mass) 0.94 0.80, 1.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2139 0.00 2.83
SexMale 0.09 -0.21, 0.35 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 3168 0.00 0.21




-0.04 -0.19, 0.12 -0.01, 0.01 0.08 1.00 3127 0.00 0.23
(Intercept) -1.45 -1.71, -1.19 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2146 0.00 0.85
log10(Mass) 0.90 0.75, 1.04 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2125 0.00 2.78





0.01 -0.16, 0.17 -0.01, 0.01 0.09 1.00 2438 0.00 0.23
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Table B.6: Bayesian model summary and fit statistics for sex interaction models (continued)
Model Speed Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE Prior Scale
(Intercept) -2.09 -2.49, -1.68 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3404 0.00 0.77
log10(Mass) 0.52 0.29, 0.75 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3395 0.00 2.62
SexMale 0.05 -0.26, 0.35 -0.01, 0.01 0.04 1.00 5009 0.00 0.19




-0.05 -0.23, 0.12 -0.01, 0.01 0.07 1.00 4960 0.00 0.21
(Intercept) -2.09 -2.58, -1.65 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.01 1519 0.01 0.82
log10(Mass) 0.47 0.22, 0.73 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.01 1522 0.00 2.68





-0.06 -0.25, 0.11 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 3146 0.00 0.22
(Intercept) 0.57 0.21, 0.91 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2050 0.00 0.86
log10(Mass) 0.40 0.20, 0.60 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 2055 0.00 2.92
SexMale -0.04 -0.36, 0.30 -0.01, 0.01 0.04 1.00 3410 0.00 0.22




0.06 -0.13, 0.23 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 3389 0.00 0.23
(Intercept) 0.65 0.17, 1.10 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3430 0.00 1.26
log10(Mass) 0.43 0.17, 0.69 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3428 0.00 4.10





0.11 -0.14, 0.37 -0.01, 0.01 0.06 1.00 4462 0.00 0.34
(Intercept) 1.24 0.97, 1.52 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 3202 0.00 0.51
log10(Mass) 0.05 -0.12, 0.20 -0.01, 0.01 0.05 1.00 3199 0.00 1.72
SexMale 0.00 -0.19, 0.22 -0.01, 0.01 0.04 1.00 4851 0.00 0.13




0.00 -0.12, 0.11 -0.01, 0.01 0.07 1.00 4829 0.00 0.14
(Intercept) 1.30 1.08, 1.55 0.00, 0.00 0.00 1.00 2620 0.00 0.45
log10(Mass) 0.05 -0.08, 0.18 0.00, 0.00 0.04 1.00 2615 0.00 1.47





-0.01 -0.11, 0.09 0.00, 0.00 0.07 1.00 4201 0.00 0.12
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APPENDIX C: CHAPTER 4
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Correlations and descriptive statistics
Stance and anthropometric correlation matrix
Table C.1: Raw (un-transformed, un-scaled) Pearson correlations between stance
characteristics and anthropometric variables/sex. * indicates a significant correlation
(p.adj < 0.05) after false discovery rate (FDR) correction.
Stance
Variable
Age BMI FL Height legLength Mass MFW SexFemale SHIP
BOS 0.30* 0.14 0.46* 0.43* 0.38* 0.47* 0.44* -0.59* 0.48*
BTD 0.28 0.18 0.32* 0.29* 0.23 0.36* 0.32* -0.58* 0.41*
EFL 0.25 -0.04 1.00* 0.91* 0.91* 0.81* 0.80* -0.59* 0.49*
FA 0.23 0.18 0.26 0.19 0.14 0.27 0.22 -0.56* 0.30*
FO 0.11 -0.07 -0.13 -0.12 -0.15 -0.15 -0.01 0.16 -0.06
IMD 0.17 0.13 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.16 0.13 -0.26 0.28
SWnorm 0.11 0.18 -0.18 -0.16 -0.21 -0.05 -0.05 -0.14 0.14
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Descriptive statistics for postural sway metrics
Table C.2: Descriptive statistics for traditional COP variables (N=69). * indicates a significant difference between males and
females (p < 0.05) using Wilcoxon tests.
Overall Female Male
Variable Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max Mean ± SD Min Max p-value
MDAP 4.32 ± 1.50 1.88 8.73 4.21 ± 1.57 1.88 8.73 4.44 ± 1.44 2.04 8.07 0.358
RANGEAP 27.18 ± 8.34 13.06 47.05 25.76 ± 7.80 13.06 45.82 28.72 ± 8.75 14.54 47.05 0.162
RMSAP 5.33 ± 1.81 2.37 10.42 5.16 ± 1.84 2.37 10.42 5.52 ± 1.78 2.63 10.05 0.316
SDAP 3.11 ± 1.02 1.43 5.98 2.96 ± 0.98 1.43 5.68 3.26 ± 1.07 1.63 5.98 0.237
SPAP 403.27 ± 111.11 251.11 791.07 378.21 ± 84.71 251.11 592.88 430.62 ± 130.03 280.62 791.07 0.101
MVAP 6.72 ± 1.85 4.19 13.18 6.30 ± 1.41 4.19 9.88 7.18 ± 2.17 4.68 13.18 0.101
MFAP 0.28 ± 0.08 0.14 0.51 0.27 ± 0.08 0.14 0.43 0.29 ± 0.08 0.17 0.51 0.446
MDML 2.25 ± 1.02 0.63 5.96 2.18 ± 0.89 0.63 5.66 2.32 ± 1.16 0.70 5.96 0.862
RANGEML 15.24 ± 6.67 4.77 37.29 14.38 ± 4.96 4.77 30.79 16.18 ± 8.11 5.17 37.29 0.618
RMSML 2.78 ± 1.25 0.81 7.33 2.68 ± 1.04 0.81 6.65 2.90 ± 1.44 0.88 7.33 0.769
SDML 1.63 ± 0.72 0.50 4.27 1.55 ± 0.55 0.50 3.47 1.72 ± 0.87 0.53 4.27 0.585
SPML 281.75 ± 109.38 121.14 624.72 262.88 ± 78.58 148.34 434.26 302.32 ± 133.53 121.14 624.72 0.340
MVML 4.70 ± 1.82 2.02 10.41 4.38 ± 1.31 2.47 7.24 5.04 ± 2.23 2.02 10.41 0.340
MFML 0.39 ± 0.14 0.18 0.80 0.37 ± 0.12 0.20 0.70 0.41 ± 0.15 0.18 0.80 0.411
SA 937.64 ± 608.99 226.53 3023.56 830.46 ± 437.77 226.53 2218.43 1054.56 ± 742.61 278.78 3023.56 0.322
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COP correlation matrices
Table C.3: Pearson correlations between log-transformed COP variables and stance characteristics/anthropometrics. * indicates




Age BMI BOS FA FL FO Height legLength Mass MFW SexFemale SHIP SWnorm
MDAP 0.03 0.03 -0.19 0.11 0.16 -0.19 0.18 0.20 0.17 0.09 -0.09 -0.04 -0.41*
RANGEAP 0.04 0.04 -0.16 0.17 0.17 -0.14 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.11 -0.17 0.01 -0.39*
RMSAP 0.03 0.03 -0.18 0.12 0.16 -0.18 0.17 0.19 0.16 0.09 -0.11 -0.02 -0.41*
SDAP 0.03 0.03 -0.18 0.14 0.16 -0.18 0.15 0.18 0.14 0.10 -0.14 -0.01 -0.40*
SPAP -0.01 0.01 -0.10 0.05 0.24 -0.06 0.20 0.22 0.17 0.19 -0.23 0.01 -0.27
MVAP -0.01 0.01 -0.10 0.05 0.24 -0.06 0.20 0.22 0.17 0.19 -0.23 0.01 -0.27
MFAP -0.04 -0.06 0.16 -0.08 0.03 0.20 -0.03 -0.03 -0.06 0.08 -0.11 0.10 0.27
MDML -0.15 -0.04 -0.49* -0.07 0.04 -0.16 0.02 0.07 -0.01 0.01 -0.03 -0.14 -0.62*
RANGEML -0.20 -0.04 -0.41* -0.04 0.10 -0.18 0.07 0.12 0.04 0.03 -0.08 -0.05 -0.56*
RMSML -0.15 -0.04 -0.47* -0.06 0.06 -0.17 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.02 -0.04 -0.12 -0.61*
SDML -0.15 -0.04 -0.44* -0.04 0.10 -0.19 0.08 0.12 0.05 0.05 -0.07 -0.09 -0.60*
SPML -0.27 -0.12 -0.18 -0.13 0.13 -0.05 0.14 0.16 0.05 0.13 -0.13 0.18 -0.23
MVML -0.27 -0.12 -0.18 -0.13 0.13 -0.05 0.14 0.16 0.05 0.13 -0.13 0.18 -0.24
MFML -0.07 -0.06 0.45* -0.03 0.06 0.17 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.13 -0.11 0.38* 0.56*
SA -0.13 -0.05 -0.28 0.00 0.16 -0.14 0.16 0.19 0.11 0.11 -0.14 0.02 -0.45*
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Table C.4: Pearson correlations for stance subset data between log-transformed COP variables and stance




Age BMI BOS FA FL FO Height legLength Mass MFW SexFemale SHIP SWnorm
MDAP 0.08 0.32 0.41 0.34 0.35 -0.45 0.23 0.41 0.36 0.30 -0.32 0.14 -0.40
RANGEAP 0.15 0.26 0.40 0.31 0.35 -0.43 0.23 0.40 0.31 0.27 -0.28 0.13 -0.39
RMSAP 0.10 0.31 0.41 0.34 0.35 -0.45 0.23 0.40 0.35 0.29 -0.31 0.14 -0.38
SDAP 0.13 0.29 0.41 0.33 0.33 -0.44 0.20 0.37 0.31 0.26 -0.28 0.15 -0.35
SPAP -0.04 0.23 0.17 -0.03 0.44 -0.38 0.38 0.49 0.42 0.28 -0.04 -0.11 -0.61
MVAP -0.04 0.23 0.17 -0.03 0.44 -0.38 0.38 0.49 0.42 0.28 -0.04 -0.11 -0.61
MFAP -0.13 -0.22 -0.34 -0.44 0.02 0.25 0.11 -0.02 -0.04 -0.06 0.36 -0.24 -0.12
MDML -0.02 0.42 0.13 0.07 0.20 -0.51 0.04 0.22 0.26 0.03 -0.10 -0.11 -0.25
RANGEML -0.16 0.41 0.06 0.02 0.17 -0.50 0.00 0.16 0.22 0.03 -0.04 -0.07 -0.25
RMSML -0.03 0.43 0.14 0.07 0.23 -0.52 0.07 0.23 0.28 0.07 -0.11 -0.08 -0.27
SDML -0.06 0.44 0.16 0.06 0.27 -0.52 0.12 0.26 0.33 0.13 -0.13 -0.03 -0.31
SPML -0.24 0.33 0.02 -0.13 0.24 -0.20 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.25 0.06 0.02 -0.25
MVML -0.24 0.33 0.02 -0.13 0.24 -0.20 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.25 0.06 0.02 -0.25
MFML -0.25 -0.07 -0.19 -0.27 -0.04 0.39 0.04 -0.12 0.00 0.18 0.25 0.12 0.08
SA -0.06 0.38 0.21 0.06 0.35 -0.41 0.23 0.36 0.38 0.27 -0.10 0.01 -0.41
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Table C.5: Female-specific Pearson correlations between log-transformed COP variables and stance characteris-
tics/anthropometrics. * indicates a significant correlation (p.adj < 0.05) after false discovery rate (FDR) correction.
COP
Variable
Age BMI BOS FA FL FO Height legLength Mass MFW SHIP SWnorm
MDAP 0.09 -0.03 -0.22 0.17 0.10 -0.19 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.11 -0.15 -0.37
RANGEAP 0.16 0.02 -0.20 0.19 0.08 -0.09 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.10 -0.19 -0.33
RMSAP 0.11 -0.02 -0.22 0.18 0.10 -0.18 0.11 0.12 0.07 0.11 -0.16 -0.36
SDAP 0.15 -0.02 -0.20 0.19 0.08 -0.16 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.10 -0.17 -0.33
SPAP 0.36 0.06 -0.02 0.09 0.10 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.10 -0.30 -0.09
MVAP 0.36 0.06 -0.02 0.09 0.10 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.10 -0.30 -0.09
MFAP 0.15 0.05 0.24 -0.16 -0.03 0.35 -0.09 -0.09 -0.04 -0.03 0.02 0.35
MDML 0.00 0.03 -0.51 0.07 0.01 0.01 -0.08 -0.03 -0.06 -0.05 -0.20 -0.54*
RANGEML 0.02 -0.05 -0.50 0.03 0.12 -0.01 0.03 0.08 -0.01 0.04 -0.10 -0.58*
RMSML 0.01 0.02 -0.50 0.08 0.03 0.00 -0.06 -0.01 -0.06 -0.03 -0.19 -0.55*
SDML 0.03 -0.02 -0.49 0.07 0.06 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 -0.04 0.01 -0.17 -0.55*
SPML -0.09 -0.11 -0.30 -0.14 0.20 0.06 0.20 0.22 0.11 0.32 0.09 -0.36
MVML -0.09 -0.11 -0.30 -0.14 0.20 0.06 0.20 0.22 0.11 0.32 0.09 -0.36
MFML -0.06 -0.14 0.37 -0.21 0.12 0.10 0.25 0.18 0.16 0.34 0.36 0.37
SA 0.08 -0.03 -0.34 0.07 0.14 -0.03 0.12 0.14 0.08 0.15 -0.16 -0.45
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Table C.6: Male-specific Pearson correlations between log-transformed COP variables and stance characteris-
tics/anthropometrics. * indicates a significant correlation (p.adj < 0.05) after false discovery rate (FDR) correction.
COP
Variable
Age BMI BOS FA FL FO Height legLength Mass MFW SHIP SWnorm
MDAP -0.03 0.10 -0.37 -0.02 0.16 -0.16 0.20 0.24 0.21 -0.02 -0.11 -0.48*
RANGEAP -0.08 0.08 -0.43 0.00 0.09 -0.14 0.10 0.17 0.11 -0.06 -0.11 -0.52*
RMSAP -0.05 0.10 -0.40 -0.03 0.14 -0.15 0.17 0.22 0.18 -0.04 -0.11 -0.50*
SDAP -0.09 0.10 -0.44 -0.04 0.09 -0.15 0.12 0.17 0.13 -0.07 -0.11 -0.51*
SPAP -0.28 -0.02 -0.49* -0.24 0.14 -0.21 0.12 0.19 0.08 0.04 -0.12 -0.49*
MVAP -0.28 -0.02 -0.49* -0.24 0.14 -0.21 0.12 0.19 0.08 0.04 -0.12 -0.49*
MFAP -0.23 -0.20 0.03 -0.19 -0.06 0.03 -0.11 -0.10 -0.20 0.06 0.05 0.16
MDML -0.26 -0.12 -0.71* -0.23 0.04 -0.35 0.10 0.14 0.01 0.01 -0.22 -0.70*
RANGEML -0.34 -0.03 -0.61* -0.18 0.04 -0.35 0.04 0.10 0.01 -0.06 -0.16 -0.59*
RMSML -0.27 -0.09 -0.70* -0.23 0.06 -0.35 0.11 0.15 0.03 0.01 -0.22 -0.69*
SDML -0.28 -0.05 -0.66* -0.22 0.09 -0.35 0.13 0.17 0.07 0.01 -0.21 -0.66*
SPML -0.40 -0.12 -0.33 -0.32 -0.02 -0.12 -0.01 0.03 -0.09 -0.10 0.15 -0.19
MVML -0.40 -0.12 -0.33 -0.32 -0.02 -0.12 -0.01 0.03 -0.09 -0.10 0.15 -0.19
MFML -0.09 0.02 0.57* -0.03 -0.10 0.30 -0.16 -0.18 -0.13 -0.12 0.47 0.71*
SA -0.30 -0.05 -0.53* -0.22 0.06 -0.23 0.09 0.14 0.03 -0.06 -0.05 -0.51*
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PLSR validation
For PLSR validation summary statistics, we report R2 values for each variable’s predicted vs.
measured responses as well as the overall R2 for the cumulative model. Q2 values describe the
predictive power of the model using LOO cross-validation. Ideally, Q2 values should be non-
negative and close to the R2 values. Since they are computed with relatively small sample
sizes, the Q2 values for this sample were relatively unstable. We therefore bootstrapped the
Q2 statistics with 5000 replicates and report the median of the bootstrapped estimates and
95% percentile confidence intervals for all Q2 statistics. We performed bootstrapping with
the R boot package.
Stance characteristics model
Figure C.1: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the model
across all 3 retained components.
Table C.7: PLSR validation summary statistics for stance characteristics model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
BOS 0.49 0.41 [0.19, 0.60]
BTD 0.46 0.37 [0.13, 0.58]
IMD 0.18 0.06 [-0.13, 0.29]
EFL 0.93 0.92 [0.89, 0.95]
FO 0.07 -0.03 [-0.16, 0.14]
FA 0.38 0.30 [0.09, 0.49]
SWnorm 0.22 0.10 [-0.12, 0.33]




Figure C.2: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the model
across 2 retained components.
Table C.8: PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 1 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
SPAP 0.11 0.02 [-0.18, 0.25]
MVAP 0.11 0.02 [-0.17, 0.25]
MDML 0.40 0.27 [-0.03, 0.49]
RANGEML 0.35 0.22 [-0.09, 0.46]
RMSML 0.40 0.26 [-0.05, 0.49]
SDML 0.38 0.25 [-0.07, 0.48]
SPML 0.11 0.02 [-0.16, 0.25]
MVML 0.11 0.02 [-0.16, 0.25]
SA 0.24 0.12 [-0.16, 0.36]
Cumulative 0.25 0.05 [-0.17, 0.26]
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Cluster 2 model
Figure C.3: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the model
across 2 retained components.
Table C.9: PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 2 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MDAP 0.22 0.11 [-0.19, 0.33]
RANGEAP 0.21 0.09 [-0.21, 0.31]
RMSAP 0.22 0.11 [-0.19, 0.33]
SDAP 0.22 0.10 [-0.20, 0.32]
Cumulative 0.22 0.00 [-0.27, 0.20]
Cluster 3 model
Figure C.4: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the model
across 2 retained components.
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Table C.10: PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 3 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MFAP 0.11 0.05 [-0.10, 0.22]
MFML 0.45 0.34 [0.04, 0.55]
Cumulative 0.28 0.09 [-0.09, 0.24]
Stance subset model validation results
Figure C.5: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the stance
subset cluster 1 model across 2 retained components.
Table C.11: Stance subset PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 1 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
SPAP 0.45 0.10 [-1.13, 0.73]
MVAP 0.45 0.10 [-1.13, 0.73]
MDML 0.40 0.04 [-1.08, 0.68]
RANGEML 0.44 0.00 [-1.14, 0.74]
RMSML 0.42 0.04 [-1.11, 0.70]
SDML 0.44 0.03 [-1.11, 0.71]
SPML 0.26 -0.06 [-1.16, 0.69]
MVML 0.26 -0.06 [-1.16, 0.69]
SA 0.39 0.04 [-1.31, 0.70]
Cumulative 0.39 -0.41 [-1.80, 0.29]
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Figure C.6: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the stance
subset cluster 2 model across 2 retained components.
Table C.12: Stance subset PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 2 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MDAP 0.35 0.11 [-1.18, 0.71]
RANGEAP 0.30 0.06 [-1.38, 0.64]
RMSAP 0.34 0.10 [-1.24, 0.69]
SDAP 0.32 0.07 [-1.35, 0.65]
Cumulative 0.33 -0.25 [-1.92, 0.43]
Figure C.7: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the stance
subset cluster 3 across 2 retained components.
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Table C.13: Stance subset PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 3 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MFAP 0.34 0.04 [-0.94, 0.60]
MFML 0.23 -0.06 [-1.20, 0.60]
Cumulative 0.28 -0.33 [-1.45, 0.21]
Sex-specific model validation results
Female models
Figure C.8: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the female
cluster 1 model across 2 retained components.
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Table C.14: Female PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 1 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
SPAP 0.05 -0.07 [-0.41, 0.29]
MVAP 0.05 -0.07 [-0.41, 0.29]
MDML 0.44 0.09 [-0.40, 0.55]
RANGEML 0.40 0.08 [-0.38, 0.55]
RMSML 0.43 0.08 [-0.40, 0.55]
SDML 0.41 0.07 [-0.40, 0.55]
SPML 0.17 0.00 [-0.36, 0.34]
MVML 0.17 0.00 [-0.36, 0.34]
SA 0.25 0.00 [-0.46, 0.41]
Cumulative 0.26 -0.12 [-0.52, 0.23]
Figure C.9: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the female
cluster 2 model across 2 retained components.
Table C.15: Female PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 2 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MDAP 0.26 -0.06 [-0.75, 0.35]
RANGEAP 0.23 -0.08 [-0.74, 0.33]
RMSAP 0.26 -0.07 [-0.76, 0.35]
SDAP 0.25 -0.08 [-0.76, 0.34]
Cumulative 0.25 -0.25 [-0.93, 0.20]
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Figure C.10: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the female
cluster 3 model across 2 retained components.
Table C.16: Female PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 3 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MFAP 0.20 0.02 [-0.32, 0.35]
MFML 0.39 0.19 [-0.32, 0.55]
Cumulative 0.30 -0.09 [-0.50, 0.21]
Male models
Figure C.11: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the male
cluster 1 model across 2 retained components.
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Table C.17: Male PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 1 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
SPAP 0.32 0.13 [-0.42, 0.49]
MVAP 0.32 0.13 [-0.42, 0.49]
MDML 0.58 0.40 [-0.11, 0.69]
RANGEML 0.44 0.27 [-0.33, 0.64]
RMSML 0.56 0.39 [-0.15, 0.69]
SDML 0.53 0.35 [-0.23, 0.67]
SPML 0.22 -0.02 [-0.44, 0.39]
MVML 0.22 -0.02 [-0.44, 0.39]
SA 0.34 0.14 [-0.42, 0.54]
Cumulative 0.39 0.08 [-0.49, 0.44]
Figure C.12: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the male
cluster 2 model across 2 retained components.
Table C.18: Male PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 2 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MDAP 0.30 0.10 [-0.42, 0.42]
RANGEAP 0.33 0.10 [-0.50, 0.48]
RMSAP 0.32 0.10 [-0.45, 0.44]
SDAP 0.34 0.11 [-0.48, 0.47]
Cumulative 0.32 -0.06 [-0.72, 0.31]
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Figure C.13: Predicted vs. measured observations for each response variable in the male
cluster 3 model across 2 retained components.
Table C.19: Male PLSR validation summary statistics for cluster 3 model.
Variable R2 Q2 [95% Boot CI]
MFAP 0.04 -0.09 [-0.42, 0.23]
MFML 0.65 0.45 [0.10, 0.71]
Cumulative 0.34 0.03 [-0.29, 0.28]
PLSR Correlation Plots
PLSR can also be visualized using a correlation plot, which illustrates the correlations
between the X and Y variables across components. These visualizations were not included in
the main text because they can be more difficult to interpret (especially if > 2 components are
retained in the model), but similar to a PCA loadings biplot, they can be useful for visualizing
the spatial relationships between the variables in the new component dimensions.
The “circle of correlations” plot illustrates the correlations between the X and Y variables
and the components. Variables with stronger correlations are better represented by the
model; variables close to one another are positively correlated, whereas variables opposite
each another are negatively correlated (Burress et al., 2017).
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Stance characteristics PLSR model
Figure C.14: Stance characteristics circle of correlations. Blue represents predictor (X)
variables, orange represents response (Y) variables.
Postural sway PLSR models
(a) Cluster 1 PLSR (b) Cluster 2 PLSR (c) Cluster 3 PLSR
Figure C.15: PLSR circle of correlations. Blue represents predictor (X) variables, orange
represents response (Y) variables.
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(a) stance subset cluster 1
PLSR
(b) stance subset cluster 2
PLSR
(c) stance subset cluster 3
PLSR
Figure C.16: PLSR circle of correlations. Blue represents predictor (X) variables, orange
represents response (Y) variables.
(a) Female cluster 1 PLSR (b) Female cluster 2 PLSR (c) Female cluster 3 PLSR
Figure C.17: PLSR circle of correlations. Blue represents predictor (X) variables, orange
represents response (Y) variables.
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(a) Male cluster 1 PLSR (b) Male cluster 2 PLSR (c) Male cluster 3 PLSR
Figure C.18: PLSR circle of correlations. Blue represents predictor (X) variables, orange
represents response (Y) variables.
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APPENDIX D: CHAPTER 5
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Descriptive statistics
Table D.1: CV summary statistics across grouping levels, arranged by group and descending
mean CV.
Group Variable Mean Median Min Max
DA 17.04 17.03 11.06 28.97
TbSp 12.16 12.44 5.73 17.68
SubTh 11.69 11.22 8.05 19.84
TbTh 8.75 8.56 4.32 15.36
Specimen
BV/TV 8.41 7.48 4.33 16.52
DA 19.65 19.97 18.46 20.52
SubTh 17.10 16.72 15.00 19.58
TbSp 15.41 14.80 14.33 17.10
TbTh 10.73 10.42 9.94 11.82
V OIML
BV/TV 9.86 9.23 9.22 11.15
DA 17.82 18.09 14.04 21.32
SubTh 16.90 16.20 15.71 21.14
TbSp 13.21 12.97 10.55 16.40
TbTh 9.56 9.71 7.27 11.87
V OIAP
BV/TV 8.46 7.31 5.31 14.73
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(a) V OIML (b) V OIAP
Figure D.1: Coefficient of variation in each property with individual points for V OIML and
V OIAP .
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Table D.2: Descriptive statistics for subchondral and trabecular properties in both sexes
Female Male
Position V OIAP N Mean ± SD Min Max N Mean ± SD Min Max
1 10 0.39 ± 0.05 0.32 0.46 13 0.39 ± 0.06 0.31 0.49
2 10 0.41 ± 0.04 0.32 0.47 14 0.42 ± 0.06 0.30 0.51
3 10 0.44 ± 0.04 0.36 0.50 14 0.46 ± 0.04 0.37 0.52
4 10 0.47 ± 0.03 0.43 0.52 14 0.48 ± 0.03 0.40 0.52
5 10 0.47 ± 0.03 0.39 0.50 14 0.49 ± 0.02 0.42 0.52
6 10 0.46 ± 0.03 0.41 0.50 14 0.47 ± 0.02 0.43 0.52
Medial
7 9 0.43 ± 0.03 0.37 0.47 14 0.44 ± 0.02 0.38 0.47
1 10 0.45 ± 0.05 0.36 0.54 14 0.41 ± 0.07 0.30 0.50
2 10 0.45 ± 0.03 0.39 0.49 14 0.44 ± 0.05 0.33 0.52
3 10 0.47 ± 0.03 0.43 0.50 14 0.46 ± 0.03 0.39 0.51
4 10 0.47 ± 0.03 0.42 0.50 14 0.48 ± 0.02 0.43 0.51
5 10 0.47 ± 0.02 0.43 0.50 14 0.49 ± 0.02 0.46 0.53
6 10 0.46 ± 0.04 0.37 0.50 14 0.48 ± 0.03 0.43 0.53
Central
7 10 0.42 ± 0.03 0.38 0.46 14 0.44 ± 0.02 0.41 0.50
1 9 0.44 ± 0.03 0.40 0.49 14 0.42 ± 0.08 0.31 0.52
2 10 0.45 ± 0.05 0.35 0.51 14 0.47 ± 0.04 0.39 0.55
3 10 0.46 ± 0.03 0.42 0.52 14 0.47 ± 0.04 0.40 0.50
4 10 0.45 ± 0.04 0.38 0.49 14 0.47 ± 0.03 0.39 0.51
5 10 0.46 ± 0.02 0.43 0.48 14 0.48 ± 0.02 0.41 0.51
6 10 0.45 ± 0.02 0.40 0.48 14 0.47 ± 0.02 0.41 0.51
BV/TV
Lateral
7 10 0.42 ± 0.04 0.32 0.45 14 0.43 ± 0.03 0.35 0.47
1 10 0.33 ± 0.07 0.19 0.40 13 0.31 ± 0.06 0.21 0.41
2 10 0.34 ± 0.05 0.25 0.42 14 0.32 ± 0.07 0.21 0.43
3 10 0.33 ± 0.07 0.22 0.45 14 0.33 ± 0.04 0.26 0.40
4 10 0.34 ± 0.05 0.25 0.42 14 0.34 ± 0.04 0.28 0.44
5 10 0.31 ± 0.04 0.24 0.35 14 0.29 ± 0.04 0.24 0.35
6 10 0.26 ± 0.05 0.17 0.33 14 0.27 ± 0.04 0.23 0.35
Medial
7 9 0.28 ± 0.05 0.20 0.34 14 0.28 ± 0.05 0.18 0.37
1 10 0.32 ± 0.07 0.23 0.45 14 0.32 ± 0.06 0.21 0.42
2 10 0.32 ± 0.05 0.25 0.40 14 0.30 ± 0.07 0.19 0.40
3 10 0.32 ± 0.04 0.26 0.39 14 0.34 ± 0.06 0.24 0.44
4 10 0.34 ± 0.06 0.27 0.43 14 0.32 ± 0.04 0.27 0.43
5 10 0.29 ± 0.05 0.19 0.37 14 0.29 ± 0.05 0.19 0.34
6 10 0.24 ± 0.06 0.11 0.30 14 0.25 ± 0.04 0.19 0.30
Central
7 10 0.28 ± 0.05 0.18 0.34 14 0.26 ± 0.05 0.17 0.33
1 9 0.33 ± 0.08 0.16 0.42 14 0.29 ± 0.06 0.18 0.38
2 10 0.30 ± 0.08 0.18 0.37 14 0.28 ± 0.07 0.19 0.40
3 10 0.29 ± 0.07 0.19 0.42 14 0.30 ± 0.05 0.23 0.40
4 10 0.33 ± 0.06 0.22 0.41 14 0.31 ± 0.04 0.24 0.39
5 10 0.30 ± 0.05 0.21 0.37 14 0.28 ± 0.03 0.22 0.32
6 10 0.24 ± 0.04 0.17 0.31 14 0.25 ± 0.05 0.14 0.36
DA
Lateral
7 10 0.29 ± 0.07 0.20 0.42 14 0.27 ± 0.05 0.18 0.35
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Table D.2: Descriptive statistics for subchondral and trabecular properties in both sexes
(continued)
Female Male
Position V OIAP N Mean ± SD Min Max N Mean ± SD Min Max
1 10 0.54 ± 0.12 0.35 0.69 13 0.44 ± 0.12 0.29 0.64
2 10 0.49 ± 0.07 0.40 0.60 14 0.44 ± 0.08 0.32 0.59
3 10 0.54 ± 0.11 0.40 0.72 14 0.50 ± 0.10 0.38 0.68
4 10 0.57 ± 0.11 0.42 0.74 14 0.54 ± 0.07 0.46 0.66
5 10 0.55 ± 0.13 0.38 0.81 14 0.51 ± 0.06 0.42 0.63
6 10 0.60 ± 0.12 0.47 0.88 14 0.52 ± 0.06 0.44 0.63
Medial
7 9 0.53 ± 0.06 0.45 0.63 14 0.49 ± 0.10 0.33 0.69
1 10 0.59 ± 0.08 0.50 0.75 14 0.52 ± 0.12 0.32 0.73
2 10 0.52 ± 0.08 0.39 0.66 14 0.49 ± 0.07 0.39 0.58
3 10 0.53 ± 0.09 0.40 0.65 14 0.52 ± 0.06 0.41 0.63
4 10 0.58 ± 0.12 0.39 0.76 14 0.51 ± 0.06 0.38 0.61
5 10 0.53 ± 0.11 0.37 0.73 14 0.49 ± 0.05 0.42 0.57
6 10 0.58 ± 0.12 0.45 0.80 14 0.52 ± 0.05 0.42 0.58
Central
7 10 0.51 ± 0.09 0.38 0.66 14 0.48 ± 0.07 0.34 0.59
1 9 0.58 ± 0.07 0.49 0.70 14 0.54 ± 0.10 0.38 0.73
2 10 0.55 ± 0.08 0.43 0.72 14 0.54 ± 0.06 0.46 0.68
3 10 0.55 ± 0.10 0.41 0.72 14 0.53 ± 0.06 0.46 0.62
4 10 0.53 ± 0.10 0.37 0.71 14 0.49 ± 0.06 0.35 0.58
5 10 0.50 ± 0.09 0.38 0.65 14 0.48 ± 0.03 0.40 0.52
6 10 0.54 ± 0.11 0.43 0.72 14 0.49 ± 0.04 0.43 0.55
SubTh
Lateral
7 10 0.51 ± 0.08 0.35 0.61 14 0.48 ± 0.06 0.40 0.63
1 10 0.54 ± 0.09 0.42 0.67 13 0.54 ± 0.10 0.42 0.72
2 10 0.50 ± 0.07 0.40 0.62 14 0.50 ± 0.08 0.37 0.62
3 10 0.47 ± 0.08 0.36 0.57 14 0.44 ± 0.05 0.37 0.55
4 10 0.43 ± 0.06 0.36 0.54 14 0.43 ± 0.06 0.36 0.60
5 10 0.43 ± 0.06 0.36 0.55 14 0.41 ± 0.04 0.36 0.50
6 10 0.46 ± 0.07 0.41 0.61 14 0.44 ± 0.04 0.36 0.50
Medial
7 9 0.54 ± 0.09 0.40 0.72 14 0.53 ± 0.06 0.44 0.62
1 10 0.50 ± 0.06 0.42 0.60 14 0.50 ± 0.08 0.42 0.70
2 10 0.46 ± 0.06 0.37 0.56 14 0.46 ± 0.06 0.36 0.54
3 10 0.43 ± 0.05 0.38 0.50 14 0.43 ± 0.04 0.38 0.52
4 10 0.42 ± 0.05 0.35 0.52 14 0.41 ± 0.05 0.35 0.54
5 10 0.42 ± 0.04 0.37 0.50 14 0.41 ± 0.04 0.35 0.48
6 10 0.46 ± 0.10 0.39 0.71 14 0.44 ± 0.05 0.38 0.55
Central
7 10 0.53 ± 0.07 0.42 0.67 14 0.51 ± 0.05 0.43 0.64
1 9 0.47 ± 0.05 0.41 0.54 14 0.48 ± 0.08 0.38 0.66
2 10 0.44 ± 0.04 0.40 0.52 14 0.44 ± 0.04 0.38 0.51
3 10 0.43 ± 0.04 0.38 0.52 14 0.43 ± 0.05 0.36 0.52
4 10 0.44 ± 0.07 0.35 0.58 14 0.42 ± 0.05 0.35 0.56
5 10 0.44 ± 0.04 0.38 0.51 14 0.42 ± 0.06 0.35 0.52
6 10 0.47 ± 0.07 0.39 0.63 14 0.44 ± 0.06 0.38 0.62
TbSp
Lateral
7 10 0.53 ± 0.09 0.44 0.76 14 0.52 ± 0.05 0.46 0.64
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Table D.2: Descriptive statistics for subchondral and trabecular properties in both sexes
(continued)
Female Male
Position V OIAP N Mean ± SD Min Max N Mean ± SD Min Max
1 10 0.31 ± 0.02 0.29 0.33 13 0.31 ± 0.03 0.26 0.36
2 10 0.30 ± 0.03 0.27 0.34 14 0.31 ± 0.04 0.23 0.36
3 10 0.31 ± 0.03 0.27 0.37 14 0.33 ± 0.04 0.27 0.39
4 10 0.34 ± 0.03 0.30 0.38 14 0.35 ± 0.04 0.29 0.43
5 10 0.34 ± 0.03 0.30 0.39 14 0.35 ± 0.04 0.30 0.45
6 10 0.36 ± 0.03 0.32 0.44 14 0.36 ± 0.03 0.32 0.44
Medial
7 9 0.37 ± 0.03 0.32 0.42 14 0.37 ± 0.04 0.32 0.46
1 10 0.33 ± 0.02 0.29 0.37 14 0.31 ± 0.04 0.23 0.39
2 10 0.32 ± 0.02 0.28 0.36 14 0.31 ± 0.03 0.25 0.35
3 10 0.33 ± 0.03 0.28 0.40 14 0.32 ± 0.04 0.27 0.39
4 10 0.33 ± 0.03 0.30 0.38 14 0.35 ± 0.04 0.30 0.42
5 10 0.34 ± 0.03 0.31 0.40 14 0.35 ± 0.02 0.31 0.40
6 10 0.35 ± 0.02 0.31 0.39 14 0.35 ± 0.02 0.31 0.39
Central
7 10 0.36 ± 0.03 0.30 0.40 14 0.36 ± 0.03 0.32 0.44
1 9 0.32 ± 0.03 0.26 0.35 14 0.32 ± 0.06 0.24 0.43
2 10 0.32 ± 0.04 0.27 0.38 14 0.32 ± 0.03 0.28 0.36
3 10 0.32 ± 0.03 0.27 0.36 14 0.32 ± 0.03 0.27 0.37
4 10 0.32 ± 0.04 0.28 0.44 14 0.33 ± 0.03 0.28 0.38
5 10 0.33 ± 0.03 0.30 0.41 14 0.34 ± 0.02 0.31 0.38
6 10 0.34 ± 0.02 0.31 0.39 14 0.35 ± 0.02 0.32 0.38
TbTh
Lateral
7 10 0.34 ± 0.03 0.29 0.39 14 0.35 ± 0.02 0.32 0.38
Prior summary
Shown below are default priors for linear mixed models before auto-scaling:
Priors for model ’...’
------
Intercept (after predictors centered)
~ normal(location = 0, scale = 10)
Coefficients
~ normal(location = [0,0], scale = [2.5,2.5])
Auxiliary (sigma)
~ exponential(rate = 1)
Covariance
~ decov(reg. = 1, conc. = 1, shape = 1, scale = 1)
------
See help(’prior_summary.stanreg’) for more details
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See Gabry and Goodrich (2019) for prior descriptions.
Size group model comparison
All models compared against simplified “denominator” model. The model with the highest
Bayes Factor (BF) is the most probable model given the data. BF values were also calculated
for model terms to determine whether the inclusion of that term improved the model.
Interpretation using Raftery 1995 guidelines: BF 1-3 weak, 3-20 positive, 20-150 strong,
>150 very strong.
Model 2 was chosen as the most probable model.
# Bayes Factors for Model Comparison
Model BF
[2] group * voi_ap + Age + (1 | specimen) 1.97e+18
[3] group * voi_ap * Sex + Age + (1 | specimen) 2.31e+06
[4] group * voi_ap * Sex * voi_ml + Age + (1 | specimen) 1.35e-53
[5] group * voi_ap * Sex * voi_ml * Age + (1 | specimen) 4.65e-115
[6] group * Sex + (1 | specimen) 0.1
[7] group * voi_ap * Sex * Age + (1 | specimen) 1.14e-09
* Against Denominator: [1] group + Age + (1 | specimen)
* Bayes Factor Type: marginal likelihoods (bridgesampling)
# Inclusion Bayes Factors (Model Averaged)
Pr(prior) Pr(posterior) Inclusion BF
group 1.00 1.0e+00 NaN
Age 0.86 1.0e+00 3.32e+18
1:specimen 1.00 1.0e+00 NaN
voi_ap 0.71 1.0e+00 7.16e+17
group:voi_ap 0.71 1.0e+00 7.16e+17
Sex 0.71 1.2e-12 4.95e-13
group:Sex 0.71 1.2e-12 4.95e-13
Sex:voi_ap 0.57 1.2e-12 9.29e-13
group:Sex:voi_ap 0.57 1.2e-12 9.29e-13
position 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
group:position 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
position:voi_ap 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
position:Sex 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
group:position:voi_ap 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
group:position:Sex 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
position:Sex:voi_ap 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
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group:position:Sex:voi_ap 0.29 6.9e-72 1.73e-71
Age:group 0.29 5.7e-28 1.43e-27
Age:voi_ap 0.29 5.7e-28 1.43e-27
Age:Sex 0.29 5.7e-28 1.43e-27
Age:position 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
Age:group:voi_ap 0.29 5.7e-28 1.43e-27
Age:group:Sex 0.29 5.7e-28 1.43e-27
Age:Sex:voi_ap 0.29 5.7e-28 1.43e-27
Age:group:position 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
Age:position:voi_ap 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
Age:position:Sex 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
Age:group:Sex:voi_ap 0.29 5.7e-28 1.43e-27
Age:group:position:voi_ap 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
Age:group:position:Sex 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
Age:position:Sex:voi_ap 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
Age:group:position:Sex:voi_ap 0.14 2.4e-133 1.47e-132
* Compared among: all models
* Priors odds: uniform-equal
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Size group model results
Overall model
Final model specification (in R syntax):
stan_lmer(y ~ group*voi_ap+age+(1|specimen),data=d,
chains=6,iter=10000,thin=10,warmup=1000)
Table D.3: Size group estimated marginal means contrasts. Diff Est is the median difference
(contrast) between size groups (Large - Small), and Diff HPD is the 95% HPD interval of
that difference. * indicates credible differences between size groups.
Variable V OIAP Diff Est Diff HPD
1 0.03 -0.03, 0.09
2 0.00 -0.06, 0.06
3 -0.03 -0.09, 0.03
4 -0.03 -0.09, 0.03
5 -0.04 -0.10, 0.02
6 0.00 -0.06, 0.06
SubTh
7 0.01 -0.05, 0.07
1 0.00 -0.02, 0.03
2 0.00 -0.02, 0.02
3 0.00 -0.02, 0.02
4 0.01 -0.01, 0.04
5 0.01 -0.02, 0.03
6 0.01 -0.02, 0.03
TbTh
7 0.01 -0.01, 0.03
1 -0.10* -0.13, -0.07
2 -0.07* -0.10, -0.04
3 -0.04* -0.07, -0.01
4 -0.04* -0.07, -0.01
5 -0.03* -0.06, 0.00
6 -0.03* -0.06, 0.00
TbSp
7 -0.05* -0.08, -0.02
1 0.05* 0.03, 0.07
2 0.04* 0.02, 0.06
3 0.02 0.00, 0.04
4 0.02* 0.00, 0.04
5 0.01 -0.01, 0.03
6 0.01 -0.01, 0.04
BV/TV
7 0.01 -0.01, 0.03
1 -0.01 -0.04, 0.03
2 -0.04* -0.07, -0.01
3 -0.01 -0.05, 0.02
4 -0.02 -0.05, 0.01
5 -0.03 -0.06, 0.00
6 0.00 -0.03, 0.04
DA
7 -0.02 -0.05, 0.02
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Sex-specific model
Final model specification (in R syntax):
stan_lmer(y ~ group*sex*voi_ap+age+(1|specimen),data=d,
chains=6,iter=10000,thin=10,warmup=1000)
Table D.4: Sex-specific size group estimated marginal means contrasts. Diff Est is the median
difference (contrast) between size groups (Large - Small), and Diff HPD is the 95% HPD
interval of that difference. * indicates credible differences between size groups.
Variable V OIAP Sex Diff Est Diff HPD
Female 0.04 -0.04, 0.12
1
Male 0.02 -0.05, 0.09
Female -0.04 -0.12, 0.04
2
Male 0.02 -0.04, 0.10
Female -0.09* -0.17, -0.01
3
Male 0.01 -0.06, 0.07
Female -0.09* -0.17, -0.01
4
Male 0.01 -0.07, 0.07
Female -0.08* -0.16, 0.00
5
Male -0.01 -0.08, 0.06
Female -0.01 -0.09, 0.07
6
Male 0.01 -0.06, 0.08
Female 0.01 -0.07, 0.09
SubTh
7
Male 0.01 -0.06, 0.08
Female -0.01 -0.05, 0.02
1
Male 0.01 -0.02, 0.04
Female -0.02 -0.06, 0.01
2
Male 0.01 -0.02, 0.05
Female -0.03 -0.07, 0.00
3
Male 0.02 -0.01, 0.06
Female 0.00 -0.03, 0.04
4
Male 0.02 -0.01, 0.05
Female 0.01 -0.03, 0.04
5
Male 0.00 -0.03, 0.04
Female 0.01 -0.03, 0.04
6
Male 0.01 -0.02, 0.04
Female 0.02 -0.02, 0.06
TbTh
7
Male 0.00 -0.03, 0.03
Female -0.07* -0.12, -0.02
1
Male -0.12* -0.16, -0.08
Female -0.04 -0.09, 0.01
2
Male -0.10* -0.14, -0.06
Female -0.02 -0.07, 0.03
3
Male -0.06* -0.10, -0.02
Female -0.05* -0.10, 0.00
4
Male -0.03 -0.08, 0.01
Female -0.02 -0.06, 0.04
5
Male -0.04 -0.08, 0.00
Female -0.02 -0.08, 0.02
6
Male -0.04 -0.08, 0.00
Female -0.04 -0.09, 0.00
TbSp
7
Male -0.06* -0.10, -0.02
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Table D.4: Sex-specific size group estimated marginal means contrasts. (continued)
Variable V OIAP Sex Diff Est Diff HPD
Female 0.02 -0.02, 0.05
1
Male 0.07* 0.05, 0.10
Female 0.00 -0.03, 0.04
2
Male 0.06* 0.04, 0.09
Female -0.01 -0.04, 0.02
3
Male 0.04* 0.01, 0.07
Female 0.02 -0.01, 0.06
4
Male 0.02 0.00, 0.05
Female 0.00 -0.03, 0.03
5
Male 0.02 0.00, 0.05
Female 0.01 -0.03, 0.04
6
Male 0.02 -0.01, 0.05
Female 0.02 -0.01, 0.05
BV/TV
7
Male 0.00 -0.02, 0.03
Female 0.04 -0.02, 0.09
1
Male -0.03 -0.08, 0.01
Female -0.03 -0.08, 0.02
2
Male -0.05* -0.10, 0.00
Female -0.01 -0.06, 0.04
3
Male -0.02 -0.06, 0.03
Female -0.02 -0.08, 0.03
4
Male -0.02 -0.07, 0.03
Female -0.05 -0.10, 0.01
5
Male -0.02 -0.06, 0.03
Female 0.01 -0.04, 0.07
6
Male 0.00 -0.05, 0.04
Female -0.02 -0.08, 0.03
DA
7
Male -0.01 -0.06, 0.03
Scaling model comparison
All models compared against simplified “denominator” model. The model with the highest
Bayes Factor (BF) is the most probable model given the data. BF values were also calculated
for model terms to determine whether the inclusion of that term improved the model.
Interpretation using Raftery 1995 guidelines: BF 1-3 weak, 3-20 positive, 20-150 strong,
>150 very strong.
Here, the random slope/random intercept model (model 7) was the most probable, but
these models had issues with divergent transitions and convergence. Therefore, we chose the
second best model (model 2) for analysis.
# Bayes Factors for Model Comparison
Model BF
[2] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | voi_ap) + (1 | specimen) 6.77e+34
[3] log(femur_geomean) * Age + (1 | specimen) 0.69
[4] log(femur_geomean) * Sex + Age + (1 | specimen) 0.08
[5] log(femur_geomean) * Sex * Age + (1 | specimen) 0.04
[6] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | voi_ap:specimen) 2.24e+27
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[7] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (voi_ap | specimen) 1.80e+43
* Against Denominator: [1] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | specimen)
* Bayes Factor Type: marginal likelihoods (bridgesampling)
# Inclusion Bayes Factors (Model Averaged)
Pr(prior) Pr(posterior) Inclusion BF
log(femur_geomean) 1.00 1.0e+00 NaN
Age 1.00 1.0e+00 NaN
1:specimen 0.86 1.0e+00 5.24e+14
1:voi_ap 0.14 9.6e-09 5.77e-08
Age:log(femur_geomean) 0.29 9.7e-44 2.43e-43
Sex 0.29 1.7e-44 4.19e-44
log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.29 1.7e-44 4.19e-44
Age:Sex 0.14 5.2e-45 3.12e-44
Age:log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.14 5.2e-45 3.12e-44
1:voi_ap:specimen 0.14 3.2e-16 1.91e-15
voi_ap:specimen 0.14 1.0e+00 6.24e+08
* Compared among: all models
* Priors odds: uniform-equal
Full Bayesian model fit statistics
The following fit statistics were reported for the Bayesian models:
Median Median of the posterior distribution.
HDI 95% highest posterior density interval.
ROPE, ROPE % Region that is “practically equivalent” to zero, calculated from [−0.1 ∗
SDy, 0.1 ∗ SDy], where SDy is the standard deviation of the response variable. ROPE
% is the percentage of the 95% HDI that falls within the ROPE. 0% in the ROPE is
considered a credibly non-zero parameter.
Rhat Measures the ratio of the average variance of the draws within each chain to the
variance of the pooled draws across chains. Should not exceed 1.1.
ESS Effective sample size, or estimate of the effective number of independent draws from the
posterior distribution of the parameter of interest. Because the draws within a chain
are not independent if there is autocorrelation, the effective sample size will be smaller
than the total number of iterations. Will also be reduced if samples are thinned.
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MCSE Monte Carlo error, or the standard error of the mean of the posterior draws, is the
uncertainty associated with the Monte Carlo approximation.
Descriptions from Kruschke (2014); Makowski et al. (2019); Muth et al. (2018).
Table D.5: Bayesian fit statistics for full models.
Model Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE
(Intercept) 1.71 -1.50, 4.92 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5360 0.02
log(geomean) -0.50 -1.27, 0.30 -0.02, 0.02 0.02 1.00 5337 0.01SubTh
Age -0.01 -0.02, 0.00 -0.02, 0.02 0.93 1.00 5683 0.00
(Intercept) -1.88 -3.89, -0.05 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 4922 0.01
log(geomean) 0.21 -0.26, 0.67 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 4873 0.00TbTh
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5371 0.00
(Intercept) 1.76 -0.77, 4.59 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5247 0.02
log(geomean) -0.60 -1.25, 0.04 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5205 0.00TbSp
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5373 0.00
(Intercept) -2.26 -3.80, -0.57 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5201 0.01
log(geomean) 0.35 -0.04, 0.75 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5189 0.00BV/TV
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5004 0.00
(Intercept) 0.49 -2.99, 3.62 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5151 0.02
log(geomean) -0.47 -1.26, 0.33 -0.02, 0.02 0.02 1.00 5177 0.01DA
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.01 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5094 0.00
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Table D.6: Bayesian model summary and fit statistics for individual VOI models.
Var V OIAP Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE
(Intercept) 1.43 -4.31, 7.32 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5515 0.04
log(geomean) -0.48 -1.85, 0.95 -0.02, 0.02 0.02 1.00 5513 0.011
Age -0.01 -0.02, 0.01 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5336 0.00
(Intercept) 0.77 -3.53, 4.64 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5723 0.03
log(geomean) -0.28 -1.26, 0.72 -0.02, 0.02 0.03 1.00 5716 0.012
Age -0.01 -0.02, 0.00 -0.02, 0.02 0.95 1.00 5330 0.00
(Intercept) 2.31 -1.22, 5.94 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5297 0.03
log(geomean) -0.60 -1.48, 0.25 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5299 0.013
Age -0.02 -0.02, -0.01 -0.02, 0.02 0.47 1.00 5187 0.00
(Intercept) 3.18 -0.83, 6.42 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5248 0.03
log(geomean) -0.80 -1.64, 0.10 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5242 0.014
Age -0.02 -0.03, -0.01 -0.02, 0.02 0.38 1.00 5323 0.00
(Intercept) 2.19 -1.20, 5.30 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5398 0.02
log(geomean) -0.58 -1.36, 0.22 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5412 0.015
Age -0.02 -0.02, -0.01 -0.01, 0.01 0.40 1.00 5252 0.00
(Intercept) 1.90 -1.71, 5.51 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5013 0.03
log(geomean) -0.52 -1.39, 0.35 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5030 0.016
Age -0.01 -0.02, 0.00 -0.02, 0.02 0.71 1.00 4886 0.00
(Intercept) 0.25 -4.33, 4.48 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5419 0.03
log(geomean) -0.20 -1.22, 0.91 -0.02, 0.02 0.03 1.00 5427 0.01
SubTh
7
Age 0.00 -0.02, 0.01 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5458 0.00
(Intercept) -1.67 -4.91, 1.64 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5489 0.02
log(geomean) 0.11 -0.70, 0.87 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 5491 0.011
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5451 0.00
(Intercept) -1.27 -4.05, 1.35 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5316 0.02
log(geomean) 0.02 -0.64, 0.67 -0.01, 0.01 0.02 1.00 5397 0.002
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 4480 0.00
(Intercept) -1.74 -4.39, 1.28 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 4783 0.02
log(geomean) 0.17 -0.52, 0.84 -0.01, 0.01 0.02 1.00 4753 0.013
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5316 0.00
(Intercept) -2.81 -5.39, -0.12 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5188 0.02
log(geomean) 0.46 -0.18, 1.09 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5170 0.004
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5228 0.00
(Intercept) -2.35 -4.19, -0.39 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5149 0.01
log(geomean) 0.35 -0.12, 0.80 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5156 0.005
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5196 0.00
(Intercept) -1.28 -2.80, 0.37 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5563 0.01
log(geomean) 0.08 -0.30, 0.46 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 5575 0.006
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5306 0.00
(Intercept) -1.98 -3.79, 0.02 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5157 0.01
log(geomean) 0.26 -0.23, 0.70 -0.01, 0.01 0.02 1.00 5145 0.00
TbTh
7
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5553 0.00
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Table D.6: Bayesian model summary and fit statistics for individual VOI models (continued)
Var V OIAP Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE
(Intercept) 3.64 -0.07, 7.38 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5441 0.03
log(geomean) -1.00 -1.92, -0.12 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5470 0.011
Age -0.01 -0.02, 0.00 -0.02, 0.02 0.92 1.00 5414 0.00
(Intercept) 2.58 -0.45, 5.78 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5410 0.02
log(geomean) -0.79 -1.56, -0.05 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5387 0.012
Age -0.01 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5266 0.00
(Intercept) 1.29 -1.77, 4.59 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5439 0.02
log(geomean) -0.50 -1.26, 0.29 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5427 0.013
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5399 0.00
(Intercept) 1.44 -2.01, 4.83 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5231 0.02
log(geomean) -0.53 -1.38, 0.28 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5256 0.014
Age -0.01 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 0.98 1.00 4774 0.00
(Intercept) 1.08 -1.80, 3.70 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5524 0.02
log(geomean) -0.47 -1.14, 0.18 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5525 0.005
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 4914 0.00
(Intercept) 1.23 -2.54, 4.67 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5279 0.03
log(geomean) -0.50 -1.34, 0.40 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5288 0.016
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5296 0.00
(Intercept) 1.35 -1.98, 4.82 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5129 0.02
log(geomean) -0.49 -1.36, 0.29 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5108 0.01
TbSp
7
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5381 0.00
(Intercept) -3.27 -7.26, 0.53 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5119 0.03
log(geomean) 0.54 -0.41, 1.47 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5164 0.011
Age 0.01 0.00, 0.02 -0.02, 0.02 0.99 1.00 5369 0.00
(Intercept) -2.48 -5.11, 0.36 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5589 0.02
log(geomean) 0.39 -0.24, 1.07 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5596 0.002
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5406 0.00
(Intercept) -1.81 -3.79, 0.36 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5476 0.01
log(geomean) 0.25 -0.29, 0.72 -0.01, 0.01 0.02 1.00 5476 0.003
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5595 0.00
(Intercept) -2.42 -4.12, -0.78 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5541 0.01
log(geomean) 0.41 0.01, 0.82 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5543 0.004
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5336 0.00
(Intercept) -1.97 -3.23, -0.69 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5194 0.01
log(geomean) 0.31 0.00, 0.61 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5194 0.005
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5421 0.00
(Intercept) -1.93 -3.53, -0.32 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5419 0.01
log(geomean) 0.29 -0.11, 0.67 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5429 0.006
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 4762 0.00
(Intercept) -1.89 -3.80, -0.02 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5158 0.01
log(geomean) 0.28 -0.20, 0.72 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5059 0.00
BV/TV
7
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 5374 0.00
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Table D.6: Bayesian model summary and fit statistics for individual VOI models (continued)
Var V OIAP Parameter Median 95% HDI ROPE ROPE % Rhat ESS MCSE
(Intercept) 2.46 -2.88, 8.38 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5117 0.04
log(geomean) -0.93 -2.35, 0.38 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5122 0.011
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.02 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5059 0.00
(Intercept) 3.82 -1.13, 9.15 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 4954 0.04
log(geomean) -1.27 -2.53, -0.03 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 4949 0.012
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5078 0.00
(Intercept) -1.47 -6.14, 2.93 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 4763 0.03
log(geomean) 0.04 -1.03, 1.17 -0.02, 0.02 0.03 1.00 4757 0.013
Age 0.01 -0.01, 0.02 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5031 0.00
(Intercept) -0.48 -3.89, 2.77 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5402 0.02
log(geomean) -0.24 -1.03, 0.57 -0.01, 0.01 0.03 1.00 5421 0.014
Age 0.01 0.00, 0.02 -0.01, 0.01 0.96 1.00 5274 0.00
(Intercept) 1.16 -1.93, 4.42 -0.01, 0.01 0.00 1.00 5076 0.02
log(geomean) -0.64 -1.46, 0.06 -0.01, 0.01 0.01 1.00 5073 0.015
Age 0.00 0.00, 0.01 -0.01, 0.01 1.00 1.00 4792 0.00
(Intercept) -3.81 -8.91, 1.71 -0.02, 0.02 0.00 1.00 5389 0.04
log(geomean) 0.55 -0.70, 1.87 -0.02, 0.02 0.02 1.00 5485 0.016
Age 0.01 -0.01, 0.02 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5287 0.00
(Intercept) 1.76 -2.48, 6.30 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5735 0.03
log(geomean) -0.79 -1.87, 0.26 -0.02, 0.02 0.01 1.00 5769 0.01
DA
7
Age 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 -0.02, 0.02 1.00 1.00 5393 0.00
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Discussion on connectivity density
Another measure commonly reported in the literature is connectivity density, or the number
of trabeculae per volume (ConnD, mm−3). Reported scaling exponents for ConnD in
the literature were all below zero, but displayed considerable variation, especially when
confidence intervals were included (Figure D.2). These results are, however, difficult to
interpret, because authors do not agree on the isometric scaling expectation for ConnD.
The scaling expectation for ConnD has variously been cited as ∝ L0 (i.e., ∝ M0, treating
ConnD as a shape variable) (Ryan and Shaw, 2013) and ∝ L−3 (i.e., ∝M−1) (Fajardo et al.,
2013; Saers et al., 2019). All reported scaling exponents were below zero, but conclusions of
allometry differed based on the (sometimes unstated) isometric expectation. For instance,
Doube et al. (2011) concluded that ConnD scaled with strong negative allometry with a linear
dimension (femoral head radius), with median reported scaling exponents (across animals
and sites) of ∝ L−1.52 and ∝ M−0.61. Since they concluded negative allometry, we assume
they treated ConnD as a shape variable (i.e., L0 and M0); however, treating ConnD as a
linear dimension would reverse the allometry conclusion.
Researchers have also reported that ConnD is highly dependent upon VOI size and location,
which makes it difficult to compare across studies, all of which use differently sized and
located VOIs (Kivell et al., 2011). Based on tests in this study, ConnD also appeared to
differ considerably with the thresholding methods used to process the data. Because of
the aforementioned issues and potential unreliability of the measure, we decided to remove
ConnD and did not discuss it anywhere in the main text of this study.
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Figure D.2: Reported interspecific (birds, mammals, primates) and intraspecific (humans)
scaling patterns for ConnD from past literature, organized by animal category and bone
(general). 95% confidence intervals/HDI were included where possible. Data were split by
the predictor (X) variable used in regression into two categories: linear dimensions (femoral
head height/diameter) and Mass (body mass). Past studies used both OLS and RMA
regression methods. Species mean regressions were used when reported. SOURCES: birds
(Doube et al., 2011), mammals (Barak et al., 2013; Doube et al., 2011), primates (Fajardo
et al., 2013; Ryan and Shaw, 2013), humans (Saers et al., 2019).
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Scaling model comparison with sex and age
All models below were compared against the simplified model that was presented in results
(referred to as “denominator” model below). The model with the highest Bayes Factor (BF)
is the most probable model given the data. BF values were also calculated for model terms
to determine whether the inclusion of that term improved the model. Interpretation using
Raftery 1995 guidelines: BF 1-3 weak, 3-20 positive, 20-150 strong, >150 very strong.
SubTh
Model 4 was the best model (sex and age interaction), but only very weakly so (BF=1.06).
However, BF inclusion values for age, sex, and their interaction terms were all weak (BF<3).
# Bayes Factors for Model Comparison
Model BF
[2] log(femur_geomean) * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.65
[3] log(femur_geomean) * Sex + Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.52
[4] log(femur_geomean) * Sex * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 1.06
* Against Denominator: [1] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | specimen)
+ (1 | voi_ap)
* Bayes Factor Type: marginal likelihoods (bridgesampling)
# Inclusion Bayes Factors (Model Averaged)
Pr(prior) Pr(posterior) Inclusion BF
log(femur_geomean) 1.00 1.00 NaN
Age 1.00 1.00 NaN
1:specimen 1.00 1.00 NaN
1:voi_ap 1.00 1.00 NaN
Age:log(femur_geomean) 0.50 0.53 1.11
Sex 0.50 0.48 0.92
log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.50 0.48 0.92
Age:Sex 0.25 0.32 1.4
Age:log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.25 0.32 1.4
* Compared among: all models
* Priors odds: uniform-equal
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TbTh
Model 1 was the best model (no interactions).
# Bayes Factors for Model Comparison
Model BF
[2] log(femur_geomean) * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.73
[3] log(femur_geomean) * Sex + Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.08
[4] log(femur_geomean) * Sex * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.04
* Against Denominator: [1] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | specimen)
+ (1 | voi_ap)
* Bayes Factor Type: marginal likelihoods (bridgesampling)
# Inclusion Bayes Factors (Model Averaged)
Pr(prior) Pr(posterior) Inclusion BF
log(femur_geomean) 1.00 1.000 NaN
Age 1.00 1.000 NaN
1:specimen 1.00 1.000 NaN
1:voi_ap 1.00 1.000 NaN
Age:log(femur_geomean) 0.50 0.416 0.71
Sex 0.50 0.063 0.07
log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.50 0.063 0.07
Age:Sex 0.25 0.020 0.06
Age:log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.25 0.020 0.06
* Compared among: all models
* Priors odds: uniform-equal
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TbSp
Model 1 was the best model (no interactions).
# Bayes Factors for Model Comparison
Model BF
[2] log(femur_geomean) * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.71
[3] log(femur_geomean) * Sex + Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.07
[4] log(femur_geomean) * Sex * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.01
* Against Denominator: [1] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | specimen)
+ (1 | voi_ap)
* Bayes Factor Type: marginal likelihoods (bridgesampling)
# Inclusion Bayes Factors (Model Averaged)
Pr(prior) Pr(posterior) Inclusion BF
log(femur_geomean) 1.00 1.0000 NaN
Age 1.00 1.0000 NaN
1:specimen 1.00 1.0000 NaN
1:voi_ap 1.00 1.0000 NaN
Age:log(femur_geomean) 0.50 0.3909 0.64
Sex 0.50 0.0457 0.05
log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.50 0.0457 0.05
Age:Sex 0.25 0.0063 0.02
Age:log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.25 0.0063 0.02
* Compared among: all models
* Priors odds: uniform-equal
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BV/TV
Model 1 was the best model (no interactions).
# Bayes Factors for Model Comparison
Model BF
[2] log(femur_geomean) * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.8
[3] log(femur_geomean) * Sex + Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.07
[4] log(femur_geomean) * Sex * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.01
* Against Denominator: [1] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | specimen)
+ (1 | voi_ap)
* Bayes Factor Type: marginal likelihoods (bridgesampling)
# Inclusion Bayes Factors (Model Averaged)
Pr(prior) Pr(posterior) Inclusion BF
log(femur_geomean) 1.00 1.0000 NaN
Age 1.00 1.0000 NaN
1:specimen 1.00 1.0000 NaN
1:voi_ap 1.00 1.0000 NaN
Age:log(femur_geomean) 0.50 0.4300 0.75
Sex 0.50 0.0463 0.05
log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.50 0.0463 0.05
Age:Sex 0.25 0.0072 0.02
Age:log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.25 0.0072 0.02
* Compared among: all models
* Priors odds: uniform-equal
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DA
Model 1 was the best model (no interactions).
# Bayes Factors for Model Comparison
Model BF
[2] log(femur_geomean) * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.71
[3] log(femur_geomean) * Sex + Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.09
[4] log(femur_geomean) * Sex * Age + (1 | specimen) + (1 | voi_ap) 0.01
* Against Denominator: [1] log(femur_geomean) + Age + (1 | specimen)
+ (1 | voi_ap)
* Bayes Factor Type: marginal likelihoods (bridgesampling)
# Inclusion Bayes Factors (Model Averaged)
Pr(prior) Pr(posterior) Inclusion BF
log(femur_geomean) 1.00 1.0000 NaN
Age 1.00 1.0000 NaN
1:specimen 1.00 1.0000 NaN
1:voi_ap 1.00 1.0000 NaN
Age:log(femur_geomean) 0.50 0.3964 0.66
Sex 0.50 0.0542 0.06
log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.50 0.0542 0.06
Age:Sex 0.25 0.0073 0.02
Age:log(femur_geomean):Sex 0.25 0.0073 0.02
* Compared among: all models
* Priors odds: uniform-equal
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Standardized Major Axis (SMA) regression results
It is a matter of considerable debate whether OLS (ordinary least squares) or RMA/SMA
(reduced/standardized major axis) regressions are more appropriate in studies of allometry
(Warton et al., 2006; Smith, 2009). Both methods have been employed in studies of bone
microstructure allometry. While Smith (2009) recommends that the most important indi-
cator is whether the relationship is assumed to by symmetric (X ∼ Y , Y ∼ X), others
indicate that MA methods might be more appropriate when measurement error exists in X
as well as Y or when the calculated slope is used to test for changes in shape, i.e. determine
isometry vs. positive/negative allometry (Warton et al., 2006; Smith, 2009). Given that we
were not using direct measures of body mass in this study, it could be argued that significant
measurement error could exist in X (Femur GeoMean).
We presented OLS regression results in the main portion of this paper because we believe that
the relationship between body size variables (mass, bone dimensions) is not inherently sym-
metric, but asymmetric, in that we were using body size (X) to predict bone microstructure
properties (Y). OLS regression also allowed us to use more complex models that incorporate
random effects and covariates. However, some previous analyses of bone microstructure have
employed RMA/SMA regression methods (Doube et al., 2011; Ryan and Shaw, 2013).
We therefore employed the same SMA regression method used in Doube et al. (2011) to
determine if results differed from the OLS study and test if scaling exponents differ from
the expected slopes (1 for SubTh, TbTh, TbSp; 0 for BV/TV, DA). We performed SMA
regressions using the package smatr in R (Smith, 2009). We performed this analysis on a
subset of the data, using only the mid-joint V OIAP (4) and central V OIML.
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Table D.7: SMA results for each variable at central VOI 4. Model p-value indicates overall
significance of the model. Slope p-value < 0.05 indicates that calculated slope is significantly
different from isometric expectation.
Variable Slope 95% Slope CI R2 model p Isometry slope p
SubTh 2.24 1.39, 3.63 0.01 0.69 1 0.00
TbTh 1.60 1.07, 2.38 0.11 0.12 1 0.02
TbSp -1.51 -2.27, -1.00 0.00 0.75 1 0.05
BV/TV 0.73 0.50, 1.05 0.07 0.21 0 0.00
DA -2.22 -3.24, -1.52 0.05 0.28 0 0.00
Results from SMA regression had equally wide confidence intervals and displayed similar
trends as OLS regression. It is important to note that even though almost all slope tests
returned significant results, no model itself was significant and R2 values were very small,
indicating that there was no real correlation discerned between any of the the predictor and
response variables. Therefore, these results indicated no dependence upon body size.
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